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AN ANALYSIS OF THE FINANCIAL STRUCTURE AND
INSURANCE PRACTICES FOR SELECTED TYPES

AND SIZES OF OREGON FARM FIRMS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Economics provides tools for measuring income and

income variability aiong farmers. The quest for this

incowe and what it will, buy motivates farmers in their

efforts to use resources in production. Friers gain

income and accumulate s; vins by using the "right'

resources effectively. Resources must be committed

in the production process long before it is known what

the returns from such endeavors will be. Physical and

economic factors arc respo-nible for these uCnoiins or

uncertainties. Variable yields, prices, and costs are

subject to unpredictable results which affect the income

which frsers seeking. The joss:ibility of loss of

possessions througi property destruction, liable is-

fortunes, sickness, or death are uncertainties related

to that which has already been acquired.

Almost from the time £ariing began in this country,

inhabitants have experienced plentiful supplies of food.

Indeed food supplies have been so abundant that in many

cases they have been regarded as a burden or at least



an undesirable circumstance. Through the use of tech-

nological innovations, farmers have increased food

supplies out of proportion to the increase in demand

for these commodities. The pressure of abundant supply

keeps farm product prices low. Without production costs

remaining low, a price-cost squeeze occurs which creates

economic maladjustments among various sectors of the

ndus try.

Continual farm firm adjustments are necessary to

cope with technological changes and the highly uncertain

and dynamic economic conditions which are prevalent in

farming. While adjustments are voluntary, they are

induced by changes in technology and other economic

forces affecting the profitability of farming. Changes

in public law designed to improve the economic positions

for farmers frequently require intra.-i'irm adjustments

to take advantage of the provisions.

Recent technological advances have given rise to

farm adjustments that involve considerable increase in

the amount of land and capital resources controlled by

farm firms if they re to remain or become competitive.

If per unit returns remain constant and are non-negative,

a straight business expansion provides greater total

returns. Larger farm size also makes possible more

efficient use of resources and a lowering of per unit



costs; thus more profit is gained,

Financial ability is necessary to obtain control

of larger amounts of land and capital in order to en-

large the size of the farm operation. This ability can

be in the form of liquid reserves or in obtaining credit

for use as financial backing.

Once the decision to commit resources to a produc-

tive effort has been reached, farm entrepreneurs stand

responsible for the success or failure of their decisions,

Their resources and equities are exposed for possible

losses or gains. With fini adjustments that irould

increase investments in land and capital resources the

magnitude of losses may be increased when unwise deci-

sions or unexpected undesirable events ta):e jlace.

Likewise, the magnitude of gains may be increased when

more land and resources are used wisely under favorable

circumstance8, With farm community attitudes that

currently place premiums on security, means to reduce

the impact of risk and uncertainty losses to the finan-

cial structure of the farm business firms are timely

subjects.

Individuals and public bodies interested in and

responsible for the economic well-'being of farming

require specific knowledge of the financial conditions

of all types and sizes of farm firms if complete under-

standing is to be had, This study is an attempt to



determine the fizaanci&]. condition of specific groups

:° farui entrepreneurs along with the insurance practices

they have adopted to lessen the irspact of risk and un-

certainty 10855$. It is felt that the results of such

an inquiry should provide guide lines for entrepreneurs

in their decision making and information valuable to

those individuals and agencies who formulate agricultural

policy and provide guidance to farmers in their adjust-

ment programs.

Objectives

The content of this report covers the financial

structure and conditions of specific farmer groups in

Oregon. It includes the extent to which farmers used

insurance to protect their equity positions and to

reduce their possible loss exposuras they cope with

situations involving uncertainty. These two subjects

are not distinctly separate. To the contrary, they

combine well; consideration ol' insurance programs must

take into account the financial circumstances involved.

The broad objective is to determine features of farmers'

financial conditions and of farmers' insurance programs

as they exist independently and as they affect each

other.

Within this broad area, specific objectives to

accomplish are as follows:



1. Determine the amount and categories of invest-
ment and the magnitude and timing of claims
against the farm capital for selected types
and sizes of Oregon farms.

2. Appraise the financial ability o farmers to
cope with adverse economic conditiona due to
low product prices, high production costs, or
poor yields.

3. Point out and examine the sufficiency of net
iarrn income obtained from the efforts ot'
farmers on different types and sizes of farm
operations.

4, Determine the extent to which farmers of dif-
ferent physical and financial circumstances
used insurance as a means of reducing
uncertainty lassos.

3. Study the economic feasibility of further
lessening or shifting certain capital risks
by the use of various insurance plans.

ypotheses

Specific hypotheses used to focus activity in

accomplishing the objectives of this study are as fol-

lows:

1. The amount of net farm income is equal
among different types of farming.

2. The amount of net farm income is equal among
different sizes of farms within one type of
farming.

3. The amount of equity iii the farm business is
equal among different types of' farming.

4. The amount of equity in the farm business is
equal among different sizes of farms within
farmin; types.

5. The relation of equity to total assets is
similar for different types and sizes of farms.



6.. Physical and economic features of farmers
provide some guide for the amount of life
insurance used.

7. Greater than proportionate fire insurance
protection is purchased as improvement
valuations increase.

B. The incidence of crop insurance is equal
among farmers in different net worth
positions.

9. Farmers enjoying high asset credit; buy more
liability protection (vehicle and personal)
and less 1oss-of-incoie protection than
farmers with lower asset positions.

Areas and Types of Farming Studied

A. the inception of this study it was recognized

that the many different types of farm businesses in

Oregon present financial situations and problems pecul-

iar to each.. Physical and monettry limitations precluded

the inclusion of' all types and sizes of farming units

for a comprehensive presentation of finance oriented

conditions in Oregon agriculture. It was deemed

undesirable for purposes of this study to mix two or

more types of farming. Distinctly separate farming

types were used so as to be more exacting in describing

the situations and also for purposes o:t' comparisons

among different farming types. This study covers three

types of farming designated as Area 1 located in north-

eastern Naiheur County; Area 2 located in northcentral

Oregon covering portions of five counties bordering



the Columbia River; Area 3 located in the Willamette

Valley. These areas represent three important types

of agricultural pursuits in the state. The separate

conditions found within each area present valuable

opportunities for comparisons to be accomplished.

Two iiain restrictions were used within each type

1 farmin.g chosen: (1) Only full time farmers whose

major source of income was from the farm business were

included in the study. Cases earning off-far income

were included when such income was of secondary ipor

tance, (2) Extremely large farms were intentionally

excluded. Each farming type included three size groups,

If a firm was so large as to far exceed the others in

the large size classification, it was omitted. There

was not sufficient numbers of these firms to permit a

separate grouping and their inclusion may have produced

undue misrepresentation.

Area]. type of farm. The size of this sample

area is small. Dimensions of approximately forty miles

long by ten miles wide would enclose that portion of

Maiheur County studied. See page 12 for locational

orientation.

The chief characteristics of this type of farming

are fertile soil, irrigaed row crops, and large invest-

ments for the farm business in land, labor and capital.



The soil is generally alkaline. 

classification runs from good to 

land (11, p. 15), 

Although the area is small, 

total agricultrual production in 

high. This is indicated by the 

three important row crops, 

Sugar beets 
for sugar 

Irish potatoes 

Dry onions 

(39, p. 294-300) 

8 

The land capability 

very good tillable 

its importance to the 

the state is relatively 

Lollowing figures for 

State total MaiheurCo. Percent of 
state total 

1,347 13,780 86 

acres 

395,902 349,959 88 

ton 

36,735 10,160 28 

acres 

8,059,036 2,159,457 27 
100# bags 

5,Oti9 acres 2,897 57 

In 1954 Malheur County ranked 16th in the production 

of Irish potatoes and ninth in the production of sugar 

beets compared with other counties in the U. S. (41, 

p. 46 and 54). 

The high value of land is reflected in statements 

from local peole o the 
area0 

They report farms sell- 

ing for $300 to $1200 per acre. Another evidence of 



the high land value is found on the rolls of the county

ta: assessor where 8OO per acre true cash value is not

uncommon.

This type of farming has need for much hired labor.

Even though mechanization has taken the place of much

hand work, it has not replaced zote essential hand

operations, The weeding and thinning operations for

On.onS, to name one crop, are very high labor-using

processes,

Two notable capital requiresients are farm machinery

and fertilizers. From cursory inspection one is led to

believe machinery expenditures are great for this type

of farming. Many costly, specialized machines are need-

ed. A comparison between types of farming and machinery

investment will he noted later in this writing. The

level of comiiercial fertilizer utilization is shown in

the 1954 census reports. Naiheur County with $1,241,999

spent on coiiimercial fertilizer to cover 59,753 acres ±5

the fourth highest fertilizer expenditure per acre in

the state (40, p. 270-273).

It may be well to explain so;uo restrictions found

in the area. Specialized dairy farms, beef feeding,

orchard, and horticultural roductiori wore excluded from

this study, Also those farms situated on the bench land

raising predominantly small grain, hay and livestock



were not included. These exclusions were felt necessary

in order to have a homogeneous type of farming ior study.

Area 2t,offarminj. This area includes an

exianse of dryland hillside farming covering portions

of Wasco, Sherman, Gililam, Morrow and thiatilia Counties.

See page 12 for location of this area.

This type of agriculture is a good example of

extensive farming. Modern machines make it possible

for one man to operate several hundred acres. Help may

be hired for spring work and harvest, but the labor

input per acre farmed is low. Conservation of avail-

able moisture, weed control, and erosion prevention are

paramount problems. It is the usual practice to summer-

fallow the cropland; thus, a crop is harvested every

other year from a given field.

Principally, the farms are geared for small grain

production. Wheat is the preferred crop, Tut its pro

duction is limited by federal program acreage controls.

It is interesting to note Umatilia County in i954 ranked

eighth in production of wheat among all counties in the

United States ('il, p. 26).

The majority of farms maintain a livestock enter-

prise varying in importance from farm to farm, It is

a common procedure to graze the animals on stubble

fields and those areas not suited for farming, Even

though the livestock enterprise is not of primary
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importance on most farms, the area makes a large con-

tribution to the total livestock production of the state.

Area3type ofrin. For variety of crops grown

and cultural practices followed, the type of farming in

Area 3 stanus separated from the first two types mention-

ed, Similar to Area 2, those farmers produce small

grains abundantly and frequently engage in suppleiontary

livestock enterprises. In addition, grass and legume

seed crops are comtionly grown, Irrigation is rarely

practiced, Reseithlin' Area 1, these farm lands are

cropped each year and the application of commercial

fertilizers is an important practice.

Willamette Valley farming covers a wide variety

of endeavors. Included in this location is the produc-

tion of fruits, nuts, berries, and holly; livestock

enterprises sheep, dairy, beef, hogs and poultry;

intensive croj. :.n; for processed food stuffs, hops

fresh vegetables, potatoes, sugar beet seed and others;

the less intensive goneral" type farms wore isolated

for this study. Specific important livestock and cros

found in this general farming type are: sheep, beef,

poultry, wheat, oats, barley, hay (alfalfa, clover,

vetch, pea, grain), grass and legume seed crops.

After consulting with experienced agricultrual

workers, it was decided to use a representative area
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Figure 1. Location of farming areas studied.
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the Willamette Valley for study. Two counties,

Polk and Yamhill, as Shown on page 12 were selected.

Farmers from these two counties were contacted for

inforatat ion,

Me thodsoud

This paragraph presents an over-all coverage of

the planned work; more detailed exp1antion will follow.

This study is based on jrimary daa collected by persont1

interview and mailed data sheets from farmers, county

tax assessors, and insurance agents. From those data,

tables and figures were constructed; statistical tests

were computed to show various relationships and to test

specific hypotheses. Secondary data from text books,

journal reporto, census findings, theses, bulletins and

pamphlets of many descriptions were used for directive,

explanative and comparative purposes.

Methods used in the collection of' primary data are

the center of the discussion in this section. In order

to study different farm size groups it was necessary to

devise some size criteria for stratification purposes,

After evaluating alternatives, size groupings were chosen

an the basis of cropland acreage controlled by the farmers

Of course equal acreage farmed would not represent com-

parable size farms between areas. Size groupings were

established independently within each area,
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Designating neaningfu1 limits for size groupings

within each area was necessary. Initially that designa-

tion was somewhat arbitrary, but it was based upon

advice froi county extension and USDA personnel closely

associated with the local fariing conditions. After

the farm interview, it was feasible to make necessary

adjustments. The adjusted acreage groupings were set

as follows:

Fari Size Group

Are a lrediEaxe
1 35-90 91-180 181-'+20

2 i6-83o 831-1500 1300-2800

3 53-225 226-350 35l-6OO

A questionnaire was designed to record informa-

tion gained from the farmers. In conducting the farmer

interviews, they were asked to disclose that which they

owed and that which they aimed including their insurance

coverages. All personal property, excepting household

goods, and real estate properties were listed. A value

was assigned to personal property in accordance with

the farmer's estimate of what the property would bring

on the market if offered for sale with benefit of plan-

ing, advertising, and a reasonable time period,

Market value estimates on real estate were obtained

from the rolls of tha county tax assessor. It was

recognized that farmers observe the sale of real estate
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infrequently and therefore have little basis upon which

to estimate its value.

Informution on indebtedness was obtained from the

farmers and listed as to amount, source, and loan period.

When farmers were asked tor insurance information

it was frequently impossible due to multiple reasons

for them to supply it. In such instances the

written consent was obtained granting hi insurance

agent permission to supply the data. Even though this

practice necessitated much extra time, effort and expense,

it was felt the more accurate and uniform infor1ation

offered by the agents justified the inconvenionce. Some

agents were contacted by personal visits; the majority,

however, were requested by letter to fill ut and return

an enclosed data sheet with items pertaining to the

particular farmer.

After collection, the data were coded and trans-

ferred to punch cards for machine tabulation.

The Samples

Frequently the task of securing subjects for sample

contacts creates great difficulty for research projects.

Therefore it appears worthwhile to give special mention

to the means by which the pies were drawn in this

study.

Statisticians advised for purposes of this study



to obtain a sample size of 10 to 12 for each farm size

grouping in each type of farming area An effort was

made to secure 12 farm observations for each of the 9

farm groups, However, this number of usoable records

was obtained only in Area 1. Field work in Area 2

produced 4 useable records and 29 were obtained from

Area 3.

The populations from which the sap1os were drawn

were defined as farmers engaged in homogeneous types

of fariiing. Each trpe 0 fariiing roquired a different

approach in draw:ing the sap1e; therefore it is neces-

sary to consider them separately,

Ar1.a1e. This type of farming is located

in one small northeastern ortion of Maiheur County.

From a 1953 county rural directory, a listing of all

farmer8 located in that portion ot Maiheur County

(determined by range and township description) was

made. Since size of farm was part of the information

included in the directory, it was possible to stratify

the farmers into three farm size groups. From each

groups using a table of random numbers, a new list

was made which included 50 farmers in each size group.

This second listing was sent to the office of the

Malheur County xtension Agent for inspection. The

extension stai'i indicated which farms were engaged in



agricultural activities conforming to the described

type, From these naaes, using a table of random numbers,

farmers were selected for contact until 6 farmers were

available for interview in the area.

Area 2 sanple. As a result of research work done

in the Columbia Basin Area, the Agricultural Research

Service of USDA had a complete listing 1 all farms in

the fivecounty area which had been granted a wheat

allotment or which had engaged in other dealings with

their local Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation

Office. It was felt that this listing was sufficiently

comprehensive to comprise the population from which to

draw a sample. The names were arranged in order of

increasing farm size; therefore, a systematic saspling

technique of including every twontioth farer was used

to make up the sample. Two alternates were listed for

each first choice to insure a contact in that space.

These were obtained by using the name that appeared in

the third space in both directions from the first

choice contact, Thirtysix sets of names were listed

in this manner for contact. Thirtyfour cells were

finally filled.

Area 3 sle. This study area was delineated

by the boundary lines for Iolk and Yamhill Counties.

Within each county, several types of farming are

present. Rural directories provided the source of
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names of the farm population. Of course names in the

directory were not distinguishable as to farming types.

From the names of all farmers, a table of random num-

bers was used to se1ct 100 farmers for each size group

ing. County extension agents iro the respective

counties weit over the lists and marked off those farms

not meeting the typo of farming criteria already estab-

ljshed4 From the remaining names, using a table of

random numbers, a listing of fifteen contacts within

each size category was obtained.

As it turned out, stratification by size was very

ineffective in this

available knowledge

a farm into a relia

visit to the farm.

ings occurred after

was a simple random

than the stratified

area. There was not sufficient

of the farm operation to classify

1e size category without a personal

Th.orofore the resultant size group-

the farms were visited. The result

sample of all sizes of farms rather

random sample expected.

The ar1:4ake-ti2 Characteristics

Some characteristics of the farm family and its

property are presented here to gain an understanding

of the circumstances of the sample ftrms. It is to be

noted that these findings are not necessarity comparable

to census reports. The nature of this study precluded

the accumulation of county-wide data. 1aher, it



covered only a specific typo of farming within an area 

which may cover portions of one or more counties. 

Table 1 provides some references concerning the 

farm family. Sample farmers in Area 2 comprised the 

youngest age group for the three areas with a median 

age of 5.5 years. The median age for Area 1 farmers 

was 51 years, and for Area 3 farmers it was 55 years. 

Ages of wives showed medians of kO.3, '&8.5, and k7 

for Areas 2, 1, and 3 respectively. The younger age 

of farm couples in Area 2 largely accounts for the 

greater number of children per farms. In many cases 

children of older couples were no longer dependent 

upon their parents and therefore not counted. 

Table 1. Family characteristics en farms in three 
areas studied. 

Item Area 
1 2 

Number of farm operators 36 29 

Median ago 51 55 

Median years of farming 
experience 25.5 19 26 

Number of wives 31k 32 28 

Median ago i8.5 40.5 47 

Number dependent on farm 
income 4.1 3.5 

Number of children per farm 1.6 2.2 1.6 
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Findings on farm sizes and incomes are shown in

Table 2. Using statistical tests, it was concluded

that there was a significant difference in average net

farm income between areas. Farmers in Area 2 received

the highest net incomes; the lowest average not incomes

were reported by Area 3 fa.niers. (See Appendix A,

Table I for computations,)

Reported not farm income within each area contained

much Variation. It ranged from $300 to l2,000 in Area

1; from $2,000 to $31,000 in Area 2; from 0 to $12,000

in Area 3. The larger farm size groups averaged higher

net farm incomes except for the comparison between the

medium farm size group and the large farm size group in

Area 3. /1

An income comparison among size groups within each
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found to be significant (Appendix A, Table 4). Although

there were differences in the average incomes among

size grouiz in Area 3, the variation from within each

size group was so relatively large that the variation

among size group did not prove to be significant.

The above comparisons indicate finer measuring

tools than acreage farmed are needed to explain income

variations between farmers. True, the number ci' acres

farmed provides facilities for larger net income; yet

frequently it was found that farmers on small acreages

were able to equal or surpass the incomes obtained by

farmers on much larger units.

Non-farm income was being earned on only a few

farms. In Area 1, three operators and seven wives

earned off-farm income. Operators averaged $979 and

wives averaged $2,347. In Area 2 only two operators

and one wife reported off-farm income. Operators

averaged $3,130 and the wife earned $3,460. The

similarity of the two off-farm incomes reported in the

medium farm size group in Area 2 must be considered as

a chance coincidence. The persons involved were engaged

in different lines of work, but reported incomes were

the same 1'armers in Area 2 had the least off-farm

income of the three areas. Two circumstances may ac-

count for this. (1) These farmers were enjoying higher

net farm incomes than those in the other two areas;
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thus there was less need for off-farm income. (2) Living

many miles from centers of business activity, they have

a locational disadvantage which precluded many opportun-

ities for off-farm osployment.

In Area 3 three operators and six wives were earning

non-farm income. Their yearly average earnings were

3,O3O for operators and ,O53 for wives.

Evon though relatively Low farm families were

earning non-farm income, when that income was included

the average income per farm family was considerably

increased, The increase per family wrnunted to 38

in Area 1, 344 in Area 2, and 947 in Area 3.

it should be re-emphasized that the farmers selected

in these groups essentially were full-time farmers.

Those not earning the majority of their income from the

farm were excluded from the sample. It is necessary to

keep this point in mind when evaluating the reported

participation in nonfarm employment.

There are many irh1 operations smaller than those

small size farms included in this study. A large part

of them are probably earning the principal portion of

their income from non-ari sources Off-farm eployment

for these peopie would looz ore important thau it did

for the siple :Carers.

it my be that there are many "full-time" farmers
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Table 2. Farm size, hired workers, and income among 

three farm size groups of farmers within 
three areas of farniug. 

- imsTze rou. 
Item Small Medium Lgrge 

Area I: 
Acreage range 359O 91-180 181-420 
Average size in acres 83 151 255 

Farms with 1 hired worker 1 3 4 
Fax-ins with 2 hired workers 0 0 1 
Farms with 3 or more workers 0 0 2 

Average net farm income $3,667 $4,542 $6,208 
Operators with uozfarrn 
income 3 0 0 
Operators non-farm 
income /b $979 0 0 

Wives with non-farm income 5 1 1 
Wives' income per farm $2,390 $ 480 *4,000 

Area 2: 

Acreage range 165880 88i-ioo 1501-2800 
Average size in acres 615 1,152k 2,063 
Farms with 1 hired worker 1 2 3 
Farms with 2 hired workers 0 1 1 
Farms with 3 or more workers 0 0 1. 

Average net farm income $7,000 9,3OO $11,80& 
Operators with non-farm 
income 0 1 1 

Operator's non-farm 
income /b 0 *5,460 $ 800 

Wnives with non-farm income 0 1 0 
Wives' income per farm /b 0 *3,460 0 

Area 3: 
Acreage range 55-225 225-350 351-600 
Average size in acres 160 288 463 

Farms with 1 hired worker 0 0 1 
Farms with 2 hired workers 0 0 0 
Farms with 3 or more workers 0 0 0 

Average net fiu'm income $1,400 *4,440 
Operators with non-farm 
income 0 1 2 
Operator' s non-farm 
income 0 $8,000 $ 575 

Wives with non-farm income 0 3 3 
Wives' non-farm income per 
farm /b 0 *2,406 $3,700 

This c1ssificatjon is on the basis of tillable acre- 
age. 

Average of those receiving non-farm income. 



who are partially unemployed. Understandably, there

are periods of the year when farm work cannot be carried

out which could produce under-employment among (arm oper-

ators. As Table 2 shows, large farms in most cases wore

hiring no more full time workers than the small farms;

it appears some farmers were not fully employed. Admit-

tedly, this is only a nebulous indication of the employ-

ment situation aoIg the .cimplo farmers,

If it is true that uany farLners are partly unem-

ployed, the cause of this condition is important. The

cause may be (1) through choice, in which case the

individual is satisfied with the circumstances of being

underemployed and prefers that status to one with more

demanding endeavors, or (2) unavoidable due to some

limitation precluding other possibilities. If the

situation is as noted in (2), then possibilities for

desired change are worthwhile to consider.



CHAPT1R II

FARM FINANCIAL STRUCTURE

This chapter covers a discussion on the analysis

of the financial structure of specific groups of farm

firms in Oregon. $everal types of relations will be

pointed out. The various relations that exist between

classes of assets having different levels of liquidity

between typos and sizes of farms are shown. Comparisons

are similarly wade for liabilities classed according to

length of maturity. These two broad categories, assets

and liabilities, comprise the essential components for

an accounting form interchangeably called the "financial

statement" or the "balance sheet."

For this study assets were classified and grouped

in order of decreasing liquidity. Current assets are

the most liquid group followed by working assets and

then fixed assets. All assets were valued according

to the amount of cash for which they could be exchanged.

Of course, the ease of this exchange varies by type of

asset and accounts for the degree of asset "fluidity."

Liabilities refer to the claims against assets,

They include creditor claims along with proprietor

claims. creditor claims are debts which the farmer

owes. Farmer debts were studied as to the amount,
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length of obligation, and credit source. The principal

breakdown includes groupings o current (or short-term)

liabilities, intermediate-term liabilities, and long-

term liabilities. This break-down does not represent

the proportion of short-1 intermediate-, and long-term

credit used during the yoar. Rather, it shows the ex-

tent of each type of credit obligation as of the day

the farmers were interviewed.

There are two principal reasons for the term

classifications of loans. (1) The types and amounts

of collateral required vary according to the time

period the loan is to cover. Although individual

transactions may occur differently, usually ort-term

loans are extended with secured or- unsecured notes as

collateral, or they may be carried as open accounts by

merchants. Intermediate-term debts usually are evidenced

by notes guaranteed by chattel mortgage or notes secured

by conditional sales contract. Promissory notes without

collateral sometimes evidence intermediate-term debts.

Long-term debts usually are covered by notes secured

by first mortgages on real estate or second mortgages

on real estate. Unsecured notes or notes secured by

chattel property y be used but are not common for

longterm borrowing (31, p. 2-3).

(2) Earning capabilities of that use for which
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the loan is obtained must be considered with respect

to length of loan. Short-term loans are usually for

the purpose of paying operating expenses and are repaid

out of gross cash income. They are thereby considered

self-liquidating. This self-liquidating feature may

apply to some intermediate-terffi loans as long as loan

repayment coincides with returns produced by the invest-

ment. In such cases, that which is purchased becomes

a part of gross income when products produced as a

result of the purchases are sold. Long-term loans are

not the self-liquidating type. That which is purchased

with a long-term loan is not used up in the production

process. It does not depreciate. It provides a base

to produce more net income but does not become a part

of the gross cash flow. Such purchases must be paid

for from net cash income (28, p. 99-100).

When the farmers were visited for information on

the matoral used in this study, they were asked to

disclose a value for all properties owned a well as

all creditor claims against the business. One farm

business asset that was not included for study was

the value of the growing crops. Also, the valuation

for household goods was omitted. With those exceptions,

it is felt that the enumeration was quite complete.



The Balance Sheet

A balance sheet appropriately may be termed a

picture showing (1) the dollar value by categories

of the physical resources under the control of the

operator, (2) the extent to which creditors have claims

on the business assets, and (3) the extent of ownership

in the business by the owner. If assets loss liabilities

result in a negative value (net deficit), the proprietor

is insolvent to that extent, A positive value (net

worth) after subtraction depicts the solvency of the

proprietor in the business. /1 Although the size of

assets and liabilities determine net worth, neither

alone represents a basis for evaluating solvency. Rather

than being a final objective, the balance sheet becomes

a tool for further analyses. Some purposes of a corn-

pleted balance sheet are as follows:

(1) To present the financial condition of the farm
in summary forms, The degree of solvency is
apparent,

/1 Accountants generally use the term capital rather
than net worth to mean owner's share in the business.
The basic equation for balance sheet work is shown
as: assets liabilities + capital. In more words
this means the total property of the business equals
the total owed creditors plus the balance of value
belonging to the owner (9, P. 26). Economists
generally use the term capital to mean non-human
resources which contribute towards placing goods in
the hands of consumers (18, p. ). In this paper
for reference to the balance of value belonging to the
owner the terms net worth or equity will be used.



(2) To show the value of financial and physical
assets available for use in production.

(3) To show the amount of savings accrued by the
firm. Two ways to determine savings from
balance sheets are (a) change in assets less
change in liabilities or (b) change in net
worth (5, p. 114).

(4) To provide a means for comparing the results
0f heterogeneous type firms or industries in
the economy such as broiler faris versus
dairy farms or farming versus grocery retail-
ing.

(5) To provide guide lines for firms to make
adjustments. The accumulation of balance
sheets on firms engaged in similar type
endeavors offers a comparative basis in
appraising the effectiveness on returns to
assets and other data.

Table 3 provides a summary of the balance sheet

components derived from the groups of farmers included

in the survey. This combination shows all that is

owned and owed by the average business culminating with

the net worth. For more detail on the nine specific

farm size groups studied, data are presented in usual

balance sheet form in Appendix A, Tables 5-13.

Land was the main entry in assets and long-term

liabilitie2 was the main entry in liabilities for each

group of farmers studied. In no case was an average

net deficit found. In fact, none of the balance sheets

for individual farmers displayed a net deficit. The

lowest average net worth was $44,366 on small size farm-

ers in Area 3. The highest average net worth was $167,061
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Table 3. Balance sheet summary for the average farmer within the three
farm size groups of each of the three farming areas.!'

Farm size group
Item ma11 Medium Large

/
Pct.cf Pct.of Pct.°f

Area 1: dollars total dollars total dollars total
Assets:

Current 11,602 17.2 16,581 21.0 34,974 19.9
Working 12,427 18.4 17,303 21.9 29,789 16.9
Fixed 43,427 64.4 45,019 57.1 111,312 63.2
Total 67,456 100.0 78,903 100.0 176,075 100.0

Liabilities:
Short-term 747 12.2 4,697 50.4 8,867 28.7
Intermediate 634 10.3 248 2.7 1,588 5.1
Long-term 4,752 77.5 4,375 46.9 20,487 66.2
Total 6,133 100.0 9,320 100.0 30,942 100.0

Net wciçth 61,323 69,583 145,133
Area 2: .E1

Assets:
Current 21,037 21.7 21,845 20.2 25,223 14.0
Working 23,367 24.0 28,941 26.8 51,416 28.6
Fixed 52,802 54.3 57,183 53.0 103,213 57.4
Total 97,206 100.0 107,969 100.0 179,852 100.0

Liabilities:
Short-term 1,665 18.0 6,475 31.3 6,733 52.6
Intermediate 236 2.6 1,129 5.4 1,208 9.5
Long-term 7,345 79.4 13,118 63.3 4,850 37.9
Total 9,246 100.0 20,722 100.0 12,791 100.0Net wth 87,960 87,247 167,061

Area 3:
Assets:

Current 6,663 13.5 9,238 10.5 15,695 13.6
Working 8,517 17.3 13,276 15.1 20,890 18.1
Fixed 34,032 69.2 65,449 74.4 79,138 68.4
Total 49,212 100.0 87,963 100.0 115,723 100.0

Liabilities:
Short-term 746 15.4 1,739 13.6 545 3.3
Intermediate 0 0 0 0 1,773 10.7
Long-term 4,100 84.6 11,037 86.4 14,255 86.0
Total 4,846 100,0 12,776 100.0 16,573 100.0

Net worth 44,366 75.187 99,150
a/ The values are averages and do not reflect a specific farm. It must

be remembered that these averages include all farm operators whether
they be owners, renters or represent other tenure forms.

b/ Area 1 is the concentrated irrigated farms in northeastern Maiheur
County. Information was obtained by interviews with the local
farmers in December, 1959.

Cl Area 2 is the dryland small grain producing area in the Columbia Basin
of Oregon. Information was obtained by interviews with the local
farmers in March and June, 1960.

cit Area 3 is the general type farm in Polk and Yamhill Counties. Informa-
tion was obtained by interviews with the local farmers in July and
early August, 1960.



on large size farms in Area 2.

In all three areas the farmers' average net worth

position improved as farm size increased. It is under-

standable that total assets would increase with size

due, for one thing, to the larger sized asset valuations

contributed by acreage. Actually it turns out that each

category under assets was larger with larger farm size.

Although total liabilities, with one exception,

increased with larger farms, the increases were not

equal in magnitude to increases in assets. In fact

in Area 2, farmers on large SiZO farms averaged lower

total liabilities than did farmers on medium size farms.

An analysis of variance procedure was carried out

testing the hypothesis that average net worth is equal

among the three farming areas. This test revealed

that there is a significant difference in farmers'

average net worth position among arease (See analysis

of variance test in Appendix A, Table l.) Closer

test revealed that the cause of differences in the net

wqrth positions among areas was due to the large net

worths in Area 2. There was no significant difference

in average net worth between Areas 1 and 3.

Contrasted to the most favorable net worth posi-

tions of Area 2 farmers, those farmers in Area 3 showed

the least favorable position. This comparison on net
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wortha revealed the same pattern between areas as did

the net farm income comparisons.

An indication o the magnitude in net worth is

shown in Table i. In no case was a net deficit detected.

Of course, land is one of the contributing factors to

the large net worths. Reference to the increases in

land values that have occurred in the last twenty years

leads to the belief that there has been a windfall gain

through ownership of this asset. In 1940 farm real

estate in the United States was valued at 33.6 billion

dollars. In 1960 it was valued at 129.1 billion dollars,

an increase froi 1940 o ever 284 percent(38, p. 28-29).

An owner of a 6o,000 farm in 1940, just by maintaining

ownership, would now have an asset valued at 230,000,

assuming a similar relationship as was found throughout

the United States.

Tests were carried out to determine the effect of

size on net worth accumulation of non-renters. In all

three areas a positive relation was found between size

and net worth (See computations in Appendix A, Tables

15, 16, and 17.) As size increased a larger average

net worth was found.

The larger acreagos farmed provided a base on

which to use other resources so that it was possible

to gain larger net farm incosies. This income then



Table 4. Net worth for farniers in three farm size
groups within each of three farming areas.

-
- a -

Area
Farm size group 1 2 3

(Net worth in l,0O0's)

Sma1i L

Mediuuu /b

Largez L

Median 61
Range 22-112

Median 85
flange 46-94

102 41.5
46-169 6-85

123 78
34-207 66-143

Median 124.5 253.5 108
Range 35-378 125313 20-171

L This table excludes renters.

See footnotes to Table 3 for the area desiation
and the time of year the data was co11eced,

contributed towards building up net worth. Also,

larger acreages accounted for much greater valuations

in fixed assets than was the case on smaller sized

farms. This valuation becomes exceedixigly large when

beginning with a large base and inflating it 284 percent

which is the rise farm real estate values have expori-

sncod over the last twenty years.

A question arises as to whether or not there is

a relation between the amount of net worth and some

length of time seasurement in which the farmer has been

involved in obtainin, his not worth. One time
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measurement available or cohiparison was operators' years

of experience. That is, the measurmont was the number

of years the operator has been making farm management

decisions. The average number of years experience of

the non-renter operators was as follows:

Area
Farm size 1 2

Small 27 33 34

X!ediuw 26 21 31

Large
-

25 2
- ___________-l*_

No relation couict be seen between these two variables

when they were plotted on a scatter diagra. F.:rmers

with many years of experience were just as likely to

have a low net worth as were farmers with ouly a few

years experience.

Conclusions inferred by this comparison may be

somewhat dubious4 A logical initial presumption was

that those farmers involved in the farming business

the longest would have accumulated the greatest assets

as well as experienced th Lull inflation value increase

of those assets leading to large net wortlis. Some

reasons for the lack of association between years of

farm management ex1erience and net worth are as follows:

(1) Some farmers ay have fallen heir to their proper-

taos without participating in an accumulation savings



process at all. (2) Some farmers have so conducted

their business affairs that they have made a great deal

of income in the past few years. Part of that income

has been saved by buying land and reducing debts. This

activity has led to high net wortha. (3) The majority

of the farmers contacted had been in the busi.ness over

twenty years so presumably most of them would have

experienced the effects of inflation.

Current Assets

Current assets includes those items having the

greatest liquidity in the -fari business.. They are

cash, investments in stocks and bonds readily convertible

to oash, accounts receivable, goods on band ready (or

market, and a miscellany group. Highly liquid assets

can most readily be exchanged for other goods or

services or can easily be used to cover creditor claims.

Cash may be accumulated through the sale of tangible

assets, through sale of a product, or through short-

term loans from lending institutions. It is evident

that the amount of this item is subject to extreme

fluctuations depending upon the timing o replenish-

meats and withdrawals.

Holdings of stocks and bonds are considered next

in order of liquidity being easily convertible to cash.

The value in this category was reported according to



current exchange value and not uaturity ox' purchase
price values,

Accounts receivablo refers to those items, cash
or its equivalent, owed to the individual for his product
sales or for some service rendered for which he is to
receive pay.

Cash value of' life insurance refers to that equity
in a life insurance policy convertible to cash, This

asset is generally very liquid. Many writers contend,

however, that this item is not a current asset, Since

it is an investment item which grows each year as pre
miums are paid, it is not available for making payments

on current liabilities as the need arises, Cash sur-

render value on life insurance was classed under current
assets in this paper because it is readily convertible
to cash if so needed and this action causes no material
change in the productive operation of the I iru.

Value of goods on hand includes feeds and seeds
intended for sale. These items have no bearing on

future productivity. Fuels and feeds intended for use
on the farm wore included, though somewhat erroneously,

in this classification. These items comprise such a

small portion of this category that the inclusion causes
no significant misrepresentation.

Value of livestock intended for sale were included
as current assets since they represent a product that
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can be converted into cash without affecting the future

physical productivity or scale of the business. An

exception to this is the case where livestock for sale

may yet provide productivity in pounds gained. In this

case they are a fox-nt of capital converting a product.

Although ease of immediate liquidity between livestock

groomed for sale and other livestock kept primarily for

breeding or milking purposes may be similar, immediate

liquidity commensurate with a consideration of future

operations of the business provides a basis for distinc-

tion.

Information in Table 5 shows a breakdown of items

within current assets for three sizes of farms within

each study area. Current assets in Area 1 averaged

$11,602 in the small farm size group and $16,581 in

the medium farm size group. The average farm in the

large size group of Area 1 controlled $3,974 of current

assets, the greatest amount of current assets for an

average farmer from any other farm size group in the

study, Value of goods on hand and accounts receivable

were two categories which were consistently high for

the average farmer in each farm size group in Area 1.

This was due to the large amounts of stored goods on

hand held in anticipation of sale. Crops such as

potatoes and onions had been harvested but many were



Table 5. The value of current assets for the average farmer
in three farm size groups within each of three
farming areas.

I,:

Assets
farm

Small
size group
*edim lArge

Average
£11 sizes

(dollars) (doilarsi (doUa)(doll)
Area ii

Cash on hand 3,605 2,328 9,021 k,985
Stocks and bonds 933 926 2,925 1,596
Accounts receivable 1,327 2,96k 5,951+ 3,1+15
Cash value of insurance 1,386 3,374 1,799 2,186
Value of goods on hand 2,1+83 4,111 12,11+6 6,21+6
Livestock for market 1,363 2,878 3,129 2,623

Total 11,602 16,581 3k,974 21,051

Area 2:

Cash on band 6,918 2,1+91 5,753 4,898
Stocks and bonds 6,036 3,1+1+5 4,750 k,715
Accowits receivable 2,762 932 3,21+6 2,305
Cash value of insurance 2,758 6,1+5]. 6,756 5,257
Value of goods on hand 1,385 1,242 4,414 2,397
Livestock for market 1,178 7,284 304 2,81+2

ota1 21,037 21,81+5 25,223 22,1+11+

Area 3:

Cash on hand 1,420 988 3,81+4 2,023
Stocks and bonds 1,488 605 3,1+78 1,801
Accounts receivable. 713 561+ 3,147 1,1+17
Cash value of insurance 877 1,578 3,1+06 1,901+
Value of goods on hand 1,91+9 2,371 1,198 1,861
Livestock for market 216 ,132 622 1,31+7

Total 6,663 9,238 15,695 10,353

Area 1 is the concentrated irrigated farms in northeastern
Maiheur County. Information was obtained by interviews
with the local, farmers in December, 1959.

Area 2 is the dryland small grain producing area in the
Co1ubia Basin of Oregon. Information was obtained. by
interviews with the local farmers in March and Jwie 1960.

Area 3 is the general type farm in Polk and Yamhill Counties.
Information was obtained by interviews with the local
farmers in July and early August, 1960.
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not sold at the time of the interview. The category 

of accounts receivable was liberally filled as a result 

of sugar beet payments still outstanding. Also, the 

amounts in the cash on hand category wero high. This 

probably reflected receipts recently obtained at the 

time of interview from the sale of harvested crops. /1 

Area 2 farmers controlled the largest amounts of 

current assets when considering the three farm size 

groups in total. Current assets averaged $21,037 on 

small size farms, $21,8'5 on medium size farms, and 

$25,223 on large size farms. The majority share of 

current assets was comprised of the three highly liquid 

items cash on hand, stocks and bonds and cash value of 

insurance, 

Average current assets were lowest on Area 3 

farms. These assets averaged $6,663 on small size 

farms, 39,233 on medium size farms, and 315,695 on large 

size farms, 

A source of variation between areas on current 
assets as well as other balance sliest coLlpouents 

to be presented later arises from the different 
times of the year interviewing work took place. 

Farmers in Area I were interviewed in the last ten 
days of December, 1959. Current assets should be 

highest at that time of year. Farmers in Area 2 

were interviewed in March and early June, 1960. 
Farmers in Area 3 were interviewed in July and 
early August, 1960. 



WorkinAs sets

Admittedly the classification of assets involves

arbitrary choices. The working assets category includes

those assets more liQfuid than rca]. estate but which are

not intended for sale. These assets are those which

are used as direct agents for animal or crop production.

Two groups of items included as working assets are

machinery and livestock. The latter is divided into

four types, dairy, boef, sheep, and other,

Table 6 shows the broakdoai of working assets.

It is apparent that for each type o farming and each

farm size group, the machinery entry constitutes the

larger portion of the total,

Within Area 1, small size farms averaged $12,427

in working assets of which $7,093 was for machinery

and 34,390 for beef stock. Medium size farms had

$l7,03 in working assets with 313,787 worth of machine-

ry and 33,031 worth of beef stock, Of the $29,739

average working assets on large size farms, $25,276

was for machinery and $4,469 was for beef stock. In

each case the value of stock other than beef was minor.

The small size farms in Area 2 controlled an

average of 323,367 worth o working assets. Machinery

accounted for $16,516 and $6,270 represented the value

of the stock. The medium size farms showed $28,942

of working assets, machinery was valued at $20,070 and
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Table 6, The value of working assets for the average
farmer in three farm size groups within each
0 three farming areas.

- ---
-. ;.-. . . :.. .. .

..y .

Farm size 4p
Assets Small Nediu Laz'ge Average

all sizes

(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)

Area 1' Ia

Machinery $ 7,093 $13,787 25,276 $15,385
Dairy stock 873 373 21
Beef stock 4,390 3,031 4,469 3,963
Sheep 22 60 0 28
Other 49 52 23 4].

Total 12,427 17,303 29,789 19,839

Area
Machinery 16,516 20,070 37,286 24,247
Dairy stock 218 128 133 137
Beef stock 6,270- 8,44 13,273 9,098
Sheep 0 I 0 0
Other 363 328- 704 457

Total 23,367 28,941 54,416 33.959

Area 3: Ia

Machinery 6,883 10,878 17,833 ll,65
Dairy stock 384 507 114 343
Beef stock 794 362 1,536 882
Sheep 432 1,240 1,247 963
Other 24 289 140 151

Total 8,517 13,276 20,890 13,998

See footnotes for Table 3 for the area designation
and time of year the data was collected.

beef -stock was $G,414. Large size farms averaged

$13,273 for beef stock. Few farms surveyed in the first

two areas owned dairy cattle or sheep. They averaged

approximately one dairy cow per farm. Only one farm
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in Area 2 reported a sheep. The category termed Uother

was comprised mainly of saddle horses for work and

pleasure.

The value of working assets found on the average

farms in Area 3 was $8,517 on small size farms, $13,276

on medium size far, and 20,89O on large size farms.

Machinery constitutes approximately three-fourths or

more of the total for all, sizes. Beef stock was not

the predominant livestock as was the case in Areas 1

and 2. There was an average beef stock value of $794

and sheep of $432 on small size farms, Medium size

farms had an average valuation for sheep of $1,240 and

beef of $362. Large size farms included an average

valuation of $1,556 for beef and $1,247 for sheep.

Farms in Area 3 showed the lowest investment in

working assets. Farms in Area 2 had the greatest

investment in machinery as well as livestock. The

average machinery valuation of S37,286 on large size

farms in Area 2 exceeded by $12,000 the average machinery

valuation on large size farms in Area I and it exceeded

by almost $20,000 the average machinery valuation on

large size farns in Area 3.

Fixed Assets

The final breakdown of assets includes those

resources classified as fjxedu. The classification
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consists of real estate, the combined total of land

and improvements as a tangible entity. Market value

estimates for these properties were obtained from

county tax rolls.

Table 7 shows the averago value of fixed assets

found on the farms udied. The values include only

properties of omers and part owners. Real estate

used by renters was not included. The table includes

an average value of fixed assets for the farmers on

whom net worth values were computed. An average which

excludes renters is also included to indicate average

fixed asset valuation per owner rather than per farmer

in the group. In groups where there are no renters,

these two average figures are identical.

Fixed asset valuations on farms in Area I averaged

$3,427 for the small size farm group, k5,Ol9 for the

medium size farm group, and $111,312 fox- the large size

farm group. Roughly, buildings accounted for 21 percent

to 24 percent of the total.

In a comparison among the three areas, fixed assets

were the highest in Area 2. In this area the average

valuation in the small size farm group was $52,802 on

land and buildings. For medium size farms the fixed

asset valuation averaged $37,183 and for large size

farms the average was $103,213, Buildings comprised



Table 7. The value of fixed assets for the average fariier in three farm size groups
within each of three farming area.

Srnaii. Nec1.um Large
Per farmer Per owner Per farmer Per owner Per farmer ?er owner

Assets (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)

Area 1:

Value of buildings 10,532 10,532 10,019 10,930 23,168 23,168

Value of land 32,895 32,893 35,000 38,181 88,Wf 88,1LfZf

Total 43,Lf 27 k3,k27 k5,0l9 k9.,lll 111,312 111,312

Area 2: L.

Value of buildings 9,122 ll,1k9 9,206 1,L67 2+,650 32,866

Value of land k3,680 53,389 k7,977 75,392 78,56 l0,751

Total 32,802 6k,8 57,183 89,859 103,213 137,617

Area 3:

Value of buildings 5,703 5,706 11,776 13,08Lf 16,099 16,099

Value of land 28,326 28,326 33,673 59,637 63,039 63,039

Total 3k.032 3k,032 65,k9 72,721 79,138 79,138

See footnote to Table 5 for the area designation and the time of interviewing.



sixteen to twenty-four percent of total fixed assets.

Nore renters were contacted in this area which caused

the large differences between averages of per farmer

arid per owner as listed in Table 7.

The reason for highest fixed asset valuations in

Area 2 relative to the other two areas was not because

these assets carried a higher velue per unit, but rather

it was because farms in Area 2 include so much land.

The extensive type of farming carried on in that area

with part of the land summer-fállawed aks it possible

for one farmer to care for many acres of land. Farm

size in Area 2 ranged up to 2,300 acres of tillable

land. Farmers in Areas 1 and 3 engaged in more intensive

type farming than Area 2 farmers; also farmers in

Areas 1 and 3 grew crops on the land each year so one

farmer could care for fewer acres in these two areas.

The average fixed asset values in Area 3 were

3',032 on small size farms, 65,449 on medium size

farms and $79,138 on large size farms. Building valua-

tion accounted for 16 percent to 20 percent of total

fixed assets.

Current or Short-term Liabilities

Those financial obligations which are due and pay-

able within one year are classified as current or

sbort..term liabilities. Borrowing and lending endeavors
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may be in many forms depending upon the particular

arrangement. One writer lists the following eleven

forms of current liabilities (7, p. 96):

(1) Notes payable to banks

(2) Notes payable and trade acceptances for
merchandise, machinery or equipment

(3) Accounts payable

(ii) Loans payable

(5) Accruals

(6) Deposits

(7) Advance payments

(8) Reserves for taxes

(9) Dividends declared but not payed

(10) Reserves for contingencies against possible
losses

(ii) Current maturity of a funded debt

The first five forms listed are commonly found in

farm business accounting, although they may not be

labelled in this identical manner. A farmer's short-

term liabilities may include one, two, or more of the

above forms. Some of the above forms are frequently

grouped into a broader classification and called produc

tion credit. It is that type of credit used by farmers

to cover production expenses during a cropping cycle

or a cattle feeding operation. These are loans to

cover expenses o producing and are repayable upon
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sale of the product. It may be in various forms as

listed above and from various sources as later considered.

Sales carriod by merchants on open accounts is one

method of obtaining short-term credit. When merchants

extend credit, they expect payment at periodic intervals

for items sold. This covers multiple items, as house-

hold goods, fuel, feed, seed, repairs, and fertilizer.

Another use of short-terni credit is financing large

projocts of' a long-term nature such as building construc-

tion. Under this arrangement, the borrower obtains a

loan to cover payment of the building and expects to

repay or make other arrangements within one year. If'

repayment is not completed then refinancing transactions

may result. This method of' financing may be through

choice in which case the borrower has sufficient expected

income to take care of the obligation within a year and

thereby avoids involving his long-term credit collateral.

The opposite case is whore the borrower has used up al].

of' his short-term borrowing power and is forced to

finance on long-term contracts.

?or farmers within this study, average short-term

indebtedness as to source, type, and size of farming

is sboim in Table 8. Both the average indebtedness of

farms with debt and the average indebtedness of all

farms in the group are shown. Since this sectiOn is



¶iable 8. Sources arid amounts of short-term indebtedness for the average farmer in three farn
size groups within each of three farming areas.

Farm size grotps
Small Medium Large

rmSource with debt Per farm
.

rms witb debt Per farm Farms with debt Per fa
Number Average in group xumber Average in group Number Average in group

amount amount amount

Area 1: (dollars) Tdiollars) (dollars)

Merchants 3 1,442 360 6 598 299 5 1,820 758
Banks 3 1,192 298 6 4,283 2,142 3 38,000 6,333
PCA 1 1,000 83 6,250 2,083 2 8,700 1,450
FHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3,000 250
Individuals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1 70 6 2 1,040 173 2 '+53 76

Total 8 3,74 747 18 12,171 4,697 13 51,973 8,867

Area 2:
Merchants 2 412 75 4 1,415 515 4 1,450 483
Banks 3. 10,500 955 5 7,050 3,205 5 3.5,000 6,250
PCA 3. 4,000 364 1 5,300 +82 0 0 0
?HA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Individuals 1 2,900 264 1 25,000 2,273 0 0 0
Other 1 80 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 6 17,892 1,665 11 38,765 6,475 9 16,450 6,733

Area 3
Nerchants 3 320 96 5 534 267 3 800 267
BankB 0 0 0 3 3,767 1,130 1 2,500 278

1 6,000 600 2 1,600 320 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0

Individuals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1 500 50 1 265 22 0 0 0o. 5 6,820 746 11 6,iaG 1,739 4 3,300-

See foototè to Ta1e 5 for area designation 'nd time of interviewing.



concerned with group averages, the latter figures are 

of more importance. 

Average short-term indebtedness in Area 1 was as 

follows: 

Farm size group Small Medium Large 

Number with debt 5 11 9 

Average indebtedness 77 1k,G97 8,867 

Not only wa the average amount of short-term indebted- 

ness smaller on farw8 in the small farm size group than 

in the other two size groups, but also the incidence O 

indebtedness was less frequent. Much variation 121 

short-term debts was noted. It ranged from O to over 

S52,000 with a median for the entire area of l,25O. 

Unfortunate.y, no information was available with which 

to explain the circumstances which gave rise to the 

very large .32,OOO short-term debt. 

Since the farmers in Area 1. were interviewed in 

December, it was expected that short-term debts would 

not be extensive. At that season of the year there 

was little need to secure credit for crop production 

purposes and the receipts from product sales would have 

been used to retire debt. However, at that time aany 

of the products as potatoes and onions had not been sold; 

consequently, loans were still outstanding awaiting 

these sales. 
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Average short-term indebtedness for farms in the

various size groups in Area 2 was as follows:

Farm si group Small Medium Large

Number with debt 3 9 8

Average indobtedness ii,665 6,475 6,733

Fourteen or forty-one percent of the farmers in. this

area reported no short-term debt. Most of them were

in the small farm size group. The amounts of debt

ranged from $0 to $50,000; the median for the area was

only 280.

The season of the year in which these farmers were

interviewed (March and June, 1960) was conducive to t.he

use of production type credit. They had already per-

Thrmed the crations necessary to prepare and plant

the fall crop in 1939, and the operations of plowing,

reseeding, spraying, fertilizing, and other activities

involved in summer-fallow farming in 1960 wore either

well underway or completed at the time of interview,

With this situation, one would expect short-term credit

use to be hi1.

Farmor in Area 3 were us:ing much less short-

term credit than farmers in the other two areas, Their

average indebtedn.ess was as follows:

Farm size group Small Medium Large

Number with debt 3 6 4
Average indebtedness $746 $1,739
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Over 35 percent of these farmers had no short-term

indebtedness. The largest amount of short-term debt

reported was $7,200. When the farmers were interviewed

(July), most of' the crop production expenses had been

incurred and short-term borrowings presumably would

have been at a maximum.

Intermediate-Term Debts

The second classification into which loans were

divided was the intermediate-term group. This classifi-

cation includes those loans having a duration of one

to five years. Actually, there may be little difference

between intermediate- and long-term loans except that

long-term loans most frequently are secured by real

estate; whereas intermediate-term loans most frequently

are secured by a chattel mortgage or a conditional sales

contract. Intermediate-term loans commonly are obtained

for the purchase ot equipment, livestock, or improvements

to real estate.

This type of credit did not enjoy widespread use

among the farmers included in the samples of this study.

Onlysix farmers in Area 1, nine farmers in Area 2, and

three farmers in Area 3 reported intermediate-term loans.

The reason for this seemingly low participation was not

determined, It would be worthwhile to know if' it was

due to farmers' preference or due to the unavailability



of this type of' credits

Source and amounts of intermediate-term debt used

by the farmers studied are shom in Table 9, Data from

fari:is in Area I shows an average indebtedness of $634

on farms in the small size group. Average intermediate-

term indebtedness was $248 on medium size farms and

$1,588 on large size farms. A better impression of

the average loan size is gained by looking under the

column headed "Per farm with debt" which includes only

the farmers using intermediate-term credit. On the

three farm size groups, the respective intermediate

average indebtedness is then $5,400, $2,978, and

$10,737.

The average intermediate-term indebtedness on farms

in Area 2 was $236 for the small farm size group, '1,l29

for the medium farm size group, and $1,208 in the large

farm size group, The average indebtedness per debt

holder was $1,300, $8,170, and $4,833 far the respective

three farm size groups.

In Area 3 only farmers on the large size farms

reported intermediate-term indebtedness. Thi$ amounted

to an average of $1,773 fox- that large farm size group

or $13,675 as average for those with debt.

Banks and machinery dealers were the predominant

sources for this credit. The source indicated as



Table 9. Sources and amounts of intermediate-term indebtedness for the average farmer in
three farm size groups within each of three farming areas,

Small Medium Lar_
Farms with debt Per farm Farms with debt Per farm Farms with debt Per farmSource
Number Average in group Number Average in group Number Average in group

anouni ariouzit vrount

(dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
Area 1: Li

Banks 2
Machine
dealers 0

Individuals 0
Other I

Total 3

Area 2: L.
Banks 0
Machine
dealers 2

Individuals 0
Other 0

Total 2

2,200 367 1 1,028 36 2 5,800 96?

0 0 0 0 0 1 2,425 202
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3,200 267 1 1,950 162 2 2,512 419
634 2 2,978 248 5 10,737 1,588

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,300 236 2 4,250 773 3 4,833 1,208
0 0 1 420 38 0 o 0
0 0 1 3,500 318 0 0 0

1,300 236 4 8,170 1,129 3 k,83 1,208

Area 3: L
Banks 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2,275 506
Machine
dealers 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7,000 773
Individuals 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4,400 489
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 3 0 0 4 13,675 1,773
a See footnotes to Table 5 for the area designation and the time of interviewing..



"other" includes the special finance companies.
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Lon-term Li abilities

Loans which cover a repayment period of longer

than five years were considered long-term. This nor-

mally includes loans for purchasing realestate, live-

stock for thiry or breeding purposes, or major

improvements' to land or buildings,

The amounts and sources of long-term loans are

shown in Table 10. Long-term indebtedness on farms in

Area 3. averaged $4,752 on the small size farms, ft,375

on tbo medixii size farms, and $4,850 on large size farms.

Long-term indebtedness on farms in Area 2 averaged

$7,345 on snll size farms, $13,118 on medium size

farms, and ,,85O on large size farms.

Area 3 howed an average long-term indebtedness

of $4,100 on the small size farms, $11,037 on the

medium size farms, and $14,255 on the large size

farms.

Two noticeable differences found in long-term

debts coinpad with. the other two types of indebtedness

as previously presented are (1) the aeount of long-

term debt i jiore than short-term debt and intermediate-

term debt combined, and (2) individuals were very

significant par ticipant3 in oxteriding long-tena credit

which was not the case in the other two categories.



Table 10. Sources and amounts of long-term indebtedness for the average farmer in three farm
size groups within each of three farming areas.

arxn size groups
Small Medium Laro

Farms
OUrCO

with debt Per farm Farms with debt Per farm Farms with debt Per farm
umber Average in group umber Avera6 in group Number Average in group

amount amount amount

Area L (dollars) o1lars) (dollars)

Insurance
companies 3 13,175 3,291+ 1+ 12,725 k,242 6 15,61+8 7,82k
Federal Land
Bank 2 8,750 1,1+58 1 1,600 133 0 0 0

individuals 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 20,667 5,167
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 k 22,1+88 7,1+96

Total 5 21,925 k,752 5 11+,325 k,375 13 58,303 2O,k87

Area 2:
Insurance
companies 0 0 0 1 11f,800 1,31+5 1 1+5,000 3,730

Federal
Land Bank 1 9,000 8i8 0 0 0 0 0 0

Individuals 3 21,267 5,800 3 10,833 2,955 1 5,200 1+33
Other 1 8,000 727 3 32,333 8,818 1 8,000 667

Total 5 38,267 7,31+5 7 37,966 13,118 3 58,200 k,8o
Area 3:

Insurance
companies 1 2,600 260 5 11,500 +,6Oo 1 30,000 3,333

Iedoral
Land Bank 1+ 9,1+50 3,780 2 lk,310 1 12,700 1,1+11
Individuals 1 600 60 2 11,250 2,250 3 28,533 9,511
Other 0 0 0 13,250 1,325 0 0 0

Total 6 12,650 10 50,310 11,037 5 71,233 lk,235

See foonoteto Table 5 for the area designation and the time of year the data were collected.
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The Current Ratio

One of the ratios used by analysts as an indica-

tion of the financial condition of' a business is that

of current assets to current liabilities. The ratio

represents the margin of safety in the ability of

current asset holdings to meet current obligations,

It reflects a static relation between the two variables

although adwittedly such a ratio may change daily as

financial transactions are carried out, A large ratio

indicates the value of current assets is far above

current commitments and, as such, these commitments

could be met without impairing future productive opera-

tions of the business,

Another reason for the recommended excess of cur-

rent assets to current liabilities is that the assets

are subject to shrinkage, but liabilities are not.

Assets may undergo a decline in value or become unsal-

able and thereby cause a financial hardship (29, p. 162).

One possible alternative when short-term debts

cannot be handled by current assets and income potential

is to refinance into long-term repayment propositions;

the loans are then secured by real estate. This alterna-

tive would limit the financial flexibility o the firm,

Its ability to conduct adjustment changes sucui as to

increase size and move into a more competitive position

would then be severely restricted. It would be tying
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up long-.term adjustment possibilities by using real

estate collateral to obtain loans for short-term situa-

tions.

Whether or not the firm is able to secure long-terni

financing or to refinance from short- to long-term repay-

ment periods dopends upon the security the farmer can

offer to the lender. Security is composed of repayment

ability as well as collateral available to guarantee

that the amount of the loan can be collected. True,

lenders want repayment on principal and interest and

want the collateral only as guarantee--not to collect.

Repayment capabilities are analyzed in the next chapter.

In this section, equity which the farmers with low

current ratios have to offer as collateral is considered

as one aspect to determine the ability of the farmers

to secure long-term loans when necessary as a moans of

continuing the business.

The current ratio on farms in Area 1. The median

ratio for all farms studied in Area 1 was 9.57. That

is, on the median farm there were $9.57 of current

asset Valuation to every $1.00 of current or short-term

liabilities. The large current ratios indicate that

the overall short-term solvency of farmers in Area 1 is

good. This current financiaj. condition does not appear

to be a limitation in obtaining control of certain



resources for farm adjustments if more credit could be

used profitably.

While the general current financial condition

appeared good, there were individual exceptions. Eight

farmers had current ratios of less than 2 Of these

eight, there were individual farmers with ratios of

.19 and .78. The next lowest ratio was i.16. The

three firms with lowest current ratios may be in danger-

ous financial conditions depending upon further consider-

ations. A reduction of current assets, or an income

set back, or a demand of payment by the current lenders

may require alterations in the business. If the alter-

native of refinancing to long-term repayment periods

were chosen, is there sufficient equity in real estate

to provide the required collateral?

The following presumptions are on the basis of

requirements as used by orthodox lending institutions.

Loans from other sources as individuals are generally

not subject to established loan policies and patterns

of procedure; rather, they are dependent upon the arrange-

ments to which the participants agree. They may include

a great deal more leniency than found in regulated

lending institutions.

For the three fiims as separated above, their

current ratios and other relations are as follows:



Farm designation A B C 
Size Large Large Small 

Current ratio .19 .78 1.16 
Fixed assets $49,743 62,333 $33,987 
Lan value 24,872 31,167 17,993 

Long-term liabi1iti 29,000 24,100 20,000 
Extra credit 

availability -4,128 7,067 -2,007 

It does appear that farms A and C were in a troubled 

liquid financial position. This is particularly true 

for farm A which aid not have sufficient current assets 

to meet current liabilities; nor was there any equity 

upon which to exchange short-term indebtedness for long-. 

term payment programs. In fact, long-term credit was 

already extended beyond the assumed maximum of 50 per- 

cent of market value. 

Farm B did have some possibility of ohtainin.g a 

long-term loan and of covering current liabilities 

if the need arose The continued operation of the 

firm would appear doubtful in the event of a fall in 

income or an increase in cost. 

Two other farms in this area appear at the brink 

of current financial difficulty and may be in serious 

trouble if unfavorable contingencies were to occur. 

Data on these firms are as follows: 

value determined assuming a loan value of 
50 percent of market value. This is an approximate 

level. Institutions such as the Federal Land Bank 
limit loans to 6 percent of a basic value. Basic 
value currently is approximately 80 percent of 

market value. Most other lending institutions 
have somewhat similar requirements. 



Farm designation
Size
Current ratio
Fixed assets
Loan value /1
Long-term liabilities
)xtra credit availability

Firm D with rio fixed asset equity to offer as security

would be extremely vulnerable to trouble if current

assets were to be reduced in value and short-term

liabilities became due. Ii. would mean possible liquid-

ation of some working capital which would alter the

farm operation.

Firm E has the sixth highest fixed asset valuation

of the farms studied in Area 1. According to the

criterion used in this study, it has over-extended long-

term credit ossibilities. Its current ratio is so low

that unexpected financial drains may reduce thi

ability to maintain the present operation. As with a

few other firms, sustained financial drains of over

two years may render the firm inoperative. These "shaky"

firms may endure one or possibly two years of setback

by assuming a hanging-on position, but for longer periods

their survival would be doubtful. There will be more

to say on this subject when the net worth to total asset

ratio is presented.

/j See footnote on page 59.



The current ratio on farms in Area 2. The median

(arm in Area 2 had a current ratio of 105. For every

dollar of current liabilities there were 3105 in highly

liquid assets available to meet those obligations without

jeopardizing continued operation. Almost eighty percent

of the farms had current ratios greater than 2. Those

farms with the lowest current ratios show the following

relationships.

Farm designation
Size
Current ratio
Fixed assets
Loan value
Long-term

liabilities
Extra credit

availability

H
medium

.02
47 ,030
2 , 15

14,800

8,715 49,09]. 0 77,650 0

I J
large large

.09 .10
$98,182 3 0
49,091 0

0 0

K L
large medium

.25 i.i8
245,30O 3 o
122,650 0

45,000 0

Firm J appears to be close to current financial

embarassment in so far as not having current assets to

meet current obligations is concerned. This firm must

have ideal conditions of yields and prices if it is to

survive, Total assets exceed liabilities by only

$4,300, It is very unusual for a lender to extend

credit to such a high percent of total assets. It is

presumed this case was a lending proposition with the

loan secured by the growing crop. This firm was contacted

in June, not long before harvesting operations would have

See footnote on page 59.



Firm Z,, even though it had the higbet curreit 

ratio of the five firms presented, was a180 in a sorouz 

current financial position. Having no fixed assets to 

fall back on for borrowing collateral, a slight drop 

in current asset valuation or a decline in income 

would make it extremely difficult to finance continued 

operations. 

The other three firms, H, 1, and K, do have suf- 

fcient extra long-term credit margins to cover current 

liabilities and still remain operative. 

Over 1k]. percent of the farms studied in Area 2 

were free of short-term liabilities. This percentage 

seems high when considering that the information was 

obtained in June when the use of production credit 

would have been in progress. The median current ratio 

was 105 with current assets averaging approximately 

$23,000. With the use of these criteria, it appears 

most of Area 2 farmers were in strong current firuncial 

positions. Lack of short-term credit generally did not 

appear to be a deterrent to these farmers in makiig 

such adjustments as might be needed with changing 

conditions. It is recognized that a high current ratio 

does not necessarily indicate good financial situations. 

A firm with *1,000 current assets and $100 of current 

debts wouldhave a current ratio of 10 to 1. Buta 



firm with $50,000 current assets and $25,000 current

debts would have a current ratio of 2 to I and still

be in a more desirable financial position than the

former case.

Current ratios on farms in Area 3. Farms studied

in Area 3 revealed a different circumstance so far as

the current ratio is concerned. Since over half of

the farmers reported no short-term liabilities, tIe

median current ratio was not determinant. The strong

current ratio position of most farmers indicated a

large unused source of financing if adjustment possi-

bilities could make ,iofitable use of the credit.

The farms with the lowest current ratios were as

follows:

Farm designation R S T U V
Size medium small medium medium large
Current ratio .26 '57 .61 1.20 1.57
Fixed assets $73,751 $10,280 70,500 0 9,312
Loan value 36,876 5,JAO 32,250 0 ,65
Long- term

liabilities 7,000 11,000 25,000 0 Lk,600
Extra credit availa-

bility 29,876 -5,860 10,250 0 5

Among this group with low current ratios, firm S would

have the greatest difficulty of financing firm adjust

monte or of obtaining additional operating loans

prices and yields are not favorable. Current assets

were less than current liabilities. In addition,

long-term liabilities exceeded market value of the



real. estate so there was no collateral available with

which to secure extra long-term credit. Unfavorable

yield and/or prices would probably render this firm

inoperative.

Firm V was operating with the maximum credit it

could obtain according to normal limits sot by lending

institutions. The current ratio is sufficient to allow

for a decline in current assets of one-third and still

have a ratio of 1 to 1. Long-term loans are a conserva-

tive portion of real estate valuation. The firm is in

a good operative position, but it is not so sufficiently

endowed that it could withstand sustained adverse con-

ditions nor could it obtain additional short-term credit

for needed adjustments.

Firms R and T, although showing low current ratios,

had sufficient real estate equity that no credit problems

should be experienced. These firms are in a much stronger

position than firm U which has no long-term equity to

provide security in the event of a need for credit

adjustments.

It is evident that some firms ran up large current

liabilities relative to current assets even though there

was sufficient real etito equity to secure long-term

loans. It is assumed that these firms prefer to use

short-term financing and, of course, the strong fixed
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asset position is one of the determinants that paves the

way. Many farmers have established sufficient credit

reliability so that they are able to obtain large, un-

secured, short-term loans to take care of annual expenses.

No fixed standards concerning a satisfactory cur-

rent ratio are applicable to all businesses. Some

analysts believe a reasonable ratio should be approxi-

mate.y 2 to 1. Meaningful interpretation of the ratio

must be subject to other circumstances depending on

the individual situation.

Net Worth to Total Asset Ratio

The ratio of not worth to total assets, called

simply the net worth ratio, indicates the percentage

of ownership the proprietor has in the firm. A ratio

of 1:1 indicates there are no creditor claims on the

businesa. On the other hand a net worth percentage of

2.5 shows that creditors have a claiAu on 73 percent of

the business assets. The recommended limit of creditor

ownership depends upon current economic conditions.

During an unstable period or a period of declining

prices, there would be more danger in extending creditor

claims than during stable price periods (28, p. 62),

Judging from current reports on land values,

expected farm product prices, and the current 1960-61

recession which reportedly has reached a point from



which there will be an upturn, a period of steady to

risitg prices may he expected. Assuming this to be

true, then a net worth ratio of 25 percent would not

be dangerously low. with this criterion, the sample

farmers experienced a very strong net worth ratio. In-

deed, only one £arrior was found with a percentage ratio

as low as 25. Table U provides an indication of the

size of the net worth ratios among farmers. Of the nine

groups of farmers studied, five groups experienced a

median net worth ratio o 90 percent or greater; the

median for one of the groups was 100 percent. in this

case the proprietor represented the only claimant on.

the farm assets.

Table ii. Net worth ratios for farms in three farm
size groups within each of three farming
areas.

Are a

Farm size group 1 2 3
_fl

(Net worth/total assets)

Small
Median 99 100 99
Range 49-100 57-100 25-100

Medium
Median 94 73 90
Range 63-99 64l0O 7ll00

Large
Median 83 96 90
Rango 46-100 791O0 49-100

Statistical tests were performed to test for



significant differences in net worth ratios between

areas and sizes. As seen in Appendix A, Table 18, no

significant difference was found in the average net

worth ratio among areas. This test supports the belief

that even though the magnitude of total assets are much

different among areas, the proportion of total assets

owned by the proprietor is not significantly different.

In Area 1 a significant difference in net worth

ratios was found among the three farm size groups of

farmers (Appendix A, Table 19). Farmers on small size

farms had a higher average net worth ratio than did those

on medium and large size farms. It seems the farmers

on smaller farms relied more on self-financing. As

average farm size increased, it was necessary to secure

creditor aid; thus the proportion of proprietors' owner-

ship of the business was reduced.

In Areas 2 and 3 there was no significant difference

in the net worth ratio for different size groups. Opera-

tors of the largest size. farms were just as apt to have

a 100 percent proprietor equity in the business as were

operators on small size farms. (For computations see

Appendix A, Tables 20 and 21).

Such findings indicate that these farmers were

relatively free from creditor claims and therefore were

not subject to creditor dictates in the operation of



the business. They were reasonably free to make their

own production decisions.

These findings show that on the average farmers

have an abu.dance of equity to serve as collateral for

loans. As shown in Table 3, page 12, even the lowest

average farm equity was V&,366. It is doubtful a

farmer with this amount of equity would be turned away

by most lending institutions because of insufficient

collateral. It is felt that if farmers are restricted

in the amount of credit they can obtain, it must be due

to reasons other than insufficient collateral. Perhaps

repayment capabilities are inadequate to warrant the

loan if indeed farmer loan applicants are being turned

away. That they are turned away has not been definitely

established. Nevertheless, in Chapter XII, an appraisal

is made of the repayment capabilities of the farmers

with respect to their earnings.

Credit Use and Source

Credit is an indispensable agent for obtaining

factors of production. With these factors production

is carried on and, providing total returns are greater

than total costs, a net income results. Ideally,

factors of production are added to the production

process until the extra unit of returns is equal to
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the extra unit of cost involved in providing that return.

The use of credit comprises part of the costs involved.

Such credit use is related to farm business credit

rather than to consumption credit. Of course the same

marginal analysis principal is involved with consumption

credit. It involves equating the marginal satisfaction

of consumption credit use against the dissatisfaction

or costs for that use. The point to watch for is that

business credit usually adds to repayment capacities

and risk-bearing abilities while consumption credit

does not add to these two features (28, p. 8i8').

One writer scoffs at the stigma that has been

attached to farmer borrowing. After all, it is diffi-

cult or maybe impossible to acquire sufficient resources

of land and capital equipment for a profitable business

without borrowing. In agriculture, automation and

mechanization play such important roles that it is

impractical to apply a type of eighteenth century

prudery p. 7).

An impression gained from interviews with farmers

is that many of them are fearful of debt. An attitude

of huy only when there is cash available for payment"

seemed to prevail in many instances. This represented

irrational behavior, assuming a profit motive, to the

extent income earning opportunities were passed by due
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to aversion against using credit. It was presumed that

many farmers forgo the purchase of income earning pos

sibilities by holding reserves of' cash on hand to meet

annual business operating expenses and family living

needs This is due oither to insufficient knowledge

of investment opportunities or to the feeling that

security, self sufficiency, and debtor independency are

sufficient rewards to justify the opportunity costs.

A rough indication of thc self-iposed internal

credit rationing attitude hold by the farmers is shown

by the following: /1

Area I 2

ercerit of farmers not
using credit 19 38 31

These figures are also rough indicators of the fLnanci

well being of the farmers. /1. Nineteen to thirty-eigh

percent of the farmers studied had accumulated sufficietit

cash reserves to selffinance operating and living

expenses.

Credit that was used came from many sources,
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Table 12. Banks did the most lending business to far-

mers in Areas 1 and 2; however, they dropped to fourth

place in Area 3. Insurance companies and individuals

comprised two of the uirst three positions in all three

areas. A reason for this was that the majority of loan

were 1ongterm and these two institutions are better

equipped for long-term loans than are banks. In Area 3

eighty-six percent of the loans were long-term, Table

With this situation, one would not expect banks to

predoninatc in the lending activity.



Table 12.. Major sources of credit used by farmers within the three farming areas studied.

Area
1 2 3

Credit No. of Loan out- Percent No. of Loan out- Percent No. of Loan out- Percent
Source farmers standing of total farmers standing of total farmers standing of total

Merchants 14 $17,015 3.1 10 $12,285 2.5 11 6,028 1.9
Machinery dealers 1 2,425 .4 7 25,600 5.3 1 7,000 2.1
Banks 19 202,303 36.3 2 177,750 36.8 7 31,600 9.7
PCA 7 43,400 r?.8 2 9,300 1.9 3 9,200 2.8
Insurance companies 13 184,310 33.1 2 59,800 l2.+ 7 78,600 24.2
Individuals 3 62,000 11.1 10 129,820 26.9 7 113,100 34.8
Federal Land Bank 3 19,100 3.5 1 9,000 1.9 7 79421 24.3
FBA 1 3,000 .5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 13 23,181 4.2 6 59,580 12.3 2 725 .2

Total 74 556,734 1000 50 483,135 100.0 k 325,37k 100.0

Table 13. Length of lending contracts used by farmers within the three farming areas studied.

1 2 3
Length of No. of amount Percent No. of Amount Percent No. of Arnou.t Percent
term farmers of loan of total farmers of loan of total farmers of loan of total

Short-term and
merchant 39 $171,746 30.9 26 $170,315 35.3 20 $ 29,733 9.1

Intermediate-term 10 29,628 3.3 9 .29,320 6.1 4 15,950 4.9
Long-term 23 355,360 63.8 15 283,300 8.6 21 279,671 86.0

Total 72 $556,734 100.0 50 $483,135 100.0 45 $325,374 100.0
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CHAPTER III

THE FINANCIAL SITUATION APPRAISED

Previous examination of the farmers' financial

condition has shown that on the average they were not

being bard pressed to meet indebtedness at the time the

interviews for this study were held. With few excep-

tions, short-term loans ware sufficiently covered with

current assets to insure repayrient capacity without

injuring future production possibilities. In fact a

large share of the farmers, thirty-one percent in Area 1,

forty-one percent in Area 2 and fifty-five percent in

Area 3, were entirely free o short-term obligations.

A review of the net worth shows that many farmers

have a very substantial equity in their business. Table

page 33, provided an indication of the magnitude of

owners' equirof the farm business firms. Criteria for

determining the adequacy of those accumulated savings

are lacking.

Further inquiry into the farmers' financial posi-

tion reveals the degree of solvency that exists in

their businesses. Of the ninety-nine farmers studied,

only four had net worth ratios less than fifty percent,

and only one had a ratio less than forty-five percent.
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A criticism of the above results is that they show

the present financial condition which i a reflection

on what has occurred in the past. If there were a 1950

balance sheet on these farmers, then the financial

increase or decrease in the last ten years could be

measured. Similarly, a financial appraisal of farms

on some future date from 1960 would show the direction

of farmers' financial progress between 1960 and then.

1ven though this current balance sheet analysis

may show farmers' financial position to be favorable,

there is no way of measuring their progress. It may

be that the current position is the result of past

profits arid/or the inflation in land prices in recent

years, and does not represent present conditions for

earnings. If this were true, then farmers of today

could be severely penalized through policy decisions

based upon past conditions.

One way to analyze the currant savings capability

of the farmer is to examine his residual income after

all monetary demands on farm income have been fulfilled.

Previous writing has shown the magnitude of investment

in land, buildings, machinery, and livestock. Alloiing

for a faiii1y living requirement, are current earnings

sufficient to keep this investment replenished?

Within some areas or types of farming in Os'egon,



farmers are not earning sufficient income to keep their

resources replenished. In fact, evidence shows that it

is impossible in some areas to make payments on farm

land after deducting a suitable minimum living require-

ment from net farm income.

Larger farms, due to economies of' size, are wore

able to earn sufficient income to provide

living requirements and still have enough

which to pay for land. If smaller farms

this, it would require a severe reduction

living expenditures to an undesirably low

The price for farm resources used in

for family

residual with

rore to do

in family

level.

production,

particularly land, are high relative to product yield

and prices for sonic types of farming. Often there is

insufficient income to provide any residual after taxes

and minimum family living expenses have been paid. This

situation may lead towards a two class society in

agriculture -- the owners and the operators. The oper-

ators of the future, judging on the basis of present

conditions, may face a position of being perpetual land

renters. Instead of paying for land, the operators can

use money that might have been available for that pur-

pose to raise levels of living. This position is more

desirable than a situation where a farm family scrapes

and saves penalizing its standard of living for thirty
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or forty years in order to accomplish farm ownership.

Than, although the land is owned, the family is old and

quite possibly less able to enjoy the fruits of their

labor. The land may then pass to another owner to work

a lifetime for land repayment. What has been the bene-

fits of land ownership?

What has caused this deviation in farm land prices

relative to incorn earning capabilities? Forces behind

the economic scissors of supply and demand offer some

explanation to this question.

DOtal supply of land is a fixed quantity. The

supply schedule of land for agricultural purposes is

relatively inelastic. Demand on the other hand is

subject to perpetual change. The long run ttnoru1al

situation has experienced continual upward pressures

increasirt the demand for landt With supply relatively

inelastic, an increase in demand results in a relatively

large price increase.

Some of the forces behind demand causing prices

of lad to rise in many cases out o relation to its

earning power are: (1) There are more people with the

desire to own farm property for vocational purposes.

Many persons feel there are great benefits for family

living to be derived from farm-type environment. It

provides for patterns of self-disciplining types of
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work highly sought after by many people. (2) The

expansion of housing areas from crowded cities has

absorbed much farm land. This use does not relate price

with land productivity at all; yet it does provide part

of the market for land and does create a high compara-

tivo valuation. (3) Land used through the rights of

eminent domain for highways, watersheds, and recreational

areas removes this resource from private ownership.

() Expansion of existing farm firms has been the ource

of a large part of the demand for agricultural land. By

providing a larger base allowing l'or economies of size,

these firms are able to pay a higher price for the

property than a prospective buyer just entering te

business on a smaller scale. (5) Many persons from

many types of business activity have sought to shift

their savings into the form of land as protection against

inflation. This action has exerted an influence on land

price, helping to push it above the land's present

earning capacity.

The earnings figure reported for this study was

net farm income. This aliowød for depreciation on

machinery, buildings, breeding livestock, and interest

on borrowings. The interest the farmers paid on long-

term debts was added back to net farm income to get

what was called adjusted net farm income. Subtracted
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from adjusted net farm income were federal income tax,

state income tax, social security tax, and an allowance

for family living. The residual may be used to apply

on debt reduction or liquid savings. Taxes were computed

from official computation tables using incomes as obtain-

ed from the farmers and four exemptions, parents and two

children which was average for the areas. Family living

allowance was th most arbitrary item. This choice may

be subject to criticism. There is much variability

in this requirement and it is subject to many conditional

circumstances. The choice used was based upon personal

observations guided by opinions of others.

Computations were made to determine the nurdber of

years necessary for present residence earnings to equal

the valuation the land, The results for Area 1 are

sho'm in Table lk. It would take 181 years on the

small size farms to save an amount of money equivalent

to the land valuation with all other things as given.

Clearly, the averge residual income from all resources

used in the farm operation is not sufficient to equal

the value of land within one operators lifetime.

The residual income for medium size farms would

net amount to a land valuation equivalent until it had

accumulated for k5 years. it would roquire 32 years for

the residual income from large size farms to accumulate



ab1e Lk Tirne required for average adjusted residual income
to eua1 the value of land on the average farm in
each of three farm size groups in Area 1.

Small
Iarm size

Medium
roup

Lazge

Average net fart income $ 3,667

H

$ 4,591 $ 6,208

Average long-term indebted-
ness 4,732 4,375 20,487

Interest payment on long-
term debts A 261 241 1,127

Adjusted net farm income 3,928 4,832 7,335

Federal income tax 227 390 841+

State income tax 42 72 186

Social security tax 177 216 216

Allowance for family living 3,300 3,300 3,300

Residual income 182 8k 2,789

Average land valuation 32,895 38,181 68,144

Tears for residual income
to ecua1 land value 181 1+5 32

As reported by the farmers.

5i percent of average long-term indebtedness.

Assuming they bad no long-term debt; therefore no interest
charge.

Computed using official rate charts. Taxes based on
joint return, two dependents and standard deduction.

44 percent of adjusted net farm income. The maximum
net income subject to the tax is $4,800.

Largely a personal judgement.

L Land only--buildings excluded.



an amount equivalent to the land valuation. These last

two time periods are probably within the life span of

one operator. If his active life as farm owner-operator

were twenty-five to seventy years old, then forty-five

years would be the maximum number of years one operator

could be earning farm income.

This analysis is static and in that sense deviates

from reality. Nevertheless it offers some criteria for

policy choice. It shows the futility in trying to buy

a farm under current income conditions on the two

smaller sized farms in this area if net farm income

must be relied upon to pay for it.

The same analysis directed towards Area 3 farmers

shows even less favorable results according to the

criteria previously established, Table 15. Farmers

of the small farm size group were earning less net

income than the constructed minimum living allowance.

These farmers wore earning only sub-minimum income

levels from the farm business.

The computed residual income on medium size farms

was $1,019. It would require fifty-nine years at this

rate to accumulate an amount equal to land valuation.

This, however, is beyond the active farming life of one

operator.

The $1,203 residual income of' the farmers on large



Table 15. Time required for average adjusted residual income
to equal the value of land on the average farm in
each of three farm size groups in Area 3.

1__,I_.L.-__ _ I

$maU
'ara izeg

-

4edium
iL

Larpe

Average net farm income $ i,koO k,o44 $ k,iil

Average long-term
indebtedness 4,100 11,037 14,235

Interest payment on long-
term debt 226 607 784

Adjusted net farm income 1,626 4,651 k895

1ederal income tax 0 357 40].

State income tax 0 66 75

8oia1 Security tax 73 209 216

Allowance for family living 3,000 3,000 3,000

Residual income -1,447 1,019 1,203

Average 1.nd valuation 28,326 39,637 63,039

tears for residual income
to equal land value -- 59

As reported by the farmers.

53# percent of average long-term indebtedness.

Assuming they had no long-term debt; therefore no interest
charge.

Computed using official rate charts. Taxes based on
joint returns, two dependents and standard deduction.

1+porcent of adjusted farm incoie. The maximum net
income subject to the tax is $4,800.

Largely a personal judgemett. It wae assumed more per-
quisites are present on Area 3 farms; therefore, minimum
living allowance was $300 loss than farms in Areas 1 and 2.

Land only--buildings excluded.



size farms would require fifty-two years to equal the

average laud valuation of these farms. This time period

required for residual income to equal the land value

is also outside one operator's farming life span.

Area 2 farmers present a much brighter picture.

The percentage ratio of income to land valuation was

largest on Area 2 farms as well as total land valuation

itself greatest in this area, Net incomes were suf-

ficiently large to provide tax payments and a family

living allowance of $3,300 and a substantial residual

for the average farmer in each of the three farm size

groups, Table 16. This residual would equal an amount

equivalent to laud value in eighteen years on small size

farms, fifteen years on medium size farms and fourteen

years on large size farms. These time periods are

clearly within accomplishment possibilities for one

operator.

The next approach is to examine t sufficiency

of farm earnings at current levels to provide for

loan repayments. Allowing for all necessary demands

on farm income, is there sufficient residual to repay

a maxirnwn loan on the land? There are implications to

consider in this for both the young prospective farmers

planning to get started as well as those on established

urdts planning expansions.
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Table 16. Time required for average adjusted residua3. income
to canal the value of land on the average farm in
each of three farm size groups in Area 2.

size
Meaium

grou

Average net farm income 7,167 9,k71 $13,375

Average long-teriri
indebtedness 7,31f5 13,118 k,8o

Interest payient on long-
term debt kok 721 267

Adjusted net farm incoie 7,571 10,192 l3,6-2

edera1 income t&x 891 1,ki* 2,263

State income tax 200 3kG

Social security tax 216 216 216

Allowance for family living 3,300 3,300 3,300

Residue], income 2,96k k,916 7,315

Average land valuation 53,389 75,392 10,75l

Tears for residual income to
equal 1nd value to pay off
land 18 15 1k

As reported by farmers...

5 percent of average long-term indebtedness.

Assuming they had no long-term debt; therefore no interest
charge.

Computod using official rate charts. Taxes are based on
joint returns, two dependents and standard deductions.

kY percent of adjusted farm income. The maximum net
income subject to the tax is k,800.

Largely a personal judgomont.

Land only--buildings excluded.



With present income levels, there is not sufficient

residual income to make the required payments on a 30-year

amortized loan bearing an interest rate of 5¼ percent

(or the majority of farm groups studied in Areas 1 and'

3, Table 17. The one exception was farmers in the large

farm size group in Area 1. These farmers averaged a

residual of ,l49 to apply on the annual 3,027 of

principal and interest payment. Farmers in the medium

(arm size group in Area l could accomplish the payments

by reducing family living expenditures to 3,000. It

is indeed subject to individual choice as to how far

the family is willing to sacrifice current living expend-

itures in order to moot real estate payments. Such a

practice would be permissable to most folks for a short

time period, but thirty years of such deprivanco may

prove unbearable and indeed unnecessary if more remuner-

ative opportunities prevail elsewhere.

The average farmer in each farm size group iii

Area 2 reported sufficient income earnings to provide

repayment with ease on maximum long-term land indebted-

ness, Table 17. In each group ample income remained

after annual loan payment hypothetically was met. This

excess averaged $1,355 for farmers in the small farm

size group, $2,665 for farmers in the medium farm size

group, and $4,309 for farmers in the large farm size



Table 17 The sufficiency of farm income to repay long-term land loans on the average farm in
three farm size groups within each of three farm areas of farming studied..

Area 2 3

Farm size groups Small Medium Larg Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Land valuation $32,895 $38,181 $88,144 $53,389 $75,392 $104,751 $28,326 $59,637 63,039
Maximum land

indebtedness / 16,500 19,000 kk,000 26,700 37,700 53,1+00 14,000 29.800 31,500
Annual payment 1,135 1,307 3,027 1,837 2,591+ 3,605 963 2,050 2,167
Adjusted farm

income 3,928 4,832 7,335 7,571 10,192 13,61+2 1,626 4,651 4,895
Interest on loan 671+ 1,560 91+7 1,337 1,858 1+96 1,057 1,117
Federal income tax 122 268 559 712 1,11+5 1,780 0 167 200
State income tax 25 50 111 151 272 +32 0 31 37
Social security tax 150 187 216 216 216 216 51 162 170
Family living

requirement $3,300 3,300 3,300 3,300 3,300 3,300 3,000 3,000 3,000
Residual available for
principal and interest
payment 331 1,027 3,149 3,192 5,259 7,911+ -i,425 1,291 1,488

Approxirately fifty percent of market value.

Thirty year amortized loan bearing 5Y percent rate of interest.

R = A I where: R annual payment of principal and interest.
1-(1+i)-n A = the amount borrowed

i = rate of interest.
n number of years.

As shown in Tables 11+, 15, 16

This entry was used in obtaining taxable income since interest is an expense item to
deduct from income before taxes.



group,

ssurgin present conditions of yield, levels of

operating expenses, nd price, implications from these

analyses are:

(1) 'itbout above average circumstances, small
ized farms in Areas I and 3 cannot pay off
long-term indebtedness and still maintain
"uitable" levels of family living from farm
income alone0

(2) Each successive larger size group in the
areas enjoyed more favorable possibilities
of loan repayiient from current levels of
residual income. Perhaps this implies a
nJeed for modifications in some of the
credit policies. The larger operations
were more able to repay larger than pr'opor-
tionate loans compared with smaller businesses.
Assuming he has necessary per.onal qualifica-
tions, it may be more feasible to establish
the operator on the larger more profitable
size business even though it exceeds the
present institutionalized security limit
requirements.

(3) Of the three areas studied, Area 2 farmers
were enjoying the most profitable farming
ircumstances. This study leads one to
onclude that Area 2 offers the most chance
for financial success in the farming business
t the present time.



CHAPTER IV

RISK AN1) UNCERTAINTY IN THE FAI1 BUSINESS

In the previous sections of this thesis consider-

able attention was directed towards the financial

circumstances of specified groups of farmers. Earnings,

investments, liabilities, and the equity positions were

isolated for study. It was determined that on the

average the farmers included in this study had control

of an extensive amount of' equity ranging from $'1i3OOO

as the lowest average to over l67,OOO for the highest

average. Equity represents the amount of money the

owner could obtain by liquidating the business assets

and paying-off all non-.proprietor claims. It may be

the results of many years of sacrifice and deprivance

in levels of living in order to accomplish farm payments.

Equity in the farm business can accumulate and become

a source of comfort and satisfaction to the owner in

the form of' stored savings.

Like all storehouses, the equity is exposed to

possible depletion before it is used for the purposes

intended. It may be intended to be used as loan

guarantee in obtaining credit for firm operations or

it may be intended as a source to provide payment for

living expenses after the annual income flow has been



stopped. Nevertheless, equity is subject to many risks

and uncertainties just as those actions for acquiring

and adding to it are fraught with risk and uncortainties.

If an uncertain loss becomes a reality, all the value

and comfort from having equity could be destroyed.

Some sources of loss are given in brief form.

First, loss of life either to the farm operator or to

some other family member can cause financial disturb-

ances, Such catastrophies usually require large

expenditures. Death of the operator may occur at a

time when the business is obligated in indebtedness.

Collection by creditors may reduce assets to the extent

that little is left of the business for survivors to use.

Extensive uiedical and hospital needs could cause

a financial hardship on many farm firms. PanBent of

- these expenditures may require more than is available

in current assets; thus other arrangements either

through sale of working resources or securing a loan

must be made.

Loss of income through crop failures or destruction

of capital buildings or equipment would be an unfortunate

situation and could cause severe losses of net worth,

It may require complete reorganization o productive

efforts and/or selling of some resources to make neces-

sary compensations.

Farmers, and others as well, are exposed to



contingent losses when they are defendants in liability

claims. These losses can be large and a large net

worth is no protection against this expense. The ability

to pay may be a determinant in setting the amount of

compensation.

If the price level were to change towards a defla

tionary direction, farmers are exposed to a devaluation

of their property. Such action would cause debts to be

high in relation to assets and net worth would shrink.

All the above situations represent uncertainties

to the farisers and as such are iortant considerations

to use when plauning. People are able to observe

history and see what has taken place in the past and

they are able to ascertain their present position quite

well4 As an advance Ia made beyond the present, as a

projection is made into the future, uncertainties arise

which are compounded as the time period is extended.

Farm operators cannot avoid being involved with

unceraintjos of various sources and degrees of iinpar-

tuee. The reason for uncertainty is lack of knowledge,

With absolute knowledge o future occurrences, it would

be. a simple matter to set up a plan of operation to

obtaL'i a desi-ed optimum. Knowledge and uncertainty

relate inversely. As knowledge is improved, uncertainty

is reduced.



indeed it appears inrea1istic to conceive a plan-

ning situation having benefit of perfect knowledge; thus

no uncertainty. More appropriately, the degree of know-

lodge depends on the circumstance .
d it fluctuates

within the range from perfect knowledge to complete ig-

norance, Situations for which one is well inforrno

through experience and learning can be approached with

relatively less uncertainty than were the oppoaii true

having no experience or teaching.

Dr. Frank Knight has advanced a useful distinction

in terminology between degrees of wcertaiuty. For a

situation when the probability of an eventuality can

be determined it is 'termed "measurable uncertainty"

or more sinificant1y riskU. Risk is a measurable

contingency. This probability ± established for a

large nurer of cases rather than on individual happen-

ings. Ho peint out that two methods by which probabil-

ity is determined are a priori and statistics (16, p.233),

A priori determination of probability is that type known

as deductive mathematical reasoning. Games of chance

are based upon this type of reasoning, The probability

of turning up heads by tossing a coin is known to be .5.

Statistical determination is derived by use of ample

trials. By observIng samples of actual occurrences, a

probability of the occurrence can be inferred. Through

A



experimentation and inductive reasoniug, risk is

measured. Actually there seems little need to follow

Knight's distinction between a ori and statistics

as a moans for measuring risk. The distinction appears

nebulous. Indeed, some argue with convincing reason-

ability that we have no scientific induction. The

premises for reasoning cause the technique to be auto-

matically one of deduction, that of working from the

general to the particular. The argument extends beyond

the needs of this thesis and is therefore only recognized;

the point is that risks are measurable and uncertainties

are not.

It may be desirable to further establish general

distinction between the terms risk and uncertainty.

Dr. Earl Heady suggests some enlightening refinements.

He writes, '.. .uncertainty refers to future events where

the parameters of the probability distribution cannot

be determined empirically." (10, p. 440) While anticipa-

tions may be assigned degrees of probability, it is done

subjectively. There is no way of relegating them to

numerical values subject to interpersonal agreement.

Each person may subjectively hold an estimation of the

probability of an expected occurrence, but there remains

no common way of grouping them into a numerical ratio.

Consequently uncertainty is not insurable and cannot



be reliably adjusted into the firm's cost structure.

Risk on the other hand refers to outcomes affecting

decision-making which are subject to quantitative objec-

tive measurement. For a large number of cases the

probability of certain happenings can be established

(10, . 4o). This is not limited to establishing

expectations for individual occurrences; rather it may

allow for the probability o occurrence if repeated

many, many times. A man who owns a building does not

know the probability of its burning. His experiences

have not been sufficiently inclusive to provide a logi-

cal objective expectation. The man faces a fire contin-

gency as an uncertainty. A fire insurance company,

however, regards fire loss as a risk. Its experiences

have been sufficiently broad to allow establishing an

actuarial table based upon the probability of fire.

It cannot predict the occurrence of fire in a specific

building, but it can predict the avera,e number of a

specific type of building diich will be destroyed by

fire in a given time period.

Thus a person mty elect to reduce his uncertainties

by grouping with others and sharing in the resultant

risk. Insurance purchase reduces the uncertainty ol'

loss into a risk of loss to the insurer. The act brings

with it a certain cost as a share in the responsibility

of the group. Thereby the magnitude of loss to the
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individual is reduced, but the physical occurrence is

stjll an uncertainty. The fact that the contingency

is insurable came about because its frequency of occur-

rence over a large number of cases is measurable.

It is possible for an individual producer to corn-

puts and allow for his om risk. For example, a broiler

producer growing several thousand birds per year has

sufficient observations with a backlog of experiences

to determine a death loss ratio. He faces a risk of

bird death loss. It is then possible to allow for this

loss by including it into the costs of production.

Similarly, when an uncertainty is changed to risk through

grouping for insurance, premiums are included as costs

to the business.

Several means are used by farmers in coping with

risk and uncertainty. These will be presented within

three broad classifications termed (I) assumption,

(2) shifting, and (3) grouping.

Assumption. With this approach, the full burden

of the loss is borne by the individual. There is no

plan to oscape the incidence of a loss. Why would one

choose this approach? There are several answers. It

may be that the contingency is such an insignificant

item to the business that no appreciable loss or gain

would be sustained if the situation were to occur. It

may be that the subjective evaluation provides low



probability expectancy that the event will happen

and the individual is willing to run the chance. Or

it is possible that this approach is the irrational

feeling towards the event by refusing to recognize that

the undesirable event could happen; thereby the full

loss, if it occurs, automatically must be assumed by

the individual without his conscious planning for

assumption or trying to provide some other technique.

Also the chance of gain may be sufficient to induce

persons to assume full responsibility of losses, or

the costs of providing other methods of bearing con-

tingent losses may be so high that they are not used,

And finally, there may be no alternative to escape the

responsibility of assuming the consequences.

Under this classification some activities are used

which recognize the responsibility of assumption and

plan accordingly. One technique is termed "loss proven-

tion." LI Hereby, a firm will assume the loss if it

occurs, but it endeavors to reduce the possibility of

its occurrence. For examp1c installation of an

auxiliary power source will reduce the risk loss of

chicks in a brooder system Or a firm may incorporate

flexibility into its system in an effort to prevent

/1 "Loss prevention" and "loss protection" are terms
borrowed from (25, p. 11); but the context of
meaning may be changed.



losses, Such a plan would be constructed in such a

way as to allow new information to be taken into ac-

count as it becomes available,

Another technique is "loss protection." This

includes efforts to hold the amount of daage to a

minimum in the event an accident occurs. This doesn't

prevent a thing from happening but tries to reduce the

seriousness of the happening. As an example for a farm

firm, a planned method of exit for stock in the event

the barn catches fire may reduce the magnitude of the

loss. It doesn't reduce the chance of fire burning

the barn; but if the stock are able to vacate the

building it minimizes the amount of destruction. in

case of fire. Another example is diversification.

place all the eggs in one basket," Arrange one's

revenue sources so that in the event one proves unprof-

itable due to price and/or yield, another product or

service may not be adversely affected.

Shifting risk and uncertainty. Shifting is a

strategy which helps to guard against the severity of'

loss to the individual by transferring the activity

into other channels, Sorn examples of methods to

handle such transfers are to incorporate, to hedge, to

contract, and to use surety bands. With corporations

individual owners are absolved from any liability
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beyond the va2.ue of their investment or share of owner-

ship. A stockholder's personal wealth separate from

his business holdings is not held liable for corporation

responsibilities.

fledging transactions on the futures market provides

a way to offset possible losses and at the same time

precludes possibilities for significant gain. By making

commitments on both sides of the transaction, uncertain-

ties compensate each other.

The common contract is similar in many respects

to the futures contract. It involves selling a commodity

for delivery on some future date at a specified price.

ThIs likewise reduces the uncertainty of price expecta-

tion.

The use of surety bonds is a method which guarantees

fulfillment of an obligation; thus suretyship removes

uncertainty (25, p. 12).

Groupin The popular method to be considered

under the classification of grouping is insurance. It

involves grouping a large number of homogeneous units

upon which accidental losses can be predicted. Par-

ticipants are expected to con±ribute sufficient funds

to the insurer to provide coverage for losses sustained

as well, as administrative costs of the organization.

The possihi?ty of a large loss is converted to a

smaller assured charge. One writer offers the following
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definition of insurance. 'Insurance i a device for
the reduction 1 the uncertainty of one party, called
the insured, through the transfer of particular risks
to another party, called the insurer, who offers a
restoration, at least in part, of economic losses suf-
fered by the insured." (34k, p. 53)

The above three broad classifications contain
amounts of over-lapping activities, For instance, there
is ouna on character:tics of coriolaation,
specialization, and transference aiong those classes
named, Surely this cannot be co;pletoly avo dod nor
is it necessarily desirable. The classifications do
encourage concerted thought and show a relation of the
activity to the firm which is helpful for understanding.
It is not expected that a firm would instigate only one
method for dealing with risk and uncertainty situations.
Apparently the firms make use of any or all the methods
named depending upon the particular situatioi.

In the following sections an examination will be
directed towards the use of insurance by specified types

and sizes of farms as one method of reducing uncertainty.
Insurance has boce a widespread tool with which econom
ical misfortunes can he guarded against as well as to
improve psychological well being by absolving the i2diVidM

ual from responsibilities to uncertain losses,
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In this study, types o insurance aro grouped into

three broad classification, (1) life insurance, (2) prop-

erty insurance, and (3) liability insurance. Each group

may include several types.

The division into these groupings does not noces-

sarily conform to the traditional way of grouping

insurance. Generally, types of insurance coverages

have been grouped according to the privileges granted

by law to underwriters. For this writing, life insurance

refers to those purchases of protection against loss

caused by death of sonic person; property insurance covers

protection against losses of ateriul properties;

casualty insurance covers protection against loss through

liabilities and/or disabilities,

The same farmers were used to obtain insurance

information as were used to obtain the financial data

in previous chapters. Area 1 group represents the

type of row crop irrigated farming in Northeastern

Maiheur County. Area 2 refers to the small grain dr-

land farms in five counties the Columbia basin.

Area 3 pertains to goneral hay, grain, and cover crop

seed farms in Polk and Yanhill Counties which represent

the Willawette Valley. The three size groupings within

each area were done on the basis of tillable acreage

as follows:



Farm size group

Small Mediun Large

35-90 91-180 181-2o
165-880 881-1500 1501-2800

3 53-225 226-350 351-600



CHAPTER V

LIFE INSURANCE

Life insurance possesses no power to alter the

occurrence of death. A fitting description of life

insurance s that it afford8 protection against finan-

cial demands occasioned by death4 old age, or disability

of the insured (21, p. 1). It provides a means to

replace part or all the economic values of an active

life, It is available in several forms. Some forms

are tailored for specific purposes.

Of all the spending units covered in one study

using a sample of 3,000 people taken from a cross

section of the United States,, sixty-four percent re

ported they carried life insurance to provide funds

for c1eanin' up outstanding bills, other debts, and

burial expenses. Twelve percent felt it was a good

method of saving. Other less frequently mentioned

reasons for carrying life insurance were to provide

security for loans, funds for education of children,

and the provisions of an income for old age or retire-

ment. These motives vary widely between classes in

the population. For example, persons with low

/1 A spending unit was defined as including one or
more persons in the same dwelling related by blood,
marriage, or adoption who pool. income for major
items of expense.



insurance coverage appraised clean up funds to be of

high importance. Provisions for dependents became more

important as insurance coverage increased. As one

would expect, spending units with children liked the

provision for dependents. Young single people were

more apt to regard insurance as a good method o saving.

Older single persons frequently thought of insurance

as a means of covering outstanding obligations. High

income spending units wore more aware of alternative

reasons for carrying life insurance. High income

families were found to concentrate insurance ow the

bread-winner; whereas low income families exhibited a

tendency for all members to be insured providing some

payment at the death of any member of the family.

This same study found that seventy-nine percent

of all spending units carried some form of insurance

in 1956. Urban residents were moro frequently insured

than residents of rural areas (27, p. k7-5l).

A New York study found that three-fourths of the

farmers contacted had a life insurance program.

Approximately one-half of the cases included insurance

programs for other members of the family in addition

to the operator. Popular kinds of insurance on the

operator were limited payment, ordinary life, and

endowment in order oi' decreasing popularity, There
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was an average insurance coverage of $6,219 for opera-

tors with policies and $4,773 for all farm operators.

Farm fmiljos carried an average life insurance cover-

age of 37,420 (37, p. 10-15).

An informative Vermont study found the mean value

of life insurance carried by farmers included in the

study was $4,196. The data showed a rather high

correlation between size of farm and total insurance

owned by the farm operator. The average aaount of life

insurance per insured family was $5,417. Families in

the largest farm size group owned insurance which

averaged $7,272. Of the total insurance owned, 71*,3

percent was on the operator, 7.7 percent was on wives,

and 18.0 percent was on children (36, p. 26-34).

Three-fifths of the farmers interviewed in an

Indiana study owned life insurance. The average

insurance coverage per family was 35,200. More than

two-thirds of total life insurance was on the operator.

Of the total insurance carried, seventy percent was

limited payment or endowment type, twenty-five percent

was ordinary life, and Live percent was term (6, p.

A life insurance study in Payne County, Oklahoma

found that sixty percent of the families interviewed

had no life insurance. Families with insurance

reported an average coverage of 39,283 (15, p. 14-16).
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It was found in this study that life insurance

was a popularly accepted means of providing protection

against uncertain losses among Oregon farmers that were

visited, Incidences of life insurance coverage was as

follows:

Area
Subject I Z

(Percent covered with life insurance)

Operators 89 88 66
Wives 53 41 36
Children 45 33

The average magnitude of life insurance among the Oregon

farm families included in this study was as follows:

Are a
Subject 2

(Dollars of insurance coverage per
insured)

Operator 10,334 27,733 9,346
Wives 2,847 7,561 1,068
children 1,855 2,820 l3OO

Some reasons for which life insurance carried on

operators should be considered in the long run farm

planning scheme are: (1) To provide survivors with

part or all of the operator's potential earning power

in case of death. (2) To provide a savings fund for

later use and at the same time provide dependents with

some security. (3) To provide a fund for burial

expense so survivors do not have to hear that financial
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burden. (4) To cover indebtedness obligations so that

if death occurred to the operator, survivors would not

have to meet those obliaions out o funds required

for living needs. They would not be exposed to such

circumstances as being forced to sell even though

prices may be low. This would result in the shrinkage

of equity and quite possibly the loss of productive

resources so as to hinder future operation of the firm.

It is easy to understand why ndividualz have

different reasons cor buying life insurance. each

case is dictated by individual circumstances, It seems

reasonable to expect that reason number 2 would have

limited usefulness for farm owners since they usually

have savings opportunities within the farm business

bearing higher returns than. life insurance purchase

provides. Renters my find th!f isurarce savings

feature oro attractive than owners.

It is expected that the saAue discussion on the

savin feature in life insurance for operators would

also apply o lifc insurance p:rotection for wives. A

savings program br the wives generally runs tantarount

to that of the operators, Other reasons for life

insurance purchase for wives are4 (1) To cover the cost

of replacing her household services and (2) to provide

funds for burial expense,
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Some advantages cited for carrying life insurance

on children are: (1) It is a method to provide a

child when he reaches maturity with insurance protection

at a low premium rate. This constitutes a beneficial

gift not only in providing low premium rates for the

insured to take over later on, but also in assuring that

amount of coverage even though he may become noninsurable

later on for health reasons. (2) Education endowments

either on the Lather or on the child provide a means

of saving for future educational uses. In addition,

beneficiaries receive the face value of the policy in

the event the insured dies before the policy reaches

maturity, An attracting feature of this plan to many

people is that it forces them to comply with periodic

savings through premium payments. Without some compel-

ler the money is not put aside f'r l.tor desired useS

such as expenditures for educational needs. (3) It

provides a fund to meet burial expenses of a child if

death occurred. It is generally the case that families

which most easi1y can afford insurance premiums also

can most easily pay burial expenses. Those families

without sufficient income to pay for death costs are

less able to pay the premiums on an insurance polisy.

However, juvenile insurance is relatively cheap. Ten

dollars per year may provide $1,000 1 insurance
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protection which would include a savings feature. This

cost may e incorporated into tae faniily budget and

thereby a known cost as premium payment replaces a

possiile muen larger cost ii death were to occur. The

latter may prove impossible for the firm to withstand

without adjustments tarough borr owing or sales from

other sources. if the firm were unable to meet this

larger cost out of current assets, it would then require

selling Some of the resources or obtaining a loan. The

financial structure is one determinant of the ease with

which the firm could iake the necessary adjustments.

For more detail in t1e use of life insurance among

specific groups of farm people, it is necessary to

divide the presenLation accardin to the individual

farmer groups studied, The main emphasis is directed

towards life insurance carried on the life of the

operatorsu It is their earning powers upon which the

families are dependent. Life insurance on wives and

children is also included, but it is secondary in

inportance to that on operators.

Life Insur anc e for Fanu Pe in Area 1.

Some of the physical and economic attributes of

farm people ioi different farm size groups in Area 1

are shown below. Such items are important to consider

in life insurance plazming.
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(Average per rarni)

Age of operator 52 52 46
Age of wife 47 48 45
Number of children 1.7 1.3 1.7
Net farm income /1 $4,100 $4,773 $6,136
Total assets /1 67,442 76,312 177,236
Total liabilities 6,210 10,023 26,790
Net worth 61,232 66,289 150,445

The physical features among the three farm size groups

are very similar. The four economic ite listed are

different among the farm size groups.

Life insurance on operators in Area 1. Approximate

ly eighty-uine percent of all operators interviewed in

Area I owned some form o1 life insurance. There was

no significant difference in the incidence of life

insurance coverage on operators among farm size groups,

but the amount of life insurance per operator was

significantly different. /2 As shown in. Table 18, life

insurance coverage on insured operators averaged $4,070

for the small farm size group, $il,864 for the mediwn

farm size group, and $14,500 for the large farm size

group. The average amount of life insurance for all

insured operators in Area 1 was $10,334. The four

/1 These values are averages of the farmers with life
insurance and are thereby different from the averages
for all farmers as shown in Chapter II. Cash value
of life insurance was not included in the assets.

/Z See appendix B, Table 33 for the analysis of
variance test,



largest life insurance coverages were between O,OOO

and $40,000.

I4ost life insurance policies contain one or 'sore

extra provisions. One popular provision was an extra

indemnity payment in case of accidental death. Fifty.

nine percent of the policies owned by operators in

Area .1 included a double indemnity feature.

Total or
Smal4. Medium Zag aYez'a

Number' of persons 12 12 12 36

Number of persons
with a policy 10 1] 11 32

Number life insur-
ance policies 14 24 8 66

Number with double
indemnity 9 10 20 39

Total face amount $40,700 $130,000 $159,000 $330,700

Average amount per
policy 2,907 5,438 5,696 5,011

Average amount per
insured 4.070 i1.86'i 145OO 10.334

Average cost per
insured 151 260 610 340

It seems quite obvious that the higher income8

from the larger size farms made it possible to pur-

chase life insurance protection. The availability of

money is an important determinant for the amount of

insurance that can be purchased. There is an



uflavodable time prefernee in expenditures by the

The available money must be allocated firs

to pay ±oi Lediate needs. Low income firns iay not

have sufficient ineore left afier paying for immediate

needs with which to purchase the ount of life insur-

ance desired.

The most important benefits from carrying life

inurnco becomes evident at the time of death of the

insured. Proceeds from life insurance not only add

to the to1 value of possessions passed on to stir-

vivor, but, very iiportantly, they provide a means

of leaVing almost imtodiately available money for

survivors to use, This fi-es survivors from the need

1 converting other assets to cash in order to meet

current exe.nses when there is little cash available.

The average monetary value of possessions left

behind if avrae operator from each farm size

group died would have been as follows:

(Average per farm)

Al]. assets 67,442 76,3l2 l77,236
Face amount of life

insurance 4,070 ii,364 14,500
Total of the monetary
credits 71,512 88,176 91.736

All liabilities 6,210 10,023 26,790
Net amount of monetary
value 65,302 73,153 164,946

Only with larmers in the medium farm size group was
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there an average amount of life insurance sufficient 

to cover the indebtedness. Nevertheless, the life 

insurance reported on farmers in the other two size 

groups xaay prove very worthwhile in taking care of 

current liVing expenditurea. They may also prove valu- 

able in makin arrangements with creditors until incoie 

from the business could be obtained or an orderly sale 

o the property could be arranged. This would help 

preclude the necessity of a forced sale to meet immedi- 

ate needs, oven though prices may be seasonally low. 

For comparative purposes, the monetary value of 

possessions left behind if the average noninsured 

operator were to die are as follows 

Farm size group 
Small 

(Average per farm) 
All assets 9,21* $66,912 $11k1,711 

AU liabilities 5,750 1,600 76,600 
Net amount of monetary value 53,k6tk 65,312 65,111 

The above analysis excluded one important item. 

That is social security payments which may be forthcom- 

ing to dependents if the operator were to die. Provid- 

ing the operator as insured under Social Security, 

the survivors would be paid a maximum lump sum death 

payment of $255 and a saximuw of $254 per month depend' 

ing on all the qualifications involved (3, p. 12). 
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Straight liie and limited payment were the most

popular for of insurance used by farners in Area 1.

Their relative popularity along with other farus used

was as tollqws:

Number Total faceFi of policies amomt of insurance

Straight life 24 l52,50O

Limited payment 25 105,500

Endowment 1 58,400

Terc. 4 16,300--------------
Life insurance on wives and children in Area 1.

Insurance experts advise that first consideration should

be directed towards adequate life insurance on the opera-

tor or "breadwinner of the family before purchasing

life insurence on the wife or children. This p-ocedure

would provide maximum loss of income protection since

all family members generally depend on the operator's

earning ability for income. Death of other family

members would not remove income earning ability as would

death of the operator. Farm people in Area 1 apparently

agreed with such reasoning for the incidence as well as

the extent of coverage were much less on wives and

children than they were on operators. Also, extra

provisions were found less frequently on policies for

wives, The double indemnity feaure was included on

thirty-sevex percent of insurance policies for wives
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in Area 1 compared with fifty-nine percent of lite

insurance policies on the operators with double indemnity

in the same Area.

Fifty-three percent of the wives included in the

study for Area 1 had life insurance policies, Table 19.

The average race amount of life insurance on wives was

*2,87. The median amount was $1,000. In only two

cases did the face amount exceed $2,500. These were

$5,000 and $25,000.

Averae costs for the life insurance on wives

amounted to $19 among those on small size farms, $58

auiozig those ou.mediwn size £arz, and $377 among those

on large size farms. Of course niany insurance policies

currently held on wives are the result of past purchases

prior to marriage. Some of the policies may heve been

paid off and thereiore not considered in expenditures

for' this typo of coverage.

There wore twenty- three farm families interviewed

in this area who had dependent children. Eleven of

those families had one or more policies of child life

insurance, Out of the fifty-six children from sample

farms in Area 1, approximately forty-five percent were

covered with a life insurance policy. The average

nount of coverage on children i,855 Table 19.

Sixty-four percent of the life insurance policies on



sable 19. The average amount and costd life insurance on wives and children of operators in
three farm size groups within Area 1, 1959.

-
-

-- Farm size group Total or
Small Medium Large Average

-

- Wives Chile iives children Wives Children - Wives Children

No. of persons 12 20 11 16 11 20 - 34 56

No. with a policy 7 11 5 2 6 12 1 23

No. life insurance

policies 7 12 -6 2 6 14 19 28

No. with double
indemnity 3 7 1 0 3 11 7 18

Total face amount $8,750 $14,750 $12,500 $2,800 $30,000 $28,825 $51,250 $46,375

Average amount per
policy 1,250 1,229 2,083 1,400 5,000 2,059 2,697 1,656

Average amount per
insured 1,250 1,340 2,500 1,400 3,000 2,402 2,847 1,855

Average cost per
insured 19

- -

83

-

-

--

8o

--

377 147

-- - -------
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children included the double indemnity provision.

The needs for having insurance on the lives of

W1V8 and children almost always extend to long term

situations. As such, eorary forxs of insurance are

.east designed to fulfill those needs. No cases in

this sudy reported the use ters insurance for wives

or children. The relative popularity of different forms

oi lire insurance protection on wives and children are

shown below,

afoliciea Thtal face amount
Form of insurance ehildreu Wives Children

0 0 0 0

Straiht life 5 10 29,750 22,075

Limited payment 10 9 14,000 105,000

indowent and other 4 9 7,300 37,511__* -

Probably the main purpose behind most life insurance

purcuase on wives and children was to provide a fund

in order to pay Low death costs if they were to arise,

Most of the policies were not large and no significant

differences in the amount of life insurance coverage

on wives and children were found among the three farm

size groups in Area 1. /1

The contribution of life insuran'e payments

toward unexpected death expenses can be important. By

/1 See Appendix B, Table 25 for an analysis oi'
vzirtnco Lost.
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including the premium costs in with other expenditure

items, a firm gains protection from the losses of a

large uncertain expenditure, Insurance indemnities may

prevent the need to convert assets into cash in order

to pay the emergency death expenses. If it were neces-

sary to convert assets into cash, the future productive

operation of the firm may be impaired.

The costs of dying can be high. Included in those

costs are such things as funeral and burial expenses,

hospital fees, doctor fees, medicines, nursing, X-rays,

and many other miscellaneous items. One source recom-

mended for minimum cleanup purposes to have available

$2,000 to $3,000 (25, p. i0i).

Life Insurance for ?armPeoletArea2

The farm people studied in Area 2 had the pro-

tection of more life insurance than did the people in

the other two farming areas of the study. Also Area 2

farmers had control over the largest net worthe and

were receiving the highest amount of net farm income.

Some physical and economic features of the farms with

insured farm operators in different farm size groups

are shown below:
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Farm size

(Average per farm)
Age of operator 55 44
Age of wife 50 42 39
Number of children 1.1 2,1 3.2
Net farm income $7,286 $9,300 ii,CO8
ota1 assets 88,658 101,518 173,096

Total liabilities 7,915 20,721 12,792
Net worth 80,743 80,798 160,304

Life insurance on operators in Area 2. Approximate-

ly eighty-eight percent of the farmers interviewed in

Area 2 had some form of life insurance, Table 20. Four

out of the eleven operators in the small farm size group

bad no life insurance coverage. The average fco amount

of the insurance per insured in this group was $7,786.

every operator in the two larger farn size groups was

insured, Farmers in the medium farm size group averaged

almost four policies each with an average amount of

coverage per insured of $31,477. The average face

amount of coverage for operators in the large farm size

group was $33,625. $me of the largest coverages reported

in Area 2 were $70,000, $80,000, and $100,000. Twenty-six

percent o' the sample farmers had life insurance protec-

tion of 0,000 and over. The larger amounts of life

insurance on operators in the larger farm size groups

were significant. This tendency probably reflects

See Appendix B, Table 24 for an analysis of
Variance test,
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the capability of more life insurance purchases due to 

higher incoaes. 

Table 20. The average face amount and cost of life 
insurance on insured farm operators in three 

farm size groups within Area 2, 1960. 

iarm o t a or 
Snall Medium Large average 

Number of persons U. 11 12 34 

Number of persons 
with life insur- 7 11 12 30 
alice 

Number life insur- 
ance policies 12 42 35 89 

Number with double 
indemnity 6 19 17 42 

Pace amount of 
insurance. $54,500 $346,250 403,500 $804,250 

Average amount 
per policy 4,542 8,244 11,529 9,036 

Average amount 
per insured 7,786 31,477 33,625 26,808 

Average cost 
per insured 130 1,091 977 

The relative popularity of different forms of life 

insurance carried by farm operators in Area 2 were as 

follows: 

Form Number of policies Total face amount of 
insurance 

-. 

Straight life 33 361,000 
Endowment 33 317,300 
Limited payment 19 80,730 

Term 4 45,000 
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The face amount of life insurance was added to

other monetary valuations that would be left behind

if the operator were to die. The average situation

within each farm size group is as follows:

1?árm size rop
8ma1 )fcdjuai Lar

(Average per farm)

Total assets $88,658 $101,518 $173,096

Face amount of life insurance 7,786 3l,1&77 33,625

Total of the monetary value 96,44Lk 132,995 206,721

Total liabilities 7,913 20,721 12,792

Net amount of monetary value 88,529 1l2,27 193,929

Only in the small farm size group was the face

amount of life insurance insufficient to equal total

liabilities against the firm. The face amount of life

iuurance exceeded total liabilities in the medium farm

size group by $io,76 and in the large size group by

$20,833. This would provide for full payment to credit-

ors with a sizeable remainder with which to meet current

expenditures without having to use assets of the business,

or to await expected income, or to secure loans.

The high incomes farmers in Area 2 have been earning

have made it possible to buy large amounts of insurance

coverage. Life insurance is especially appealing to

beneficiaries since it is usually a non-taxable income

receipt. The proceeds from insurance can be used when

needed to meet such payments as inheritance and estate
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taxes. Thus the full complement of inheritance Can be

kept without having to sell some of the property in

order to eet tax and other current expenditure require-

merits.

The four operators without life insurance were in

the sL1 tarm size group. The average fivancia1

situation for survivors of a deceased operator would

be as follows:

AU. assets 10,5B7
All liabilities ll,5
Net amount of monetary
value 93,012

Thi8 group would 1eve behind a hig1er net monetary

value than the farmers in the comparable faru size

group who had life insurance; a1thouh there would not

be as much cash available for immediate expenditures.

Of course social security benefits would be an

additional consideration for survivors when they are

eligible.

Life insurance on wives and children in Area 2.

Life insurance coverges on the wives and the children

from farms in Area 2 were the highest of the three

farming areas studied, The high net faru incomes froil

farms in Area 2 made it possible for insurance to be

purchased without having to sacrifice other desired

expenditures.

The avorae lace amount of life insurance on wives
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from the sample farms in Area 2 was $7,561. Four life

insurance programs exceeded $10,000. The highest one

reported was $35,000. Of the thirty wives from Area 2

involved in the study, forty-one percent had one or

more life insurance policies, Table 21.

The larger farm size groups not only had a greater

incidence of wives with insurance, but also had a

greater amount at' insurance coverage. L The face

amount of insurance on insured wives averaged $1,667

in the small farm size group, $3,333 in the medium

farm size group, and $11,899 in the large farm size

The magnitude of some of the policies for wives

indicates that purposes other than that of having a

fund to pay death expenses were involved. Most likely

intentions behind many of the purchases were to provide

a fund of savings for later use. In addition to the

savings feature is the additional consideration that

the face amount of the policy is paid to the beneficiary

to use as needs and desires dictate if the insured dies.

There were twentyfive families in the sample from

Area 2 which had dependent children. Twelve of those

families had purchased life insurance for one or more

children. The average amounts of life insurance

See Appendix B, 'ab1e 25 for an analysis of
variance test.



Table 21. The average face amount and cost of life insurance on wives and children of operators
in three farm size groups within Area 2, 1960.

No. of persons 10 12 10 23 12 39 32 7k

No. with a policy 3 k 3 13 7 18 13 35

No. life insurance
policies k 5 15 9 18 17 37

No. with double
indemnity 1 0 0 3 2 0 3 3

Total face amount $5,000 $12,000 $10,000 $2k,?11 $83,291 $62,000 $98,291 $98,700

Average amount per
policy 1,667 3,000 2,000 1,6k7 9,255 3,Wf 5,782 2,668

Average amount per
insured 1,667 3,000 3,333 1,900 11,899 3,kkk 7,561 2,820

Average cost per
insured 25 312 i6 173 i8 396 202 29k

ri



protection on children and the average costs for such 

protection are shown in Table 21. The average amount 

of insurance for all insured children in the sample was 

*2,820. 

The relative popularity of dIfferent forms of 

insurance an wives and children in Area 2 were as 

follows: 

Number of policies Total face amount 
of insurance 

Form Wives Children Ivefldren 
Straight life 4 1 49,791 1,000 

Endowuien; 4 9 8,500 l97O0 
Liwited payment 9 27 40,000 78,000 

Terni 0 0 0 

4fe insurance for Farm People in Area 3 

The farm people studied in Area 3 had control 

over the least amount of life insurance among the 

three farming areas studied. Not only was the incidence 

of insurance coverage the least, but also the extent of 

protection per insured was the lowest in Area 3. Some 

average physical and economic features which may be 

related to insurance use are shoi below on farmers 

who carried life insurance within the 'three farm size 

groups 
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Age of operator 64 53 49
Age of wife

59 47 44
Number of children i.i 1.7 2.0
Net farm income $1,750 S 5,771 $ 4,333
Total assets 52,894 89,127 124,648
Total 1iabi1itie 7,410 16,352 11,517
Net worth 45,484 72,775 113,132

Life insuranco on operators in Area 3. Approxi-

mately sixty-six percent of the farm operators contacted

in Area 3 reported seine form of life insurance coverage,

Table 22. The insured operators in the small farm size

group had an average life insurance coverage of $3,500,

those in the medium farm size group had life insurance

with an average face amount of $10,868 and the large

farm size group averaged $13,417 in life insurance

protection. Actually, an analysis of variance test

indicated there was no significant difference in the

average face amount of life insurance on farmers among

the three farm size groups; thus there was little need

for distinguishing life insurance coverage by individual

farm groups. /1 The area average amounted to $9,346.

The three largest coverages among the sample farmers

were *17,375, $28,000, and $45,000.

See Appendix B, Table 26 for the analysis of
variance test.
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Table 22. The average face aiount and cost Of life
insurance on insured £ar operators in
three farm size groups within Area 3, 1960

f?arrns ize__
--

Total or

-....- . --.
Small Modiwn Large Average

Nuixiber of ersous 10 10 9 29

Nurner of persons
with life insurance 6 7 6 19

Nunaer of life insur-
axice policies 11 l 21 46

Number with double
indemntiy 6 3 9 18

Face atount of
insurance $21,000 $76,075 $80,500 $177,575

Average anount per
policy j,909 5,434 3,833 3,860

Average iount per
insured 3,500 10,868 1,ki7 9,346

Average cost per insured
108 255 540

Farmers in this area apparently favored the savings

feature in life inuranco. This tendency is indicated

by the popularity of endowtont and 1iited payment

£ors of insurance aong thew. The following figures

offer a coLipurison ci' four insurance forms used by the

farn opertor in Area 3,

Ior Nwrer of policies Total face amount of
insurance

indoiment 12 67,875
Limited payisont 17 59,500
Straight liie 16 45,200
Term 1 5,000
* . - _______*
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In order to cain an understanding of the monetary

value which would he left to survivors off insured opera-

tors, the averte ice amount of life insurance was

added to the average monetry value of other property

as follows:

Small

All assets 2,89k
Face amount of life

insurance :3,500
Total of monetary credits 56,39*
All liabilities 7,klO
Net amount of' monetary value 18,984

$rmsizerou
}ledium Large

veragefarT
$89,127 $12l,6k8

10,868 l3,417
99,995 138,065
16,352 11517
83,6i3 126,51k8

Only the large farm size group had sufficient

life insurance to cover the liabilities agaiflst the

business. ThIs would allow the survivors to use the

full comp1cent of resources according to their best

interest wIthout having to sell some of the property

to pay the debts. Life insurance receipts would o

sufficiontto ay debts and have some left over to pay

on death expenses.

Survivors in the two smaller size farm groups

would have less flexibility in receiving the farm

resources. They would inherit more claims against the

business than the money received from life insurance.

For such cases the necessity of selling parts or all of

the farLn resources may arise in order to meet required
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obligations. A larger loss would result if the sale

had to occur t an inopportune selling period when

prices would be at extremely lov levels.

Those operators without life insurance would have

the following average monetary value to leave to su'-

vivors:

SmallMediumLa
All assets 'l,t95 79,985 87,9O2

All liabilities 1,000 l,1133 26,683

Net amount of monetary
value 0,k95 75,552 61,219

-

Not only would there be less monetary value from

property of the non-insured to leave survivors, but

also the survivors may find it impossible to meet cur-

rent expenditure requirenents without disposing of

part of the property.

All eligible survivors would stand to benefit

from social security benefits providing the operator

was insured for this protection.

Life insurance on wives and children in Area.

Similar to the operators in Area 3, the average Lace

amount of life insurance on wives and children was

lowest for the three farming areas studied. Incidence

of coverage as well as amount of coverage was lowest,

Only thirty-six percent of the wives in Uiis saup1e

had life insurance, Table 23. The average face iount
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of insurance on wives was 31,068. In only two cases

did insurance coverage exceed 31,000. The two highs

were $1,280 and $i,400. /1

Of the sixteen families with children, seven bad

purchased a policy on the life of at least one child.

About thirty.three percent of all dependent children

in the sample were insured. No child had more than

one policy. The average face amount per insured child

as $1,300, Table 23.

The relative popularity of different forms of

life insurance on wives and children in the sample

from Area 3 was as follows:

Total face amount

Straight life 4 1 $*,000 31,000
Endowment 3 1 3,400 4,000
Limited payment 3 10 3,280 14,500
Term 0 0 0 0p - - -.

Discourses on Life Insurance for Farm People

Determining the amount of life insurance that

should be carried is certainly not amenable to objective

measurements. Subjective evaluations involved in this

matter, however, can be benefitted by the aid of know-.

ledge in insurance matters. People differ in the

No significant difference was found in the avra
face amount of life insurance on wives and children
among the three farm size groups -in Area 3. (See
Appendix B, Table 27.)



Thble 23. The average face amount and cost of life insurance on wives and children of operators
in three farm size groups within Area 3, 1960.

Fare size group Total or
Small Kedium irge Averag

Wives Childr ves hi1dren Wives Children Wives children
No. of persons 10 11 9 17 9 18 28

No, with a policy 1 5 5 6 4 4 10 15
No. life insurance

policies I 5 5 4 4 ]0 15

No. with double
indemnity 1 3 0 2 0 0 1 5

Total face amount $1,000 $6,500 $5,680 $9,000 $4,000 $4,000 $10,680 $19,500
Average amount per

policy 1,000 1,300 1,136 1,500 1,000 1,000 1,068 1,300
Average amount per in-

sured 1,000 1,300 1,136 1,500 1,000 1,000 1,063 1,300
Average cost per

insured 50 101 15 93 28

Go



extent to which they are willing to give up other uses

of' money in order to purchase insurance. In theory it

is ideal when the value of marginal utilities from

owning insurance is just equal to the marginal costs

of obtaining it. So it is with all properties purchased.

Of those people who want life insurance for various

needs or extravagencies, not all have sufficient income

with which to buy it. That is, other expenditures have

higher priority. Probably those people with sufficient

incoie to buy the insurance they want have less real

need for it, and those least capable of meeting the

cost of insurance have the greatest need for it.

In an effort to expose some of the considerations

involved in life insurance planning, several points

were isolated. It was previously determined that there

was a difference in the average amount of life insurance

on operators among the three areas of farming as well

as among the three farm size groups within Areas I and 2.

Since there were no outward qualities in area and size

to account for the variation in life insurance, perhaps

more intrinsic variables would offer some explanation.

Several of' these variables were measurable and were

matched with the life insurance on operators in the

sample to test for correlation. Other variables were

considered without benefit of objective testing.
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4easured variables. It was f1t that the nuxsber

of potentially dependent survivors in the family would

be an important consideration in life insurance planning.

The uore dependents thoro are on the operator' s earnings,

the greater the provision would need to be in order to

support the dependents if the operator died. Surprising-

ly, no association was detected in this study between

the amount of life insurance on the farm operator and

the number of dependents involved. (See Appendix 13,

Figure L An apparent problem is one of income alloca-

tion. Providing for immediate needs ci the iwily is

a more demanding alternative than providing for possible

future family needs. Limited funds iay dictate this

procedure; although not through choice of the persons

concerned.

Indebtedness is another factor felt to be important

in insurance planning. The burden to survivors is

severely increased when they must accept the additional

responsibilities of satisfying liabilities of the

business. it appears that this would be a major consider-

ation of the farm operator to his survivors. This

feeling, however, was not manifested among the f:rmer

groups studied. As Figure 2, Appendix B, shows, thor . e

was no association between the amount of total indebt-
edness and the extent of life insurance coverage.

n
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Those cases with large amounts of indebtedness were

not carrying larger amounts of insurance than the

cases entirely free of debt,

A test for association between age of operators

and the amount of life insurance they carried revealed

a correlation coefficient of -3k. (See Appendix B,

Figure 3.) Presumably, older farmers generally have

less need for large life insurance coverages since

they have had time to build up savings in their business,

and there are fewer dependent responsibilities. Another

reason or the inverse relation between age and insur-

ance is that older farmers are probably less able to

qnalify for coverage and if they do meet the physical

reqiremonts, the premium rates are much higher for

older persons. Although there was a significant amount

of correlation between these two variables, it is

evident that operator's age offers very little in

explaining the variation in the amounts of life insur-

ance carried.

The fourth variable and its relation to life

±nsurance was net farm income. A correlation coef-

ficient of .53 was found between these two variables.

(See Appendix B, Figure .) Families with low farm

incomes must face a situation of time preference

in their expenditures. Immediate needs demand first
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attention to be filled, After they are met, there may

not be money left with which to purchase insurance.

l4igh income fanilies are equipped to pay for immediate

needs as well as to purchase insurance for possible

future needs. Net farm income is judged to be the most

important single variable for explaining insurance

purchases,

Two other interdependent variables--interdependent

to each other well as to net fari income--tested

were tie value of total assets and net worth. A signif-

icant positive relation between total assets and life

insurance was found, r=.51. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.)

The correlation coeIficiet between net worth and opera-

tor's life insurance was .4k9. (See Appendix B,

Eigure 6.) One contradictr idea to the above results

is that there is less need for life insurance protection

when future monetary returns are assured through other

prorains. Large net worth accumulations represent

savings which could be used as income reserves. Life

insurance, however, is cononly used for purposes

other than to assure a basic allowance for dependent

survivors, For situations involving large estates, life

usurance provides a means of leaving sufficient amounts

of ready funds available with which to pay federal and

state inheritance taxes without survivors having to sell
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off parts of the property to meet these expenses.

It is quite apparent that while there were varying

amounts of correlation between life insurance coverage

and the above named variables, they were insufficient

to fully explain either variation between insureds or

the level of coverage of any individuals. Indeed it

is the contention here that there are no objective

measurements devised to accomplish this purpose.

Rather, there are probably subjective evaluations

involved having greater importance. Undoubtedly,

irrational behavior was present in many insurance plan-

ning programs. Often the persons who most needed the

protective devis of insurance were not using them

either through choice or necessity. Others with little

need for the protective devises of lire insurance were

using large amounts of insurance. Through buying

insurance, those people may have been giving up greater

earning opportunities if the same amount of money were

put to other uses.

Non-measured va::iables. The question as to whether

or not a person is physically fit to qualify for life

insurance is not to be disregarded although this con-

dition was not determined from the farmer questionnaire.

Of all applicants in the United 3tuee for life insur-

ance policies in 1958, three persons were not accepted.

Of those accepted, five percent required extra premiums
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to compensate ror the extra risk involved. The main

disqualification were due to the following circumstances:

Heart disease 22 percent

Overweight and under-
weiht 20 percent

Other physical
impairment 26 percent

Occupations 26 percent

Other variety 6 percent

(12k, p. 94k)

The "Salesmanship'1 asserted by insuring agents may

be a chief factor responsible for life insurance owner-

ship. Many farmers left the isiprossion with this

writer that they rely completely on their agent for

deterinjnig their insurance needs. The farmerst

function in these cases was to write out premium pay-

ments, This practice may not be detrimental; although

the agent must sell insurance if he is to muke his

living and there may be a tendency for hisi to e overly

anxious to sell. He is selling a service which is

competing not only with other similar institutions,

but also dissimilar operating agencies such as mutual

investment funds and others. Nevertheless, the agent

can be of great service to the farmer in instructing

him in various considerations relating to insurance

protection and needs. To the extent that farmers are

able to attain a more desirable position through



insurance purchase, ioth parties benefit.

The in intention in mentioning "salesmanship"

is to point out the influence this activity has on

purchases. This is undeniable. Many humorous reports

are heard such as, "Dad went to town to get the tail

light repaired and returned with a new car." The same

idea applies to insurance or anything else which is

sold. The power of suggestion extended through a trained

expert exerts considerable influence on the purchase.

This may result to the benefit or detriment of the pur-

chaser.

Many persons regard life insurance purchases as

a profitable investment opportunity. This feature was

not measured in the study. Especially is this feature

true among high income groups. Insurance provides a

means of transferring wealth to survivors. A strong

inducement for those purchases is that recipients

normally are not required to pay income taxes on that

gain. To persons with much wealth, insurance ay be

purchased along with other types of investment programs.

They are able to enjoy a diversity of investment plan.

Potential social security benefits should occupy

a major consideration in life insurance planning by

farm vperators. This protection replaces the need oc

much life insurance. For example, social security
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payments may amount up to 25 per month to survivors

upon death of the insured. Thus, if survivors were

eligible for these payments for ton years, it would

be equiva].ent to a lii'c insurance policy paying over

o ,000,

Another point to consider is the independency

status of survivors. 3y this is meant the capability

of survivors to provide Lor themselves. In some fam-

ilies, the wife possesses education and training which

would qualify her for high paying type worc. She is

less in need of the husband's insurance indemnities

than those wives and other dependents without employ-

ment opportunities, A farm business left for survivors

can provide a continuing source o:' income. Sons may

be desirous of continuing the Thrm operation which

could earn income for survivors, Another posihility

to continue gaining income from the farm is a rental

arrangement between survivors and a tenant farmer,

i'ina1ly, very subjective feature in life incur-

ance planning is how well insureds wish to provide for

survivors. This decision ay sway between two extremes.

The one may leave the family destitute and dependent

upon others for assistance. The other ay Iurni3h sur-

vivors with an abundant income even beyond that. which

would have been possible had the insured lived. Many
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such choices may involve irrational conduct.
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CHAPTER VI

PROPERTY INSURANCE

Property insurance is the result of a grouping pro-

cess in which premiums are accumulated by an agency to

pay for the uncertain losses of participants property

when they occur. All activity iuvolving property

omersbip is subject to risk of loss through fire, the

elements, and other perils. There is not oniy a desire

on the part of capitalists to reduce undertainty of

losses, but also there is economic feasibility in doing

so. This action allows managers to plan and budget for

annual premiums and thereby obtain protection against

a loss which could cause financial disaster.

Insurance has provided a means of substituting a

certain expenditure for an uncertain loss. Losses

from a large group of risks are more predictable than

losses occurring to an individual of the group. This

phenomena Is similar to the results of tossing a coin.

Persons are much more confident in predicting the distri-

bution of heads to tails from one-thousand tosses than

they are from ten tosses. With greater accuracy of

prediction, uncertainty of loss is reduced; thus

smaller accumulations of money are necessary to be set

aside in order to meet these losses.
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The farmers included in this study were found to

be using property insurance to varying degrees. The

need for insurance depends upon individual business

and family CIjC cumstancea, Small losses cause more

serious consequences to the £irt.I in poor financial

circumstances. Therefore, insurance protection against

these losses may be more important to the poor firm as

compared with another firm enjoying a coi:.fortable finan-

cial setting even though the latter could more conven-

iently cover insurance premiums.

Differences among farmers' reactions will be

examined as the inquiry is directed to the property

insurance practices on specific types and sizes of

Oregon farms,

din and_Content Insurance

Few farmers owning property failed to purchase

some insurance protection on buildings or contents.

In fact, over ninety-five percent of all owners studied

used this type of insurance. Table 2 shows the average

coverages and costs for the different farm groups.

Insurance on dwellings accounted for the largest share

of all buildings. The average insurance per dwelling

ranged from $7,000 to i4,00O. Household goods per

farmer showed an average coverage from $2,300 to $5,000.

Total building and content insurance coverage averaged



Table 24. Building and content insurance used by farmers in three farm size groups within
the three farming areas studied, 1959-604

Area 1 2 3
Farm group size a11 Medium Large Small Medium Larce Small Medium Large

lor numbers)
Dwelling insurance 94300 138700 172000 80000 50700 83800 64100 92500 107000

No. with insurance 11 .11 Ii 8 4 4 8 9 8
No. of dwellings 12 17 18 9 7 6 8 13 9
iW. ins, per farmer 8753 12609 15636 10000 12675 20950 8012 10278 13375
Av. ins per

dwelling 7858 8159 9556 8889 7243 13967 8012 7115 11889

Household goods ins. 35750 60500 59700 16500 28000 22000 23900 14000 30000
No. with insurance 11 11 11 4 6 4 8 6
Av. ins, coverage 3250 5500 5247 4125 4667 5500 2988 2333 4286

Other bldgs. ins. 21300 22485 106850 32000 ak600 i6000 25000 8i84o 91950
No with ins. 9 8 9 4 5 3 7 8 6
Ày. ins, coverage 2367 2811 11872 8000 +920 3333 3571 10230 15325

Total bldg. and content
151350 221685 338550 128500 103300 121800 113000 188340 228950

No with ins. 12 11 11 7 4 8 9 8
Ày. amount of ins, 12612 20153 30777 16062 14757 30450 14125 20927 28619

Total cost of ins. 760 11O+ 1896 k8 451 544 416 904 812
Ày. per insured farmer 63 100 172 60 64 136 52 100 102

Cost per hundred
coverage .502 .498 .560 .376 .437 .47 368 .480 .35

0
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from 12,612 to $30,777 while the cost of this type

of coverage per farmer averaged froi $60 to $172 per

year. Figured on this basis, the cost per hundred

dollars of coverage varIed from .36 to $.56 These

figures are not to be accepted as representative of

any particular type of coverage for they include all

types. Some of these policies were subject to the

minimtha preiiium clause requiresient of not less than

$5 which made some coverage per hundred dollars quite

high. The purpose 0±' their inclusions was to provide

a rou indicator as to cost.

All policies included fire and lightning coverage,

or fire and windstorm coverage. In addition, aost

policies included an extended coverage feature against

the hazards of windstorm, hail, explosion, riot,

vehicle and smoke damage, Some farms displayed

peculiar situations which would require special under-

writing considerations. When extra hazards were present

it is expecte.d that premiuis for coverage are raised.

The ljrnjt for which buildings may be insured is

determined by the value of the property. This valua-

tion is a judgont derived fro: a :iairly standardized

procedure of appraisal, Some properties may be covered

by only a percentage of the full value. It does not

benefit an insured to extend coerage byon the
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property valuation. Laws forbid indemnities in excess

0 that value. It woulc ean paying extra premiums

with no possibility of extra reimbursement if a loss

occurred.

The extent of insurance coverage was examined

relative to the valuation of anproveents as recorded

on the rolls of' the tax assessors. In all three areas

insurance Coverage exceeded improvement valuations.

The average ratio of insurance coverage to improvement

valuation was 123 percent for Area 1, 102 percent or

Area 2, and 174 percent for Area 3. This relation was

not surprising for at least two reasons: (1) The

properties were valued for different purposes. Tax

assessors appraise properties in accordance with an

estimated true cash value, but they are highly desirous

that properties be valued equally with respect to other

similar properties. Insurance underwriters are more

intent on placing a value on a specific property and

are not so concerned with the relation it might boar

to other properties. (2) Tax assessors, when apprais-

ing buildings, have little regard for the contents

stored within and this matter may be highly important

for insurance purposes,

it has been generally assumed that the decision

of whether or not to insure depends primarily on the
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financial ability to absorb the contingent loss by

the individual firm However, it is extremely diffi-

cult to ieasure these financial abilities possessed

by ims. One way is to measure the net worth positions

of 'L;i The greater the proportionate loss, the more

reason J:or purchasing insurance to assue the loss.

For example, a ,OOO building fire loss on a small

size in Area 1 represents a bigger proportion of

the 61,23 net worth than does a lO,OOO building lire

loss oa a large size farm in Area 1 with a not worth

of $l'±5,13. Conceivably, the large size farm would

be in a ctter financial pos.tion after the fire than

the small size £arw.

The difficulty in tue ove net worth measure-

ment2 is that farers may havo uet worth but no cash

with which losses could be met. To cover the loss

it may require selling working or fi.. xed assets or

channeling income for loss replacement that should go

elsewhere. This uay impair future production. Thus

net worth would not be a sufficient criterion o

deterine loss c.rrying capabilities.

A com;arison of the ratios of insurance coverage

to property valuation among ;ize groups within each

area revealed there was no significant difference among

the the farm size rous in each area. /1 Large

71 For analysis of variance tests concerning this con-
cluaion so Appandix C, Tables 2", 29, and 3Oo
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farms were just as fully insured as were these in the

small or ediu frA size groups.

These findings indicate either (1) that the I ir

were about equally financially unable to bear possible

losses in buildings and contents themselves, or (2) that

the major..ty of farmers studied found this uncertainty

so distasteful that they were willing to pay someone

else to help share the burden of responsibility.

How much building and content insurance liould be

carried? Persons have great leeway in making this

choice. There is no law requiring this type of insur-

ance to be carried. Usually, mortgge agreements

require that the property be insured at least to the

extent of the lo&n for which the property serves as

collateral. Al1owin for this exception, the area for

managerial choice extends from no insurance at all to

lull coverage of the property valuation or in between

at some porcontage of full covergo.

Since sost faruers chose to purchase on their

buildings, it is asswued that this device provided the

desired protection on types of assets important to the

farm business, Annual insurance costs on property are

sufficiently low that few farmers felt they could be

without this kind el protection. Though one uay have

a very large net worth and could afford to carry his

L



own insurance, the possibility of a loss of' production

resources is most unpalatable. Farmers generally are

unwilling to expose their assets to unreimbursable

losses when low cost insurance is available.

However, some farmers willing to bear uncertainty

might forego insurance protection when they are finan-

Cially capable of withstanding possible losses. A

recommendation would be to provide fireproof strongbox

protection for irreplaceable valuables; insurance can-

not indemnify such articles anyway. Then the remaining

property amounts to replaceable physical objects which

can be purchased.. With care and conscious activities

directed towards loss prevention, there is less likeli-

hood loss will occur. Thus, an individual bears the

full burden of loss uncertainty,

Firms in poor financial circumstances probably

cannot afford not to purchase property insurance on

some essential buildings. Restrictions upon future

income producing capabilities must be guarded against.

The replacement of a property loss may reduce productive

Also the need to channel funds into the

replacement needs may involve money that would have

been used for family living. If insurance can be

obtained to safeguard against these eventualities,

it may be a wise purchase.
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ance

Popularly, automobile insurance has been channeled

through casualty underwriters. It is considered under

property insurance here somewhat arbitrarily but mainly

because the vehicle is a personal property item subject

to damage and destruction similar to buildings, for

instance, Liability features sold under automobile

insurance would place this subject under casualty type

coverage. Furthermore, casualty insurance underwriters

commonly write automobile insurance.

There are various ways of covering these hazards

for vehicle loss. Material loss may occur through

multitudinous circumstances, and the possible ways of

insuring against these losses are also numerous. Bow

completely to provide coverage for these losses depends

upon the value of the vehicle, the use of which it is

put, the owner's ability to bear the burden iposed by

the loss, and the cost of insurance coverage. However,

those points listed have not included the individual

psychological force involved. There are differences

among individuals concerning the extent to which they

are willing to face uncertainties alone, These desires

of people, unfortunately, are not sibject to objective

measurements.

ical loss overa. Essentially there are
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two types of eaverages against physical )oss to the

vehicles hieh frriiers in this study owned, collision

and csiiprehensive.

Collision insurance provides for the payment in

whole or in part, depending on the policy, for a lose

resulting I'ro upset or collision with another object.

Soldos iS the coverage equLil. to Lull value. More

coionly, payent for collision loss is only partal.

Popular type collision folicies used by farmers are

shown in Table 25. The colurin 5O deductible, for

exale, is the arrange;cnt for loss payent by which

the insuraflce company pays the full amount of' the

loss ecept or 5O. The owner i- oolige. to cover

all io.so up to 5O. This practice reduces the nunber

of smali claims against the insurer Other types of

deduct!le collision slicies include such arrangements

as percentage payments. The insurer ay pay eighty

percent of collision ioss trio owner is jonsible

for twenty percent of' the loss.

Collision insurance as a cans of reducing the

exposure of their assets to rsk of lcs was generally

accepted by the farmers. Eighty percent of all farmers

carried this coverage on one or siore vehicles. Of

the 32 motor vehicles owned by' the saiple farmers

forty-six percent were insured with collision policies.
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This included all vehicles. Obviously there were many

vehicles used on the farms that were not worth the cost

of collision coverage; although the progressive

insurers have been classifying their risks so as to

assign premiums accordingly. This has resulted in

exceedingly low rates for vehicles in the farm utility

classification.

The comprehonsive feature is designed to cover

losses occurring from iaultiple causes such as fire,

theft, falling objects, violent weather, explosions,

vandalism, and others. This coverage provides indennity

to t4ie extent of replacing the part or parts of the

vehicle to at least an equivalent pro-accident condition.

This feature proved nore popular than collision insur-

ance among the sample farmers. eighty-four percent

of all farners Studied had purchased eomprehonive

coverage This was written on sixty-four percent of

all motor vehicles owned.

Such insurance protection as collision and compre-

hensive lessens the uncertainties of loss frou vehicle

destruction. A known cost as the insurance preiuzn is

chosen as protection against larger possiLlo losses.

Many yehicles are very costly items and would cause a

financa1 burden if an essential vehicle had to be

replaced as a result of an unprotectod loss. It would
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require rechanneling of funds or securing loans for

the vehicle replacement which, of course, would

preclude using the money for other purposes.

Table 23, Collision and comprehensive vehicle
insurance carried by farmers among the
three areas of farming studied, l95960.

-

Colliaion
50 Other Total
deduct- deduot deduct- deduct- Compre-
ible ible ible ible hensive

Area 1:
-

Number of
farmers -- --36- 36

Number with
insumnce 16 12 4 29/a 29

Number vehicles
insured 28 23 8 59 79

Area 2:
Number of
farmers -- -- -- 31 31

Number with
insurance 8 i6 3 24/a 26

Number vehicles
insured 20 43 7 72 90

Area 3:
Number of
farmers - -- 24 24

Number with
insurance 6 14 0 20/a 21

Number vehicles
insured 8 18 0 26 49

The number of farmers viith one or more types of
automobile collision insurance.

Liability protection. The benefit of carrying

liability insurance protection on vehicles is that it

provides an insurer who promises to defend the insured



in damage suits as well as to pay for those da:agos.

It removes court suits from the responsibility of an

individual and places them In the hands of capable

institutions functioning on behalf of their insured

either as plaintiff or as defendant as the case may be,.

The importance of this protection is impressive when

one realizes that in Oregon two years may elapse

after the accident in which an injured may file valid

c1aius. A recorded judgeiucnt against a defendant is

legal for ten years and is subject for renewal.

Oregon does not have a compulsory automobile

liability insurance law, but some inquiry will reveal

that automobile liability insurance is that oVerage

least advisable to be without. In the event of an

accident, an uninsured driver must file with the state

(1) a certificate o insurance issued by a company, or

(2) $15,000 cash, or (3) a $15,000 bond. Then if

other persons seek damage claims against the uninsured,

he will have to satisfy that claim either by payment

or by proving his inno.once. lie must "secure a release

from all damaged or injured persons or coc to some

sort of agroomimant with thorn as to settlement f claims."

Without release or settlement, he must "..,deposi

with the State the amount the claimants evidence as

their costs," This must be done even if the accident
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was not the fault of the uninsured. After two years

the deosit will be returned if the injured doesn!t prove

his c1aia. Failure to furnish proof of linancial

responsibility and the security deposit will cause the

State to sui pend driving and registration privileges

(32, .

Li.blity suits could prove disastrous even though

the defendant .ay be financially wealthy. Since these

claims aay involve the health and welfare of other

persons rather than mere material ohjects, they are

especially soberin!,. A maimed person as a result of

another driver's carelessness has justifiable cause for

coüpenaion. Such opensatiou can be costly, requir-

ing thousands of dollars. it is easily seen that an

accident could wipe out one persons assets and still

leave him a debtor for at least ten years if the

claimant ere not satsfiod Liability losses can e

almost unlimited in amount; whereas physical property

losses cannot exceed the value of the object destroyed.

There are three types of coirerages included in

umst autobile 1iab.1ity oiicies: (1) Bodily injury

cover:gc in which the insurer pays the other party or

part.es for body damages or death caused by an accident

for which the insured is liable. ThIs coverage has

limits as et by the policy usu11y in wultiples of
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$5,000 as the maximum payment to one injured person,

as well as a maximum payment for one accident involving

more than one injured person. (2) Property damage

liability coverage provides that the insurer will pay

for damages to physical property caused by an accident

for which the insured is liable. This coverage has

limits as set by the policy; however, indemnities will

not exceed the value of the property destroyed even

though the policy limits may exceed that value.

(3) Coverages for emergency medical and surgical aid

incurred at the time of accident are included as well

as medical expenses other than emergency called

medical payments." Limits for the latter are also

designated in the policy.

Farmers' participation in vehicle liability

insurance was an indication of the importance with

which they regarded this protection. All farmers

who owned a motor vehicle reported liability coverage.

Ninety-four percent of all motor vehicles had liability

coveraze on them. It is well to recognize there wore

motor vehicles on many farms which were not being

subjected to highway traffic. Vehicles such as fuel

hauling trucks were used exclusively on the farm which

had not been insured, yet they were counted. It is

doubtful there were any motor vehicles used in highway
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traffic without liability coverago.

heference to Table 26 shotrs the popularity of

varIous coverage limits. Seventy-one percent of all

insured Vehicles had a liability coverage of at least

25,OOO per person and 5O,OOO per accident.

Property damage, a much loss serious olTenso, wa

insured most popularly (sixty-seven percent of all

insured vehicles) t the ,OOO level.

Serious financial disruptions to tIie farm firm

may be tie result oi' liability losses involvn farm

vehicles. The magnitude of these losses may be so

large that the necessary payment would cause such a

capital shortgo that production operations or needed

farm adjustients would have to be reduced.

It a person damages his own vehicle, he can use

inexpensive substitutes until he is again able to afford

a more cos tly achine When a person inflicts daao

on another person's vehicle, however, he is responsible

for the cost o.t restoring the damaged vehicle to at

least a pre-accident condition. A less costly sub-

stitute will not suffice.

sforvehicleinsurance. To enjoy insurance

protection, it must e purchased. The benefits of this

protection cannot be predetermined since there is no

way of redictin individual accidents. Persons siay



ab1e 26. Liability insurance protection on farm highway vehicles as used by all farmers
included in the study, 19396O.

Govera&e Per accident Medical ent
Farmers Vehicles 1rrier r. 'I hides rner Vehicles Farwerz VehiclesTiar1nberT_-----

5O or lOSS
- - -_-_.-_---

1 2
500 23 74
750 3 7
1,000 1 1 38 96
2,000 13 65
,000 4 U. 67 213 3 3

10,000 22 57 4 11 17 63
15,000 3 4
20,000 9 20
25,000 28 85 9 36
30,000 4 7
40,000 8 17
50,000 26 104 28 8 1 4

100,000 8 39 28 109
200,000 1 4
300,000 5 30
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examine the extent of possible physical daiage lots to

vehicles they are able and desirous of assuming theni-

selves. When that examination is compared with the

cost involved of shifting the uncertain losses to an

insurer as a means of protecting their financial picture,

the least undesirable method can be selected. Most

vehicles are very costly. It would be a financial bur.-

den for the farm if an expensive vehicle were destroyed

without benefit of indemnity payments.

The far reaching serious consequences of liability

damage leaves little choice of whether or not to shift

loss uncertainties to an insurer. No farmer owning

vehicles, regardless of his financial position, can

afford to be without this protection. The decision

to be made is how such coverage should be purchased.

Cost for the coverage and the type of use of the

vehicles are important considerations in arriving at

that decision. A known cost replaces a much larger -

uncertain loss.

Table 27 shows the average cost of vehicle

insurance for those farmers studied. Of course costs

varied depending on types and amounts of insurance

purchased. The number o vehicles insured increased

noticeably with each larger farm size group within

each area. This continual number increase was logically
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accompanied by higher average costs per owner.

Dable 27. Costs per vehicle insurance comprzsing
collisions cosprehensive, liability,for

bodily injury and property damage, and
medical payment coverages, 1959-60.

r-

Farm size Nuuiber Number Vehicle Average cost
group farers vehicles insurance per f'er

cost

Area 1*

Suiall 12 3 $1677 $140
Medium 12 37 1760 147
Large 12 54 2708 226

Area 2:

Small 10 40 1628 I63
Medium Ii 52 3397 309
Large 10 58 3394 359

Area 3:

Small 7 18 950 136
Medium 9 23 1310 146
Large 8 28 1555 194

Ins ur an on F arm Ma hiner

Numerous £ari machines represent large investments

for farm firris Destruction of one of these machines

results in a twofo1d catastrophe, First, it is a

financial loss in physical property. As an example,

note a hillside coioine costing approxate1y $15000.

estruction of this machine would render a severe

financial blow to most farm operators. It would require

that farm expenditures be directed into different
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channels than those planned. It may impair addin

needed production inputs, or it may impair the ability

to make principal payments, or it may be unpleasant by

forcing a reduction in family living experLdithres.

Second, the loss of producing power tthen the machine

is needed may be just as severe as the property loss.

Referring again to the combine, it is subject to damage

most when it is in use. Its continued operation i

most critical when the grain is ready to be harvested.,

A destroying fire loaves the farscr without a critical

machine. It then becomes essentai for hir :o purchase

a replacement or ubtai: soso. rental or custo;;. harvesting

arran:emont. The difficulty f finding these arrnge

moats or financing a replaces3nt helps determine the

full extent of loss.

Nany farmers seeking to lessen this uncertainty

of machinery loss have selected to purchase insurance

protection. Thus specialists are paid to bear the

risk, In the event of an insured loss, indemnities

are paid with which another :sachine can be obtained to

carry out the work with little time lost, Thereby the

physical property loss as well as the loss of productive

operations are both reduced, The indemnity payment

depends upon the existing value of the machine just

prior to destruction. The payment will not exceed this
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value,

Approximately i'fty-two percent of all saiple

farmers had insured one or more machines. An average

of 4.2 machines per insured frnier had been covered;

thus only the ot costly farm machines such as tractors

and combines were insured4 Coverages and costs of this

machinery insurance are shown in Table 23. SOme farmers

reported an all-risk policy which pays for all daages

caused to the machine excepting mechanical malfunctions.

The other category termed afire and ather COVeT pec

ific hazards, oneru11y fire coverage e specified

machinery i extended to cover overturn chile in opera-

tion ad also direct loss by theft.

The aveo co; oi this coverage rged from

35 to $i.o6 per hundred doiiar of insurance protec-

t ion *

The actions of mosL iricrs in purch ing achine

insurance see;iod reasonable. Since these iachines

represent such Ia rge items of expenditures for carrying

on farm production, it is justifiable to provide pro-

tection against the financial loss involved in the pos-

sible damage or destruction. Usually farsers keep very

little cash on hand to meet these uncertainties When

machinery losses -occur without insurance or a private

fund available, rowtn plans must be chaned. Replan-

ning is necessary to allow for the financial sot back.



Table 28. The amount of protection and cost for farm machinery insurance as used by farmers
in three farm size groups within each of three farming areas, 1939-60.

Area 1 2

Farm size group &tal1 Medium Large Small Medium Large i1l Msdiu Large-
Farmers with ins. 3 6 6

Io. wth all risk ins. 2 k 6

No. with fire and other 1 3 0

Total ins. coverage 6,o0 27,325 71,360

Average per insured 2,167 k,633 11,89.3

Total annual cost 69 17,5 k77

Cost per insured 23 29 80

Cost per hundred 1.06 .629 .668

2 8 8 k k 6

3 8 6 1 3

1 1 2 3 1 2

1l6,9C0 61,630 $179,250 $21,500 $25,500 $5,900

+,225 7,70k 22,406 5,375 6,375 8,650

112 622 1,039 115 1kG 351

78 130 29 35 58

.663 1.01 .Co .5 51+9 .676

j1

0
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It is this financial consideration coupled with the

psychological feeling of individuals towrcis bearing

uncertainties that determine the worthiness of .nsurance

for farm machinery.

Insurnce

Crop insurance has become the accepted method for

hedging against crop fziluro uncertainties on many far

The purpose of crop insurance has been to provide in-

demnity to the insured for the crop which was partially

or completely destroyed. Size indemnity payments

is determined by the extent to which farmers provided

for loss reithursements and paid premiums in accordance

with those limits,

Figure 2 represents so;e subjective choices involved

in using crop insurance. The determinants of net income

are yield, price, and cost. Farmers strive far high

net income. A select position in Figure 2 is designated

X, that with high yield resulting in high net income

with little chance of variation. In fact all of block

3 gives some comfort from uncertainty of yield. Those

within the planning framework of block 3 have no need

for insurance. Conversely, planners in the framework

suggested by block 1 must contend with much possible

variation. some years may produce high yields and

resultant income as shown by position A; the converse
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Variation in production

Figure 2. Subjective possibilities in crop insurance use.
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is represented by B. Purchasing insurance is likely

to move the ji1annor into a situation represented by

block 2. Costs are increased so net incomes are re-

duced compared with what they would have been in good

years with no insurance. However, insurance has the

same effect as a reduction of production variation, and

net income is less likely to fall as low as the non-

insured position would permit. Point C, obt.ined

through wise insurance practices, may be the closest

position to point X that can be obtained by many plan-

ners ,

Two types of crop insurance coveragos were avail-

able to farmers within this study area: (I) Insurance

for two specified hazards, fire and hail, as sold on

separate contracts, and (2) All-risk type coverage

written by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation.

The first type is sold by private stock and

mutual companies. Farmers choose the extent to which

they want to be covered. This and the risk area in

which they live determine the premiums to be paid. A

farmer who suffers hail damage of his insured crop is

paid the estimated amount of' loss depending upon the

amount for which he had insured, If the loss were

estimated to be 1/3 of the crop and he had insured for

a 30 bushel yield, he would be eligible for indemnity
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equivalent of 10 bushel. It is evident that good

faith between insured and insurer :is necessary in

these contracts to obtain fairness.

The limits for which farors purchase insurance

reflects their objectives. If the firm's chief ob-

jective is to insure survival, it is expected it would

purchase insurance to little more than provide for

the cash costs of the operation. Firms which insure

for more than cost coverage seek more than survival;

they plan for maximum profit each year, Insurance

protection reduces the uncertainty of income loss;

although costs are higher. A question frequently

encountered from farmers was, t!What is the use of

ineuriit if you plan to nake Ioney?U Covering

costs of operation in many cases did not provide

sufficient incentive for insurance buying. thiie no

insurance can return an aount greater than the normal

harvested crop, the limits of many contracts exceed

production cash costs.

All-risk federal crop insurance is available for

barley and wheat in t1e five counties of Area 2, and

Maiheur County, Area 1. This coverage was not offered

in Polk nd Yamhill Counties, Area 3.

As the name all-risk implies, this insurance

covers multiple hazards o± unavoidable production
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losses. The expressed purpose of this public sponsored

insurance is to provide protection against loss of

investment in the crop. The highest amount of coverage

is limited by the approximate cost of production.

Federal crop insurance and privately written crop

insurance are not to be regarded as competitors. In

fact, some salesmen sell both types of coveragos and

often to the same farmers. Federal crop insurance

has provisions for covering multiple causes of crop

loss which are not offered by other insuring companies.

Many farmers do not use crop insurance because

chance of crop loss is slight. Their planning takes

place within tue situation designatod"lock 3" in

Figure 2. The majority of Area 1 farmers studied

enjoyed this situation. In fact, no farmer was contacted

who used growing crop insurance.

Quite the opposite was found among Area 2 farmers

for seventy-eight percent carried some form of crop

insurance. Seventy-eight percent of them carried fire

loss protection, and fifty-three percent carried hail

loss protection. The average cost of crop insurance

per insured farner was $248 in the small farm size group,

$457 in the medium farm size group, and $825 in the

large farm size group. See Table 29 for crop insurance

coverages in Area 2.
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Table 29. Kinds, amounts, and costs of crop insurance used by 
farmers in rea 2., 1960 

Wheat 

Fire Hail 

Small size farms: 

No. with jflS 6 3 
Total coverage $90,107 32,860 

Ày. per insured 15,018 10,953 
Cost per ye.r 267 659 
Cost per insured 220 

Medium size farm: 

Ban 

Other Fire 

1 5 
$5,500 $20,316 
5,500 4,063 
344 65 
744 13 

Hail Other 

2 1 
$3,500 .2,30C 
2,775 2,500 
246 156 
123 156 

No. with ins. 10 7 1 10 6 0 
Total coverage $219,974 $147,749 $7,500 $55,890 38,590 

Mr. per insured 21,997 21,107 7,500 5,389 6,398 
Cost per year 698 2,552 275 177 869 
Cast per .u13ured 70 565 73 18 143 

Large size farms: 

No. with ins. 8 6 0 7 4 0 
Total coverage 232,116 $164,859 ---- $66,503 $40,489 

Av :er iisured 29,014 27,476 9,500 10,122 
Cost per year 918 4,082 296 1,302 
Cost per insured 115 680 42 326 

Seven farmers bad crop insurance on wheat; six had crop 
insurance on barley. 

Ten farmers had crop insurp.nce on wheat; ten had crop 
insurance on barley. 

Eight farmers had crop insurance on wheat; seven had crop 
insurance on barley. 



As Figure 3 shows, expenditures for hail insurance

were by far the largest of the three types of coverages

for each size group, oven though Lire insurance was

purchased by more farters. This is because the per

unit cost for haL insurance was over six times greater

than that for fire coverage.

Tests were performed to determine if insurance

practices differed by farm size groupa. It was pre

viously shown that farmers on large size faras spent

the most for crop insurance; however, proportionate

crop insurance expenditures were not significantly

different among the three far. size groups. /1 It

is assumed from this that crop insurance was no more

important to small sized farmers than it was for large

sized farmers. Or, said another way, rmers on large

size farms felt no more able to boar the loss uncertainty

than farmers on small size farms.

Crop insurance was of lesser importance to Area

farmers. Only forty-.five percent had purchased this

protection. Only protection against fire lose was

used. Four farmers had fire insurance on wheat, two

on barley, and t1ve on other crops consisLLng of

clover and cover crop seeds. Table 30 shows the

This conclusion was on the basis of an analysis
of variance test shown in Appendix C, Table l,
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coveraes Lor the various crops. The avorae cost

for crop insurance per insured iarner averae 19 in

the sna11 ra size group, 32 in the siediwn iar size

group, and 39 in the large furm size groups



Table 30. Cror fire insurance used by the sample farmers in. Area 3, 1960r

Farm size group Small La MediumoTrat xieyTier Wheat Other

No. with insurance 2 1 2 1 0 5 1 1 5

Total, coverage 3,380 1,600 16,99'+ k,582 72,8k0 I2,OkO 8i,54o

Average er insured 1,690 1,600 8,97 ,582 3J,,568 875 2,OO 16,308

Cost per year 15 3 38 U 1k9 2 187

Cost per nsured 8 3 19 U 30 2 37

Three saiuple farmers used crop insurance.

Five sample farners used crop insurance.

Five sample farrers used crop insuxnce.

0



CHAPTER VII

CASUALTY INSURANCE

Casualty insurance refers to at least three

general lines of protection: (1) Legal liability,

(2) Disability, and (3) Some hazards to physical

property (17, p. 15). It is difficult and somewhat

incorrect to designate various insurance coverages as

being sold through a specific category a underwriters

for there is much overlapping through iaultiple-line

insurance selling privi1e'es. Casualty insurance covers

a wide variety of contrQts for the hazards encountered.

Two types of casualty insurance to be considered

in this chapter are liability and disability. Liability

will be presented with repect to the oxpo ures of

owners and/or operators of property and of employers.

Disability features cover two hazards: (1) Injury

or sickness and the circumstances for providing funds

to pay for medical attention and treatment needed, and

(2) Compensation for loss of income to the incapacitated

worker.

i1itInsuranc S

A possible liability loss represents an uncertainty

to the farmer, Due to these unpredictable events, a



farmer may need funds to meet liability payments.

These funds are in addition to those already camitted

for other purposes such as oporating expenses, faniiiy

living ex;enditures, or principal and interest payment

on loans. Additional large costs may necessitate

channeling iunds :uito the most immediate needs at the

expense ci other uses, It may require added borrowing

or praperty sales o sake the payents. 4hon such

circuiistances arie1 plans are dirupted and the

adjut:ents necessary to cciain in competitive position

may Li brought to a standstill.

Liability losses .re not subject to definite

fixed amounts They may be so extensive as to cause

a reduction in equity that has taken many years to

accuiulate. The gnituds. of these equity positions

is indicated by the following figures which are group

averages for the farmers in the study who wore using

some form of liability protection.

Area

(Average net worth of far
iers with liabilicy insur-
ance)

$Aall $75,036 338,006 $42,256

Medium 67,544 87,248 74,895

Large 145,133 166,813 101,522-
The reason

r

for liability s.aurance s to provide
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payment to others for compensation or daniages due to

injuries for which the farm operator uay be held

responsible. Costs of investigation and settlement of

claims are inc1ude, as we?). as payment for damages.

The legality of one1s being responsible for his acts

is based on the law of negligence which states that a

person is liable for his acts causing damage to another

person or his property. Anyone is suiject. to the pos-

siii1ity of a claim for dwages (26, p. 3).

There are i:any situations which expose farmers to

possible liability losses, A farmer is exposed o a

variety of visitors arriving at the farm representing

guests, salesmen, or trespassers. Tie is responsi&ile

to the safety of these entrants in varying degrees.

Injury to a vsitor due to the negligence

places him in a position L..able for compensation to the

injured.

Livestock are sources of many d±sastrous accidents.

Upon escaping their enclosures, they may wander onto

public roads interfering with traffic If they are

the cause 1 damage to motorsts and vehicles, the

owner may be apprehended to pay damages. Also, stock

may stray into neighbor's fields causing costly damage

for which compensation may be required. Certain 1ive

stock are capable of inflLctirLg da.age upon passersby
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which may place the otner in the position of defendant

for damage c1ais.

Farmers are responsible for safeguarding their

employees from harm while they are on the job. The

extent to which they fail to do this makes them 1ith1

for injury compensation. Three common-law defenses

used to avoid this liability are: (1) The employee

knowingly accepted the risks that went into the job

when he accepted enployment, (2) That it was the neg-

ligent acts of a fellow worker so he should bear the

blame--not the emp1oyer (3) The employee was injured

because of his om contributory negligence so the

employer is relieved of liability (35, p. 9). As is

pointed out later, Oregon employers have little protec-

tion under these comion-law provisions.

Farmers and their employees are continually

negotiating public roads with nachnory and power

equipment. Hchinery may come unhooked and swerve

into paths of oncoming vehicles, or parts may tumble

loose and bounce onto oncomera, or some equipment may

exceed legal widths which without proper care could

present extra hazards and harm to motorists. All such

activities could result in loss in which case the far-

mer is exposed for liability.

There are s*any approaches 1rmers use to contend
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with these uncertainty circumstances. Some choose to

assume the uncertainty responsibility themselves with-

out the aid of other agencies. Others contact the

services of some specialized institution to absolve the

farmer from lull, responsibility of compensating others

for loss that has been incurred.

At least fifteen states have laws requiring farmers

to provide compensation coverage (35, p. 1.0).

Oregon has an elective plan for farmers who desire to

be included. The Workmen's Compensation Law of Oregou

provides for what IS known as the Industrial Accident

Fund, The Fund is maintained by contributions of

employers and employees. In return, the Fund pays for

medical care, wage loss, peranent injuries aud fatali-

ties suffered by workmeu of contributing employers

regardless of negligence. Employers in nonhazardous

occupations are not required to contriute to the

Fund, but they may obtain the benefits by filing the

election and paying contributions. Farming is considered

a nonhazardous occupation in Oregon. If farm employers

elect to be covered by the Fund, they must make the

required payments. In addition to employer payments,

the employees are charged two cents per work day. They

are then assured the benefits prescribed.

Zmployers contributing to the Fund are guaranteed
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freedom from litigation; it then becomes the responsi- 

bility of the State Industrial Accident Commission, which 

manages the Fund, to honor honest claims for compensa- 

tion. Employers who maintain good safety records 

are assured the advantage of reduced contributions; 

there is no reduction for favorable experience rating 

for employe.'s contributing less than l5O per year 
(33, p. 5 and 75), A sobering thought for farm 

employers is gained from the following quotation 

(33, Ps 5) 

Farmers with no liability protection and no 

workmen's compensation may find themselves at the 

mercy oi' the injured employee insofar as providing 

compensation is concerned. For one example as to the 

extent of this possible inconvenience, the State 

Zudustrial Accident Commission allows a maximum of 

273 per month for total permanent disability benefits 

and 8,928 for a permanent partial disability such a 
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loss of an ar (33, unnumbered page). Compensation

under common law is determined by court action.

A different type o liability protection is that

called Emp1oyers Liability Insurance. An employer's

Liablity policy pro ects the farmer up to the limits

prescribed by the policy against suits at common law

brought on by an injured eip1oyee. A disadvantage to

employees of this type of coverage is that it is

frequently necessary for them to place legal app1ic-

tions before a court order to collect their just

damage payments; whereas under Workmen's Compensation,

payment for damages are awarded voluntarily after the

injury is sustained. Quite often Employer's Liability

policies include an endorsement with which the insuring

company agrees voluntarily to make compensation payments

to injured employees.

To protect themselves from personal liability

responsibilities, many farmers purchase Personal

Liability Insurance, by adding endorsements, this form

of protection can be extended to provide rather complete

coverage, Many policies iith such names as

Comprehensive Personal Liability," or "Blanket Farm

and Ranch Liability" provide for protection against

the normal liability hazards as well as broader cover-

ages for such things as iedical payment benefits to
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the injured without regard to whether or not the farmer

is strIctly liable, Ioyors' liability benefits, and

liability protection while operating farm machinery on

highways. Other endorsements may be added to the basic

policy along with compensating additional premiums.

Area_1. Most farmers considered carrying liability

protection an important requisite for safeguarding

their businesses. In area 1 eighty-one percent of the

farmers were using some form of liability insurance

coverage, Of those farmers with eighty acres or more,

only one reported no liability insurance, Th most

popular coverage (52 percent of the insureds) was called

"Blanket Farm and Ranch Liability." This coverage

frequently included the saue limnits as those carried

on their vehicle liability coverage. Another twenty-

four percent of the insureds carried policies called

"Personal Liability with Extended Coveragos' or "Far

mers Comprehensive Persona). Liability." /1

It was difficult to distinguish among the coverages

by name for some were much more inclusive than others

depending on the endorsements that had benn added to the

basic policy. Policies o this nature were all grouped

/1 Such terms as "blanket" or "package" or "comprehen-
sive" are extremely relative words. A comprehensive
policy includes protection for some of the circuni-
stances for which a farmer nay becoe liable, hut
certainly not all the circumstances. Soee policies
termed "comprehensive" provide much store complete
coverage than others bearing the same name.



under one heading IcoIprehon2ivo.?I Costs and cover-

ages for these policies are shown in Table 31. Costs

of course vary acording to the endorsements added,

the limits of coverage, and the exposure the individual

presents; therefore, their inclusion in the table is

to show apr zimate ly what is being spent for this type

of service.

Table 31. Comprehensive type liability insurance used
by farmers in Area 1, l95960.

Number Limits Limits Property Medical Premium
TJer per dage payment

policies person accident-
Small size: 5 Ay. 85

High $50,000 100,000 10,000 l,000 2)0

Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 500 21

Median 25,000 50,000 5,000 1,000 70

Medium cize: 9 Mr. 452

High 0,OOO $100,000 5,000 5,000 129

Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 1,000 i.6

Median 25,000 50,000 5,000 500 43

Large size:- B Mr. 120

High 0,000 l00,O00 l0,000 2,000 214

Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 500 42

25,000 50,000 3,000 1,000 110
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Roughly one-fourth of the insureds had purchased
liability mnurawe of the noncomprehonsivo type, They

were as follows:

Type of Number of erao eraccident Averagejotection cies 1ow Median Cost

Employer' a
Liaaility 7 $100,000 $10,000 $20,000 $99
State Industri-
al Accident I Euployer not liable- _______________

Eighty-five percent of the farmers in
Area 2 bad provided themselves with liability insurance
protection. All renters in this area had purchased
this coverage. Of those insured, Eighty-six percent
had purchased a o&sprehensive liability form arid seven

percent had used a more specific coverage. Twenty-

eight percent of the farmers had purchased State
Industrial Accident coveraes for employees.

Comprehensive type coverages are shown in Table
32. Much variation in coverages and costs were noted;

yet sizes of operation had no influence on this. There

was equivalent variation within size groups as there
was among size groups

Costs ad coverages of rioncomprehensive insurance

were as fellows:



Type oC Nwuber 0
2E2I.
Employer' s
Liability 3

State
Industrial
Accident 3

180

c44!!ii Average

$300,000 $100,000 $100,000 $205

lwployer not liable 35

Table 32, Comprehensive type liability insurance used
by farners in Area 2, l9594O.

Number Limits Limits
OK per per Property Medical Preiium

S11 size: 6 Av. $ 61
High $100,000 $100,000 100,000 $2,000 115
Low 50,000 100,000. 5,000 250 23
Median 50,000 100,000 25,000 625 59

Medium size: 11 Avz $219
High 200,000 $300,000 $ 50,000 $2,000 670
Low 50,000 100,000 5,000 250 25
Median 50,000 100,000 5,000 1,000 ]Jk2

Large size: 7 Av; 99
High $100,000 *300,000 $ 25,000 $1,000 196
Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 250 20
Median 50*000 100,000 10,000 500 82

Area 3, Eighty-six. percent o the Larmers in

Area 3 had purc;hased omne iorw of liability coverage.

Seventy-five percent of the insured were using a

couprehensive type, eight percent had employer's

liaoility coverage, and twenty-five percent were using

State Industrial Accident coverage.
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Table 33 includes data on coxprehensive type

policies which wore being used. Data on the noncompre-

hensive policies were as follows:

Type of Number of aCer accident Average
ote c tion ies Low Me diaii Cost

&nployer's
LiabIlity 2 50,000 4o,000 5,000 111

State
Industrial
Accident 6 Ep1oyer not liable 9'k

Table 33. Cou;:rehensive type 1iab1ity insurance
used by farmers in Area 3, 1959-60.

Nurüer Limits Linits
of per per Property Medical

_ojicjeserson Accident_dazua&e a ient Preiwii
Av, $T

Small size: 3 $50,000 $100,000 $25,000 $ 500 22
High
Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 250 16
Median 25,000 50,000 5,000 300 18

Medium Size: 6 Mr. $71

High 50,000 $100,000 $10,000 $1,000 224
Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 250 18
Median 25,000 50,000 5,000 500 43

Large size: 7 Mr. $ 55
H.... h 100,000 $200,000 $25,000 $1,000 i4
Low 10,000 20,000 5,000 250 32
Median 50,000 100,000 10,000 500 50

Considerations. There was very little difference

found in liability insurance betwenn areas Eighty-

three percent of all farmers were using some foru of



this protection to safeguard against large catastrophic

losses. The usa of some form of' liability insurance was

also very uniform among the three farm size groups within

each area,

Wide variations were noted as to costs and covorages,

but Little is available to explain this condition. It

is felt that farmers are extremely dependent upon

insurance salesmen for advice on this subject. It is

not easy for farmers to be well informed in this area

and many of their purchases were the result of subjec-

tively held values conditioned by suggestions of their

insurers.

1?ow farmers can afford to be without some liability

protection. Unlike other insurable subjects, wealthy

persons are no better able to self insure against

liability circumstances than those in less favorable

financial circumstances, This is because there is no

means of deterining the magnitude of loss beforehand.

Liability suits may not always be impartially settled

since the defendant's ability to pay could be an

important deterzinant in setting the anaount of indemnity

that is due.

Another itportant consideration for liability

insurance protection is that in the event of accidents

causing possible liability losses, the insured has the
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abilities of his insurer working in his behalf. If

the ±ncideut becomes involved in court action, the

insurer usually takes care of defense proceedings as

well as makes loss payments, either in total or in

part, whon necessary. An individual frner lacing these

responsibil:Lties alone is at a disadvantage,

Diabilty insurance may be used to provide for

a lessening of income loss caused by injury or sickness

to the operator or members of his uily. It reduces

the possibility of a large drain on farm resources in

order to obtain needed and medical and hospital care.

lQliether the disability is the result of injury or

sickness, the results may be sinilar, During the time

0' disability, an incapacitated worker is in double

jeopardy being exposed to the costs for hospital and

medical treatsLent as well as the loss of earning power.

The extent to which insurance coverage is provided for

those hazards is subject to individual preference.

Medical tree tin ent and hos,alizaton. The many

differentt yjes of insurance coverages sold in this

category make classifying difficult. Some are sold

as protection for a specific purpose such a surgical

costs; others inirolv: ultiple coverages.

Insurance to provide for hospital expense is the
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most widely used a all types of disability insurance

(3, p. 30), With this coverage, the insured is allowed

so much per day on roon and board charges extending

for a stated number o days. Also, there is generally

a provision to cover part or full, costs for the use of

other hospital facilities as operating rooi or X-rays.

Another type of coverage in this grouping is

surgical expense insurance. Generally, the policy

includes a schedule of payments for vrious types of

Operations. The insured is expected to pay the deficit

when the cost exceeds the Insurance payment.

General medical expense insurance is that type

which pays for visits to or by the doctor due to illness.

The maximum number of calls r visits is specified

along with scheduled payment provisions. Most policies

include requirenents for compliance intended to reduce

excessive inconsequential claims.

Major medical expense insurance or "catastrophe

insurance" is designed to meet the needs brought on

by major type illnesses causing long hospital confine-

ments and/ar unusually high surgical fees. This type

of insurance has three distinguishing characteristics

(3, p. 32-33):

(I) "There are high maxiisuIu limits, varying from
2,50O to l5,000 or more. The inax:.imum may

apply to any medical expense resulting from
any one accident or illness or during any

L



one policy year."

(2) "A deductible provision.,.is used in major
medical. This is used to eliminate what
would otherwise be an undue burden of small
claims, excessive in number and costly to
handle and process." "The deductiole is the
beginning amount of medical expense which
the policyholder himself must pay before the
insurance coverage takes effect. The deduct-.
ible amounts commonly range from Q to l0O.
The higher the deductible, the lower the
preiium. "

(3) There is a coinsurance Leaturo. "This
requires the insured to pay part of the bill,
usually 20 or 25 percent. The purpose is to
encourage the insured to use only reasonable
and necessary medical service."

Some policies encopass coathinations of general

or basic medical coverage and major medical coverage

combining charactrstics of each. This may be termed

"Comprehensive." It gives participants a rather

inclusive coverage,

Approximately fifty percent of the farmers owned

an insurance policy covering surgical and hospitaliza-

tion situations gore directly, this ownership

amounted to thirty-nine percent of the farmers in Area 1,

fifty percent in Area 2, and fifty-two percent of the

farmers in Area 3, Table 3L,

Room benefits per policy averaged iO, l3, and

11 for the three arcas. Farmers in Area 3 were spending

least for this protection averaging l25 per insured

family; those in Area 1 averaged i42 per insured; those



in Area 2 averaged l62 per insurede

Table 34. flospitalizatien and surgical insurance
protection used by farmers among three
farming areas studied, 195960.

Are a
Item 2

Farmers with policy 14 17 13

Number of policies i6 1 17

Room benefit per policy 10 13 11

Surgical coverage per policy 473 695 138

premium per insured 142 162 125

L Twelve farticrs indicated there were no set limits
on their coverage. The policy was to pay the full
amount of surgery.

At least one-half of the farmers apparent3y felt

their financial reserves were sufficient rithout entering

into a group protection plan to cover medical care

charges if the need arose. This was probably an intel-

ligent reaction for many farmers had sufficient

financial reserves to accomplish the size oi payments

as shown in Table 34, Generally, it would not be the

common surgical and hospital needs that would prove

impossible or require much rechanneling of funds for

the farmer to meet. Rather, it would be those catas-

trophic situations which require extraordinary medical

care and hospitalization that would become extremely
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burdensoe to most farm firms in this study. Nost

farm firms do not keep large amounts of money on hand

which could be used for high cost medical uceds. In

order to furnish payment for these needs it would re-

quire extra financial arrangements. It s for this

reason that catastrophe type of medical and hopita1

insurance protection may be considered for use as a

safeguard against those heavy financial demands. As

with other insurance coverages, the known preiiiUm cost

for insurance alLay be chosen in place of much larger

but uncertain costs if catastrophe strikes.

Loss-of-income protection. Loss-of-income insur-

ance is the oldest form o:C disability insurance. In

years past temporary loss of wages due to lisability

was probably a more feared situation than it is today.

Now- annual sick leave with no loss in pay is a wide-

apread institution among industrial workers. Coupled

with that is the dsablty benefits now avaiiaole

under the ocia1 Security Law, Neverthe1ess iany

people choose private insurance to help reduce severity

of a loss in income earning power. This may serve as

a supplement to Social Security Benefits or it tay be

the sole source of protection when not covered by other

/1 Since October, 1960, farmers have been entitled to
disability benefits under the Social Security Law.
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benefits.

In many cases farm operators are not as subject

to disability protection as are epboyees in cher

occupations. Ueing thsir oi cp1.oyer, they do not

Staud to receive UOLiC eiployee benefits. Nor

are they im meny cases covered by Social Securi.ty.

Some farmers have not been in usinoss long enough or

have not been cGvered by the Act long enough to estab-

lish themselves on a fully insured status with Social

Security,

Frequently, adjustnent possibilities are present

on the farm firm so that if the operator becomes

disabled he may still provide instruction to have the

work done for him by hired woricers. Although not

pleasing, t does provide a continuance of the business

and income even though both may be reduced

Only about onc-iourth or the £ar operators in

this stndy had purchased loss-ofincoe insurance--

twenty-eight percent in Area I, twenty-Cour pcent in

Area 2, twenty-eight percent in Area 3 The coverages

and costs are shown in Table 35 Unfortunately many

extras included in this type of insurance were not

obtained for presentation here. Most policies included

a death payment provision; some policies had payments

for dismemberment, All had restiction and requireconts
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on qualifying for conpenstion which were not delved

into *

Table 35 Loss-of-1ncøe insurance protection used
by farLers ion the firning areas studied,
1959-6O

- - wt-,ipe- m -MflOtC*. t------

Area
1 2 3

Number with a poiicy 10 8 8

Number of policies 12 10 9

Disb11ity payment per month
per insured 185 216 11

Anxival cost per insured 12i 138 55
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CHAPTER VIII

SU}IMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The subject matter was obtained from three groups

of farmers within three specific homogeneous types of

farming in order to ascertain (1) the magnitude of

farm investments and the creditor claims in farm business-

es, (2> the sufficiency of net farm income to meet farmer

needs, (3) the financial ability the farm firm to

withstand adverse economic conditions, and () the extent

to which farmers are using insurance programs to lesson

uncertainties. Guide lines suggested by this investiga-

tion are expected to be beneficial to farm firms as well

as industry and government in formulating policy.

One type of farming included was the intensive,

irrigated, row crop type of farming as found in north-

eastern Maiheur County, called Area 1. The second

farming type, called Area 2, is the extensive dryland

small grain type of farming located in northeontral

Oregon within the counties of Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam,

Morrow, and Umatilla. The "general farm" within the

Willamette Valley comprised the type of farming called

Area 3. This is mostly extensive dryland farming with

crops of small grains and cover crop seeds.

A random sample of three groups of farmers was
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drawn within each area according to the size of farms

they operate. Only full time farmers, those non-salaried

farmers whose major source of income was derived from

the farm and ho devote the rnajority of their working

endeavors to the farm were included.

The chosen farmers were contacted by personal

interview for iuformation. Valuations of assets oaied

by farmers wore listed and categorized as well as all

liability c1aiis agoinst the businesses. In addition,

the costs and covorages of various insurance programs

yore obtained,

The Financial Situation

The investigation into assets controlled by the

farmers revealed very sizeable accumulations. Valuations

for the aggregate farm assets ranged from a low of

$16,000 to a high of over $377,000. Asset valuations

per farm averaged $67,456, $78,903, and $176,075

among the three progressively larger farm size groups

in Area I. For Area 2 the asset valuations per farm

averaged $97,206, $107,970, and $179,852 among the three

farm size groups. Average farm asset valuations wore

$49,212, $87,963, and $115,723 among the three farm Size

groups in Area 3.

That the asset valuations were large does not mean

in all cases the farmers have accumulated this amount

of assets through their productive efforts. Many times
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it was the inflation that has occurred in real estate

values the past twenty years that was responsible for

large a;set valuations, Farmers have ezper.icnced a

windfall cain just by :':aintaining mnorship

Indebtedness did not seem ccessive when judged

by the incidence of debt and by the amounts of equity

controlled by the farmers. Twenty percent of the far-

azers studied in Area 1 and over thirty percent of the

farmers studied in Area 2 and 3 wore free of debt at

the time the interview work was done. The average

amounts of net worth controlled by the farmers are

shown in Table 36. The extent of proprietors' o'ner-

ship in their businesses are shown also in Table 36

under the co1un headed "net worth ratio." In no group

studied did the net worth ratio average loss than 77

The size of net worths and the high net worth

ratios were indicative of a large amount of uncommitted

collateral, which could help serve as a loan guarantee

if credit were neede& to finance adjustments. Another

indication of suffIcient borrowing collateral was found

n an inspection of the current ratios, current assets

to current liabilities. This evidence indicated that

short term debts were not excessive aad could probably

be increased if farmers so desired. The median current

ratio was 9.57 for farmers in Area 1, 105 for farors



in Area 2, and the median farer in Area 3 had no short

term debts.

Area 2 farmers received the highost net farm

incomes and also controlled the largest net worths

compared with farmers in the other two areas. No

significant differences were found in average net farm

income and the average amounts of net: worth between

Areas 1 and 3. Both of these variables, average net

farm income and average net worth were found to have

a positive linear relationship with farm size within

each of the three farming areas. Larger farm size

groups were earning greater amounts of net farm income.

This tendency emphasizes one adjustment possibility

for small farms. That is, to expand the size of farm

operations and thereby ta10 advantage of economies of

size.

Although farmers controlled abundant equity and

loan collateral as an aid in securing credit to finance

firm adjustments, in many cases the incomes derived

from these farming activities looked less promising.

Creditors are more interested in loan payment capabil

ities than they arc in collateral as such. Net farm

income was low in at least five farm groups studied,

Table 36. in some cases not farm income was not suf-

ficient to provide for a modest level of family living.



ab1e 6. A summary of the major findings on the farni I
cia? situation of farmers in three specific farm
size groups within each oi' three areas of £arm.ng,
1959-60.

Net Net Net Years for Max.

Eara size group farm worth worth income te 1oan
nc o e ra ioLect1 la

Area 1:

Small 3,667 $61,323 91 181 No
Medium 4,5k2 69,582 89 No
Large 6,208 1k5,133 78 32 Yes

Area 2*

Small 7,000 87,961 88 Yes
Medium 9,300 87,2k9 77 15 Yes
Large ii,8o8 167,062 93 1k Yes

Area 3;

Small l,00 k,366 87 Never No
Medium kkoo 75,186 86 9 Mc
Large k,l11 99,151 8k No

-- --

Average for the group.

Average for the group. Measures percent ci. owicrc equity
in the busjnes a not worth/total assets.

After subtracting federal and state income taxes, social
security taxes, and a family living allowance from net
farm income, how many years are required for the re-
mainder to accumulate to an anount of money ecua.L to the
land valuation?

After subtracting federal and state income taxes, ocia1
security taxes, and a family living allowao.ce :rom net;
farm income, is there a sufficient remainder to rnake
principal and interest payments on a maximum thirt;y year
loan on the land with 54 percent interest charge?
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This was the average situation in the small farm size

group of Area 3, UzUes product prices rise, resource

costs decline, yields increase, oiifarm supplemental

work is obtained, government subsidy help is extended,

or some income "boostex" occurs, these firms cannot

endure without severely penalizing standards of living.

The average income from the remaining eight groups of

farmers studied was sufficient to provide a modest

level of living, Table 6. This level cas set at

$3,300 in Area I aria 2 and at $3,000 in Area 3.

Net farm income was examined as to its adequacy

in meeting two other criteria (1) Was there sufficient

remaining income after state and federal taxes, social

security taxes, and family living allowances were

subtracted from net farm income to accumulate in an

operator's productive lifetime an amouut of money equal

to the valuation on the farm land? In only four farm

size groups, the thx-ee groups in Area 2 and the large

size group in Area 1, was there sufficient remaining

income to accomplish the stated objective. ThXty_fivc

years were assumed to be the maximum length of time for

productive farm operator type ci work, The other

five farm groups averaged only low levels of income.

The remainder after family living needs were met was

not sufficient to keep farm resources replenhed.

(2) In only four of the nine farmer groups



studied were there sufficient amounts of remaining

income to make payments of principal and interest on

a maximum thirty year 5 percent loan on land only,

Table 36, These results imply that adjustments in

farm size within Areas 1 and 3 must be more profitable

than the average in this study if the size increases

provide favorable financial results, Assuming they were

able to buy a farm on credit, it would be impossible

for new farmers in these areas to make payments on that

loan and still provide for family living unless above

average circumstances prevail. The chances o accom-

plishing this objective appear more favorable on large

size farms, however, even though the loan would be

proportionately larger.

Insurance Px-rams

Farmers seldom keep sufficient cash on hand to

meet uneectod catastrophic eventualities. Without

some protection, an accidental loss could bring finan-

cial ruin to the farm firm. Even small disasters could

make it necessary to replan and to direct available

funds into the most immediate needs. Rerouting of

funds may cause a shortage of money for operating expen-

sos, family living needs, or for necessary firm adjust-

ments in order to remain in a competitive position with

other firms.
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These poesible circumstances represent uncertainties

to the farmers Farcrs handle the disagreeable features

of uncertainty differently. Hany farmers elect to pay

someone else to heip share this burden through insurance

programs. In this way a knovm cost, the premium, is

accepted in preferenco to a much more severe cost ;os-

sibi1jty the uncertain loss,

The findings on the extent to which farmers are

using insurance to jrotect their possessions from un-

certain losses and the costs involved in these protec-

tions are dividcd into three general classifications

for presentation; life insurance, property insurance,

and casualty insurance. Within each classification

are various specific types of coverages.

Life insurance on rarni orators, Life insurance

on the farm operator accounted for approximately eighty

percent of insurance coverage for the farm family.

Coverage for operators was as follows;

A difference in insurance coverage was found among

areas as well as among farm sizes in Areas I and 2 To



explain this difference several variables were investi-

gated. Insurance purchases bore no relation to indebt-

edness nor number of family dependents, There was

correlation between operator's life insurance and the

following variable operator's age (r -.3k), net

farm income (r = -.55), total assets (r -.31), and

net worth (r = -.49); although admittedly these vari-

ables would offer very little in explaining the varia-

tiori.

Information on several variables was not gained

from the farmers for study; nevertheless, those variables

were felt to be very important in explá:ining life

insurance purchases. (1) Physical fitness is neces-

sary to qualify for insurance coverage. Evidence shows

eight percent of all applicants fail to meet physical

requirements at regular premiums. (2) Salesmanship

is important in explaining insurance purchases. 1any

operators rely heavily on their agents. (3) The

attitude persons have towards inaurance may offer

explanation. Some regard it as a commendable invest-

merit opportunity. (4) The need for life insurance

coverage should be considerate of other sources of

family benefit such as social security, independency

status of survivors, and the social circumstances to

iich survivors are accustomed alon$ with the intended
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objectives. (5) Also, it is felt that in many cases

farmers fail to give careful thought to insurance neods.

This may occur due to insufficient educational instruc-

tion,

kinSuranC2!1 wives. Clearly, insurance

coverage on wives was subordinate to insurance on

operators, Insurance on the "breadwinner" offers much

more needed family protection. Life insurance carried

on wives was as follows:

Farm size on
Wives insured Small Medium Large

(Average coverage per insured)

Area 1 53 Pct. $1,250 2,500 $ 5,000

Area 2 41 Pet. 1,667 3,333 11,899

Area 3 36 Pet. 1,000 1,136 1,000

It seems likely the main intent behind insurance

coverage on wives was to provide a fund for death

expenses. To accomplish this, permanent forms of

insurance were most feasible. In fact, no situation

was found with term insurance for wives.

ife insurance on children. As the following

figures show, life insurance coverage on children was

similar to that on wives..

Children insured
(Average coverage per usuroci

Area 1 45 Pet, $1,340 i,400 $2,402
Area 2 47 Pct. 3,000 1,900
Area 3 33 Pet. 1,,00 1,500 1,000
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Roughly, total life insurance coverage in the three

areas amounted to eighty percent on operators and ten

percent each on wives and children. Only after more

important needs ar met j it advisable to spend for

life insurance coverages on children,

Bldinrs and_cntentjunc Few owner S chose

not to purchase some amount of .nsurance protection on

buildings or contents. Over ninety-five percent of all

owners used insurance on iaru improvements The farm

dwelling was the principal subject covered. This

coverage ranged from 7,O0O to i4,oOO

The extent o insurance protection was found to

be proportionate to property valuation among farm size

groups in each ares. Large size farms with large

amounts of property were no more fully insured than

were the sniali size farms with smaller amounts of

property. There is some indication from these results

that farmers have an aversion to uncertainty situations

and were willing to pay someone else to help carry that

burden.

Vehicle insurance. Two types of insurance are

important to consider for motor vehicles, physical

damage protection and liability proteotion. Two forms

of physical damage protection popular among the farmers

were collision and comprehensive. Seventy-nine percent
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of all farmers studied carried collision insurance on

forty-six percent of all vehicles owned. The most

popular form was $100 deductible.

Comprehensive coverage was iore frequently pur-

chased than collision. iighty-three percent of the

farmer's were using this coverage on sixty-four percent

of all motor vehicles,

Liability insurance an vehicles is least advisable

to be without of all insurance-worthy circumstances.

While there is no 1awi Oregon which requires it to be

carried, the law does make it unpleasant for the unin-

sured motorist when h is involved in an accident whether

at fault or not. Farmers apparently were aware of the

liability exposure involved in using motor vehicles on

highways, for all farmers owning a highway vehicle

reported liability insurance, Ninety-four percent of

all vehie1e wcre covered,

Of all insured veiic1es, seventy-one percent had

coverages of at least $25,000 per person and $50,000

per accident, Property daniage a much less serious

loss, was insured most popularly (sixty-seven percent

of all insured vehicles) at the $5,000 level,

Farm machines nsurane. Many farer seeking

to evade the uncertainty of machinery loss uad elected

to purchase insurance protecton. Approximately
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fifty-two percent of all sample farmers had insured 

one or more machines. An average of 4,2 machines per 

insured farmer had been covered. 

Unlike liability losses, these losses have definite 

limits and except for the psychological feeling of 

satisfaction through alleviating uncertainty, it may 

be economically feasible for many firms to bear that 

uacertainty. It is felt that when funds for alleviating 

uncertainty are limited; other insurance worthy cIrcum- 

stnaces would have a higher priority rating than insur- 

ance on farm machinery. 

iisuraxice. The purpose of cron insurance is 

to provide indemnity for the insured when the crop IS 

partially or completely destroyed. On many farms iz 

Area 2, insurance has become a popular method of hedging 

against crop failure. Area 3 farmers use crop inurauce 

to a much lesser degree. Those farmers studied in Area 1. 

were not using growing crop insurance, 

Seventy-eight percent of the farmers studied in 

Area 2 used some form of crop insurance-either fire, 

hail, or all risk, or some combination. The average 

annual costs for this protection are shown in Table 37. 

a4.'m size had no influence on crop insurance expendi- 

tures per acre Operators from large farms were 

equally as anxious in providing protection against 
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crop loss uncertainty as ware operators from small

size farms,

Liability insurance. According to the law of nag-

ligence, a person is liable for his acts causing damage

to another person or his property. Anyone is subject

to the possibility of a claim for damages they inflict,

Farmers are exposed to many circumstances for which

they may be held liable.

Three types of liability insurance protection in

addition to that carried on motor vehicles for farmers

are; (1) Workmen's Compensat:on which provides

compensation to the injured employee, (2) Arnployer's

Liability which protects the employer from claim suits

instigated by employees, and () Personal Liability

which protects the insured from liable circumstances

with farm visitors, livestock, machines1 and various

other specified activities1

Comprehensive type policies frequently are sold

which combine features of different specific coverages.

Many times endorsements are added to a basic policy

which provides the insured with a very inclusive cover-

age. In Oregon, the State Industrial Accident Commis-

sion sponsors a workmen's compensation coverage which

is compulsory for some industries. It is elective for

farmers. Some farmers have used this coverage for
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Table 37. Expenditures for various types of insurance by the
average farmer in three farm size groups of farmers
within each of three farming areas studied, 1959-60,

Type of insurance
Per Per Per Per Per Per

tnsuredfarnlerin8ured farmer insured farmer
Area 1: (dollars)

Operator life 151 126 260 239 410 559
Wife life 19 11 53 24 377 i88
Children life 83 35 80 13 147 49
&dg and content 63 63 100 100 172 i8
Vehicle 140 140 147 147 226 226
Nachinery 23 6 29 15 80 40
Crop 0 0 0 0 0 0
Liability 77 38 63 58 121 121
Sickness and injury 115 77 180 30 176 59
Loss of income 226 19 98 32 12k 52

Total 897 515 1015 65 2035 1452

Area 2:
Operator life 130 71 1091 1091 977 977
Wife life 25 7 163 418 244
Children life 312 57 173 79 396 165
Bldg. and contontL 60 64 64 136 136
Vehicle 163 163 309 309 359 359
Machinery 28 U 78 57 130 10'+
Crop 248 i8 457 416 825 660
Liability 58 47 223 223 160 117
Sickness and injury 145 92 158 72 191 79
Loss of income 80 29 224 41 167 28

Total 1249 689 2940 2397 3759 2869

Area 3*
Operator life 108 63 255 179 4o 360
Wife life 50 5 15 7 28 12
Children life 101 20 93 28 54 12
Eldg. and content 52 46 100 100 102 102
Vehicle 136 119 146 146 194 194
Machinery 29 14 35 14 58 44
Crop 19 6 32 16 39 24
Liability 19 15 79 71 104 91
Sickness and injury 142 71 137 69.. .95
Loss of income 28 14 56 6 120 27

Total 684 375 948 636 1334 919

Renters excluded.
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employee benefits and have purchased a personal liabil-

ity protection for more general circumstances.

Only slight difference was found among areas in

liability insurance use. it was quite uniformly

carried among different farm size groups also, Eighty-

three percent of a].]. sample farmers were using some

form of this protection. Unlike other insurable sub-

jects, the wealthy are no better able to self insure

against liable situations thaii are the poor. Table 37

provides an indication of farmer expenditures for this

coverae0

abilit insurance. Disability insurance can

be usedto provide payments for two sources of loss*

(I) That loss involved in paying for medical and

hospital services for the operator and his family, and

(2) That loss from wages or income earnings of the

operator, as a result of being incapacitated.

Although the latter is the older type of' insurance

coverage, the former is now more important. Only about

one-fourth of the farm operators in this study had

purchased loss-ot-iucomo insurance. A sunary of the

costs for this protection is shown in Table 37.

Medical treatment arid hospitalization includes

many possible typos of coverages. Most predominantly

there are hospital expense provisions, surgical



expense provisions, general medical care which pays for

doctor visits najor aedical expense coverage, and

combinations of these, it was the contention in tiis

study that since most of the irmers had so&ne financial

reserve which could be used to cover minor and general

ndical expenses, the most practical coverage would be

a major ed±cal type.

No relationships among farmers in the use of

surgical and hospitalization insurance were discovered

in this study. Approximately one-half of the farm

families had oxie or more insurance policies Lor suricai

and/or hospitalization needs. Costs arc shown in Table

37.

The final objective in this study, to study the

econoic feasibility o- further lessening or shifting

certair capital risks by the use oi various insurance

plans, was least satisfactorily accomplished. Sugges-

tions on insurance use and the practices others were

using in lessening rIsks through insurance were

presented, It is felt that such contributions add

criteria for conditioning the subjective evaluations

involved in insurance use The task of isolating

insurance-worthy circwnstunces and of determining £ronz

all ris-lossen:Lng possibilities the most economically

feaaihlø solution was not comp leted. The psychological
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inner fee1inLs and preferonces that motivate faru

operators roove these choices from objective criteria.

A hypothetically chosen plan may become loaded with

OndIfiOU1ng assuiptions that the results have little

validity.
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APPENDIX A 

Table 1. Ana1yss of variance of the effect of type 
of farming on average not farm income. 

Source of Degree of Mean 
variation freedom square F 

Among areas 2 33,339.906 21.01 /a 

Area 1 VSe 2 1 37,575.019 23.68 /b 

Area I vs. 3 1. 3,690.867 2.33 /c 

Area 2 vs. 3 1 59,224.504 37.33 

Error 96 1,386.592 

/a The difference in average net farm income among 
all areas was significant. 

/b Average net farm income was significantly larger 
in Area 2 than in Area 1 or Area 3. 

Not significant at the 
significant difference 

between Areas 1 and 3. 

5% level. There was no 
in average net farm income 

Table 2. Analysis of' variance of the effect of farm 
size on average net farm income in Area 1 
type of farming. 

Source of Degree of Mean 
variation freedom square F 

Regression 
on size 1 3,988.095 5.37 

Deviation from 
regression 

Error 33 

13.294 .02 

747.348 

/a Significant at the 5% level. There tS a positive 
linear relation between farm size and average net 

farm income in Area 1. 
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Table 3. Analysis of Variance of the effect of farm
size on average net farm income in Area 2
type of farming,

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1 13,113.108 4.78 /a

Deviation from 1 188,210 .07
regression

Error 31 2,744.352

Ia Significant at the 5% level. There as a positive
linear relation between farm size and average net
farm income in Area 2.

Table 1k. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on average net farm income in Area 3
type of farming.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1 3,157.886 4.15

Deviation from
regression

Error 26

2,343,515 3.08

760.434

Non-significant at the 5% level. Although a linear
relation between farm size and average net farm
income cannot be concluded, there is some evidence
from the F value as high as 4.15 that a slight
relationship may exist.
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Table 
. 

The alnce sheet o uveraed dt for £ai 
firws in the tia11 farm size rou in 
Areu 1. /a 

Assets 

- - 

Liabilities 

- 

Current: Current: 
- 

Cash on hand $ 3,605 Open accounts 
- 

$ 360 
Stocks and bonds 938 Banks 

- 

298 
Assets receivable 1,527 PCA 83 
Cash value FHA 0 

insurance 1,386 Individuals 0 
Value of goods Other 

- 

6 

on hand 2,483 
Suh'total 747 Liestoc for 

iiarket i,85 
- Intormediate: 

fi i 
JJ. , 

Working; 

Machinery $ 7,093 
Dairy stock 

- 

873 
Beef stock 11,390 

Sheej 22 
Other 49 

Sub-totJ. $12,427 

Fixed assets-i 
Value of 

bui1dings 10,532 
Value o land 32,895 

Sub-total 43 ,427 

Banks * 367 
Machine dealers 0 

Individuals 0 
Other 267 

Sub-total $ 634 

Lon&c term: 

Insurance 
companies $ 3,294 

Federal Land Bank 1,1158 
lndividuaLs 0 

Other 0 

Sub-total ,752 

Total 6133 
Net Worth 61,323 

Total 
Total Assets $67,456 Liabilities 7,456 

Farmers furnished the information for this table 
in late Oecember, 1959 
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Table 6. The balance sheet of averaged data for farm 
firms in the me1iwn farm size group in 
Area 1. 

Assets Liabilities 

Current: Current: 

Cash on hand * 2,328 Open accounts * 299 
Stocks and bonds 926 Banks 2,142 
Assets receivable 2,964 RCA 2,085 
Cash Value FL-IA 0 

insurance 3,374 Individuals 0 
Value of goods Other 173 
on hand 4,111 

Su-tota1 r 
Livestock for 
market 2,C78 

Intermediate: 
Sub-total ].6,531 Banks 86 

Machine dealers 0 
Working: Individuals 0 

Machinery *13,787 Other 162 
Dairy Stock 

Sub-total $ 248 Beef stock 
Sheep 60 
Other Lonr term: 

Insurance 
Sub-total *17,303 companies $ 4,242 

Federal Land Sank 133 
Fixed assets* Individuals 0 

Value of Other 0 
buildings $10,019 

Sub-total 75 Value of land 35,000 

Sub-total *45,019 Total 9,320 
Net worth 369,583 

Total 
Total Assets 178,9O3 Liabilities *78,903 

/ Farmers furnished the infortiation for this table 
in late December, 1959. 
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Table 7. The balance sheet of averaged data for farm
firms in the large farm 8ize group in
Area 1.

Assets Liabilities

Current: Current:

Cash on hand $ 9,021 Open accounts $ 758
Stocks and bonds 2,925 Banks (,333
Assets receivable 5,951! PCA 1,450
Cash value FHA 250

insurance 1,799 Individuals 0

Value of goods Sub-total $ 8,867
on hanu 12,146

Livestock for
market 3,129 Intermediate:

Sub-total $34,971! 8nks 967
Machine dealers 202

Working: Individuals 0
Machinery $25,276 Other 419
Dairy stock 21 Sub-total , c.,$ 1,o8
Beef stock 4,469
Sheep 0 Long term:
Other 23 Insurance

Sub-total $29,789 copanioz $ 7,82!!
Federal Land Bank 0

Fixed Assets: Individuals 5,167
Value of Other 7,496
bu1diugs En2,1uu Sub-total 20,hs7

Value of 1nd 88,11!!!

Sub-total $111,312 Total $30,942
Net worth $145,133
Total

Total Assets $176,075 Liabilities $176,075

Farmers furnished the information for this table
in March and June, 1960.
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Table 8. The balance sheet of averaged data for fariu 

firms in the small farm size group in 
Area 2, /a 

Assets Liabilities 

Current: Current: 

Cash on hand 6,918 Open accounts $ 75 

Stocks and bonds 6,036 Banks 955 
Assets receivable 2,762 PCA 36k 
Cash value FHA 0 

insurance 2,758 Individuals 26k 
Value of goods Other 7 

on hand 1,385 
Sub-total 

Livestock for 
aarket 1,178 

Intermediate: 
Sub.stotal 21,037 Ban,s U 

Working: 
Machine dealers 236 

Inuividuals 0 
Yiachinery $16,516 Other 0 

Dairy stock 218 butotal $ 2 
Beei 6,270 

Sheep 0 
Other 363 LOng term: 

Sub-total $23,367 Insurance 
companies $ 0 

Fized assets: 
Federal Land Bank 818 

Individuals 5,800 
Valuø of Other 727 

buildings 
Value of land 

$ 9,122 
43,680 u - o a b 4r 

Sub-total $52,802 Total $ 9,2kG 
Net worth $87,960 

Total 
Total Assets $97,206 Liabilities $97,206 

/a Farmers furnished the information for this table 
in )arch and June, 1960. 
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Table 9 The balance sheet of averaged data for farm
tirms in the mediwn iurm size group
Aroa 2. /a

Assets Liabilities

Current: Current:

Cash on hand 2,1191 Open accounts $ 515
Stocka and bonds 3,4115 Banks 3,205
Assets receivable 932 PCA 482
Cash value FHA 0

insurance 6,1151 Individuals 2,273
Value of goods Other 0

on hand 1,2112 Sub-total $ 6,1175
Livestock for

market 7,2811 Intermediate:
Sub.tota1 $21,345 Banks $ 0

Working.
Machine dealers 773
Individuals

Machinery $20,070 Other 318

Beef stock 8,414
Subtota1 $ 1,129

Sheep
Other

1
328 Long term:

Sub-total $28,941
Insurance

1,315companies

Fixed assets:
Federal Land Bank 0
Individuals ,935

Value of Other 8,818
buildings

Value of' land
$ 9,206
117,977

b t tl* 0 ã P 118

Sub-total 57,l83 Total 20,722
Net worth 87,2117
Total

Total Assets $107,969 Liabilities $107,969

/a Farmers furni.hed the information for this table
in March and June, 1960.
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Table 10. The balance sheet of averaged data for farm
firms in the large farm size group in
Area 2. /a

Assets Liabilities

Current:

Cash on hand
Stocks and bonds
Assets receivable
Cash value

insurance
Value of goods

on hand
Livestock for

market

Sub - total

Working:

Machinery
Dairy stock
Beef stock
Sheep
Other

Sub-total

$ 5,573
475o
3, 246

6,756

4,414

304

$25,223

$37,286
153

13,273
0

704

$51,416

Fixed assets:

Value of
buildings $24,650

Value of land 78,563

Sub-total $103,213

Total Assets $179,852

Current:

Open accounts
Banks
PCA
FIIA

Individuals
Other

Sub-total

Intermediate:

Banks
Machine dealers
Individuals
Other

Sub-total

Long term:

$ 483
6,250

0
0
0
0

$ 6,733

0
1,208

0
0

Insurance
companies $ 3,750

Federal Land Bank 0
Individuals 433
Other 667

Sub-total 4,850

Total $ 12,791
Net worth $167,061
Total
Liabilities $179,352

/a Farmers furnished the information or this table
in March und Juno, 1960.
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Table 11. Tho balance sheet of averaged data for farm
firis in the small farm size group in
Area 3. Ia

Assets Liabilities

Current: Current:

Cash on hand $ 1,420 Open accounts * 96
Stocks and bonds 1,488 Banks 0
Assets receivable 713 PCA 600
Cash value FHA 0

insurance 877 Individuals 0
Value of goods 1,949 Other 50

on hand Sufl-total $ 74u
Livestock for

market 216 Intermeaiate:
Sub-total $ 6,663 Banks $ 0

Machine dealers 0
Working: Individuals 0

Machinery $ 6,883 Other 0
Dairy stock 384 Sub- ota1 U
Beef stock 794
Sheep 1132

Long term:Other 24

Sub.tota1 8,517 Insurance
companies 4 260

Fixed assets: Fedoral Land Bank 3,780
60Individuals

Value of Other 0
buildings $ 5,706 b * otal $ 4

Value of land $28,326

Sub-total $34,032 Total $ 4,846
Net worth
Total

Total Assets $9,212 Liabilities $49,212

Farmers furnished information for the table
in July and August, 1960.
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Table 12. The balance sheet of averaged data for farm
firms in the medium farm size group in
Area 3. /a

Assets Liabilities

Current: Current:

Cash on hand 4 988 Open accounts 4 267
Stocks and bands 605 aanks 1,130
Assets receivable 56 PCA 320
Cash value FHA 0

insurance 1,578 Individuals 0
Value of' goods Other 22

on hand 2,371 Suo-total 1,79Livestock for
market 3,152

Intermediate:
Sub-total 4 9,238

$

Working: Machine dealers 0
Individuals 0

Machinery $10,878 Other 0
Dairy stock 507 5-to 4 0Beef stock 362
Sheep
Other

1,240
289 Long term:

Sub-total 813,276 Insurance
companies $ 4,600

Fixed assets: Federal Land Bank 2,862
Individuals 2 2O

Value of JULIer i 25
buildings

Value of land
$11,776
53,673 Sub-total 11,037

Sub-total i65,449 Total $12,776
Net worth $75,187
Total

Total Assets 487,963 Liabilities $87,963

Farmers furnihed information for this table
in July and August, 1960.
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Table 13. The baice sheet of ver*eddata r
firis Ln the large farm ets, group. iJ*
Area 3,

Assets LabilLti*s

Current; Currents

Cash on hand $ y,844 Open accounts $ 267
Stocks and bondi ,k78 Beaks 278
Assets receivable 3,147 PCA 0
Cash value FHA 0

insurance 3,406 individuals .0
Value of goods Other 0

1,198
Subtotal $ 545Lie for

market 622
Xntermediate

8ub-tota1 $15,695
Beaks $ o6

V rid Macbins dealers 778
individuals 489

Machinery $17,833 Other 0

1,556 $ubteta1. * 1,773
Sheep
Other

1,247
i4o ng arms

Subtota1 $20,890 xn:ea
$ 3,333

Fixed assets: Federal Lend sank 1,411
.911

Value of Other 0
buildings $16,099

5 $14V1ue of Land 63,039

Subatotl $79,138 Total $ 16,73
Net worth $ 99,150
Total

Total Assets $115,723 Liabilities 111.5,725

Farmers furnished infotmation for this table
in July and August, 1960.
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Table 14. Analysis a variance of the effect of type
of I arinin on the average net worth of
fariiiera.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Among areas 2

--r- -

8.5 /a

Area 1 vs. 2 1 4,259,869,12 9.52

Area 1 vs. 3 1 619,026.32 1.38 /b

Area 2 vs. 3 1 7,201,198.39 16.09 /a

error 84 447,463.92

/a Significant at the 5% level. There was a difference
in the average net worth of fariers among areas.

/b Not significant at the 5% level. There was no
difference in the average net worth of farmers in
Areas I and 3.

Table 13. Analysis of variance of the effect of Thriii
size on average net worth of farms in Area 1.

-C.rtq
Source of Degree of Nean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1 4,533,414.142 12.49 L

Dev±ation from
regression

Error 32

3l,l93.478 ,78

362,8 :; 6 955

L Significant, There cas .a positive linear relation
between size of farm and average net worth of
farms in Area 1.
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Table 16. Analysis of variance of the effect of farni
size on average net worth on farms in Area 2.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F-
Regression
on size I 9,922,985.6.9 31.52 /a

Deviation from 1 511,196.k9 1.62
regression

Error 21 31i,779.69

Significant. There was a positive linear relation
between farm size and average net worth on faris in
Area 2.

Table 17. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
io on average net worth on farms in Area 3.

Source of Degree of Moan
variation freedom square F

egression
on size 1 1,3719611.98 13.20 Ia

Deviation from
regression

Error 25

16,978.33 1,1
103,937832

Significant. There was a positive linear relation
between farm size and average net worth on farms
in Area 3.
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Table 18, Analysis of variance of the effect oL type
farming on the average net worth ratio,

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Among areas 2 6,llt .0 /a

Area 1 vs. 2 1 6,8o0 .02 /a

Area 1 vs. 3 1 1.001 .00 Ia

Area 2 vs. 3 1 11.532 .04 /a

Error 84 266.055

Not significant. There was no significant difference
in the average net worth ratio among the farming
area.

Table 19, Analysis o variance of the effect of farm
size on the average not worth ratio on fanna
in Area 1.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedo square F

Regression.
on s±ze 1 1,025.505 4.24

Deviation from
regression

Error

89.912 .37

241.608

/a Significant at the 5% level. There was a linear
relation between size of farm and the average net
worth ratio on farns in Area 1.
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Table 20, Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average net worth ratio on
farms in Area 2.

- - - 1 - - -

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1 193.640 .95 /a

Deviation from
regroesion

Error 21

860,653 ',28 /b
'ri -)n:
(__,_I_ S

Not significant. No linear relation between size
of Thri and the average net worth ratio was round.

/b Significant at the 5% level. A non-linear relation
exists betteen size of farm and the average net
worth ratio of farms in Area 2.

Table 21. Analysis of variance of the effect of' farm
size on the average net worth ratio on farms
in Area 3.

Source of Degree of I4ean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1. 2,957 .04 /a

Deviation from
regression

Error 25

.626 .07

327.866 .00-

Not significant. Farm size had no effect on the
average not worth ratio on Larats in Area 3.
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APPENDIX B

Table 22. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average Lace amount of life
insurance on operator in Area 1,

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Re grass ion
on size 1 53,894.336 5.39

Deviation from
regression

Error 33

10,045.687 1.00

10,000.609

-

Significant at the 5% level. There 1as a positive
linear relation between faim size and the average
face anount of life insurance on operator
Area 1.

Table 23. Ana1ysi of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average face amount of life
insurance on wives and children in Area I,

1 1-

Source o Degree of Mean
variation £reedow square F

Regression
on size 1 1,389.661 .28 La

Deviation from
regression

Error 33

7,514.728 1.54

4 ,87 4 035

Not significant. No relationship was found between
farm size and the average face amount of life
insurance on wives and children in Area 1.



Table 2, Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average face amount 01 life
insurance on operator in Area 2.

Source of £)egroe of Mean
varIation freedom square

Regression
on size 1 359,007.380 68k /a

Deviation from
regression

Error 31

328,386.656 6.26 /b

2,53.0l7

Significant at the 5% level iudicating that a
straight line fitted to the data was significantly
different than 0. Larger farm size was associated
with higher average lifo insurance.

lb Significant at the 5% level. A quadra relation
existed between the variables which was significantly
different from a straight line.

Table 25. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average face amount of life
insurance on wives and children on farms
in Area 2.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1 71,tfGl.737 5.93

Deviation train
regression 1 3,901.773 .3?

Error 31 12,047,109

Significant at the 5% level. There was a positive
linear relation between farm size and the average
face amount of life insurance on wives and
children in Area 2.
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Table 26. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average face amount of life
insurance for operator in Area 3.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square

egression
on size 1. 2l,O3C25 2.25 /a

Deviation from
regression

Error 26

tk,'&76.G3 .48

9,7.659
-

Not significant. No linear relation was found
between I ar size and the average face auount of
life insurance for operator in Area 3.

Table 27. Analysis o variance of the effect of farm
size on the average face amount of life
insurance for wives and children in Area 3.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square.
Regression

on size I .02 Ia

Deviation from
regression

Error 26

235.505 1.12

25k.4k2

Not significant. No linear relation was found
between farm size and the average face amount of
life insurance for wives and children in Area 3.

U
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Figure 1, An indication of the lack of association between
number of dependents and the amount of life insurance
coverage on operators.
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Figure 2. An indication of the lack of association between
total liabilities and the amount of life insurance
coverage on operators.
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Figure 3. An indication of association between operator's
age and the amount of life insurance coverage on
operators.
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APPENDIX C

Table 23. Analysis of variance of the offoct of fariu
size on the average ratio of building and
content insurance to :thprovomont valuation
on farms in Area 1.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedon square P

Re gre S S Ofl.

on size 1 516,741 .06

Deviation from
regression 3. 11,492.680 1.40

Error 32 8,194.399

Ia Not significant.

Table 29. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average ratio of building and
content insurance to iwprovement valuation
on farms in Area 2.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square

ogression
on size 1 6,802.129 .93

Deviation from
regression 1 7.737 .00

Error 17 6,962.554- .-
Not signifient.



Table 30 Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on the average ratio of building and
content insurance to improvement valuation
an farms in. Area 3,

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Regression
en size 1 8,569.678 .61

Deviat±on from
regression 1 4k52.677 .03

Error 22 l4k,098.136

/a Not significant.

Table 31. Analysis of variance of the effect of farm
size on crop insurance expenditure per acre
among farmers in. Area 2.

Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square F

Regression
on size 1 .004k .03

Deviation from
regression 1 .074k a62

Error 31 .120

Not significant.




